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Abstract 
This thesis explores different genres and modes of  writing in short stories of  the contemporary 

Indian author Uday Prakash, such as magical realism, the fantastic, regionalism, postcolonial and 

postmodern writing. It poses the question: “In which literary genre should Uday Prakash’s writings 

best be categorised?” The study is based on a reading of  Prakash’s collection, 10 Pratinidhi kahāniyāṃ 

– Ten Representative Stories, consisting of  ten stories of  the author’s own choice. Critics have often 

understood Uday Prakash as a writer of  magical realism. This thesis, however, argues that the 

author fits better in the category of  the fantastic since his narratives often are characterised by the 

“hesitation” before the supernatural, a central feature of  this literary mode. The thesis further 

suggests that regionalism is present in his writings in the portrayal of  both the rural and urban 

landscapes of  India. Above all, Prakash portrays a “public landscape,” in which India as a whole is 

reflected in the local—rural or urban—regions he depicts and in which any Indian can identify 

himself. The postmodern perspective is also prevalent in his writings, evident through literary tropes 

such as metafiction, historiographic metafiction, intertextuality, self-reflexivity and extended use of  

metaphor. Central to his writing is a social or postcolonial critique. Together his stories write an 

alternative national history of  India, focusing on the subaltern and the downtrodden, depicting how 

the old colonial structure and oppression have now re-emerged among the elite and political 

leadership of  independent India. I have, in this thesis, understood Uday Prakash as a postcolonial 

experimentalist (uttaropaniveśvādī prayogvādī), standing in the tradition of  the prayogvād of  the 20th-century 

Hindi literary field since the characteristics of  his authorship are the concoction of  multiple literary 

modes or genres, the breaking with traditional forms of  narration and the formation of  creative and 

original narratives, all in the service of  social and civilisational criticism. 

Keywords: Uday Prakash, Hindi literature, magic realism, magical realism, the fantastic, 

regionalism, postcolonialism, postmodernism, realism, experimentalism, genre, narratology. 
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Notes on Diacritics, Transliteration and Translation 
Hindi words in this essay will be written in transliteration (and in italics) following the 

convention used in Ronald S. McGregor’s Oxford Hindi-English Dictionary,  with a few exceptions. 1

Words used or known in English will be written without diacritics, such as “crores” and “rupees.” 

Names of  places will be written in their English forms when they are well-known; the same 

convention will generally be used for authors and critics if  they are well known or write themselves 

in English. Otherwise, places and authors will be written in the diacritic form and italics; this also 

applies to characters and places mentioned in the short stories. Names of  short stories are written in 

diacritics, without italics but with single quotation marks. Translations from Hindi are my own if  

nothing else is stated. The genitive forms of  proper names in Hindi are written with “-s” to signify 

that the “s” of  the English genitive is not original in Hindi, e.g., “Ṭepchū-s” or “Vākaṇkar-s.” 

Anusvār is always represented with ‘ṃ’, irrespective of  the kind of  nasal. The same symbol, ‘ṃ’, 

is also used for anunāsika. Short ‘a’ when silent in Hindi words is omitted; ‘ă’—demarcating in 

McGregor the short ‘a’ from Sanskrit loanwords still audible in Hindi—is replaced with ‘a’.  

Further other languages than English, such as French and Spanish, are written in italics. Italics 

are also used to emphasise certain words and for highlighting technical phrases; double quotation 

marks are used for quotations and linguistic examples, and single quotations marks—apart from 

indicating quotes within quotations—are used to mark out translations from Hindi and other 

languages as well as names of  short stories, articles and poems. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 
 Uday Prakash has been an influential poet, fiction- and essay writer in the Hindi literary field 

for decades. Readers, critics and scholars from India and around the world have taken an interest to 

read, understand and analyse his writings from a range of  different perspectives. 

As a writer of  fiction—which is the focus of  this paper—Uday Prakash has typically been 

understood as an Indian version of  magical realism,  as his influence from Latin-American authors, 2

such as Gabriel García Márquez and Jorge Luis Borges, has not gone unnoticed by critics.  Several 3

scholars have identified him as a writer of  postmodern literature.  Others emphasise the strong 4

postcolonial vein in his writings  or their—closely related to the former—strong social pathos.  5 6

The aim of  this research is to analyse the nature of  Uday Prakash’s authorship by exploring 

his narrative strategies, the dominating motives in his writings and the literary tropes he deploys. It 

further aims to locate him among the different literary angels, genres and modes, scholars have 

utilised to understand him as a writer. 

All the different perspectives on Prakash mentioned above have led me, after a closer 

investigation of  his writings, to pose the question: how should his authorship be understood? My 

research question for this paper is, thus, simply and straightforwardly: In which literary genre  7

should Uday Prakash’s writings best be categorised? In short (I will expound on this below), the four 

literary perspectives I have chosen to focus on—based on a first-hand reading of  Prakash’s texts, as 

well as on secondary literature on these texts—are magical realism,  regionalism, postcolonialism 8

and postmodernism. I further ask: Are any of  these four dominating, and if  so, in what way? Finally, 

how do these four interrelate—on the presumption of  their presence in Prakash’s writings? 

These questions will be answered by an analysis, a close reading of  ten of  Uday Prakash’s 

short stories or novellas, all to be found in the collection, 10 Pratinidhi kahāniyāṃ (Ten Representative 

 Yadav 2021: 266; cf. Gupta & Naved 2021: 272; cf. Maurya 2020: 2472

 See Gupta & Naved 2021: 271–72; cf. Yadav 20213

 Ghirardi 2021a; Paṭel 2013; Shitanshu 20004

 Maurya 2020: 247; Siṃh 20165

 Thāmas 2017; Rītā 20126

 I have further below in the introduction given a short discussion on the different terminology connected to 7

these different perspectives on Uday Prakash: genre, mode of  writing, literary school, etc. In short, besides 
acknowledging the issue, I will not focus too much on this potentially large and complex question. The 
different nature which characterises these perspectives rather opens up for potentially seeing the author from 
different angles simultaneously as complementing each other.
 This mode of  writing will be explored through a comparison with another closely related mode of  writing, 8

the fantastic (see below under 3.1).
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Stories).  These are the stories which the author himself  has chosen as representative of  his 9

authorship, or in his own words—admitting the difficulty in this choice—his ten “most loved [sabse 

adhik priy]” stories.  Thus, given the limited scope of  this thesis—unfortunately not being able to 10

take into consideration all his writings—this representative collection, according to the author’s own 

selection, should be a good basis for an initial investigation of  the questions raised above. 

The thesis’ research questions will be answered by devoting one chapter each to these four 

most current and, in my estimation, interesting perspectives on Uday Prakash. After a summary of  

the ten stories (chapter 2) and a theoretical background and framework for the thesis (chapter 3), 

chapters 4–7 will discuss these different literary perspectives in relation to Prakash’s writings. In 

chapter 4, I analyse Uday Prakash’s writings by comparing the two closely related literary modes of  

magical realism and the fantastic. Chapter 5 compares his writings with those of  regional writers, 

especially Phanishwarnath Renu, and discusses, perhaps somewhat provocatively, whether Prakash’s 

stories could be understood within the genre of  regionalism (āṃcaliktā). Chapter 6 explores strokes of  

postcolonial themes and chapter 7 postmodern traces in Prakash’s stories. In chapter 8, I address 

some further questions regarding the comparison and analysis of  these different literary perspectives 

before drawing some conclusions about this study in chapter 9. 

This thesis argues that the postcolonial perspective is foundational in Uday Prakash’s writings, 

expressed in a constant emphasis on the subaltern  and in a social criticism, which he conveys 11

through different literary means; (1) through the narrative strategies of  the fantastic and the political 

language of  magical realism; (2) through the postmodern tropes of  metafictional historiography, 

multi-layered narration and rich use of  metaphor and (3) through the literary formation of  a 

universal Indian landscape, the reformulation of  conventional history and the pronouncement of  a 

subaltern alternative national narrative—all in defence of  little traditions,  marginalised cultures and 12

the socially downtrodden. 

 Prakash 20149

 Prakash 2014: 5 10

 The term subaltern, initially coined by the Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci, refers to “any class of  people 11

(but especially peasants and workers) subject to the hegemony of  another more powerful class.” It has been 
further elaborated in postcolonial studies by scholars such as Homi Bhabha and Gayatri Spivak (Buchanan 
2018). In her famous article, ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’, Spivak argues that the subaltern cannot speak since 
they, in their aim to speak and thereby reclaiming their collective identity, only reinforce their position in 
society of  being subjugated (1999).

 Ghirardi (2021a) uses this term, which refers to cultures on the margin of  or outside the mainstream 12

cultures or traditions in India (26). 
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1.2 Material 
The stories in 10 Pratinidhi Kahāniyāṃ are either short stories (kahāni)—e.g., ‘Ṭepchū,’ ‘Tirich’ 

and ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt’—or longer short stories/novellas (in Hindi, ‘short novels’ – laghu upanyās, cf. n. 

16)—e.g., ‘Dillī kī dīvār,’ ‘…Aur aṃt meṃ prārthna,’ and ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ.’ Their length 

differs significantly, as the short story, ‘Ḍibiyā,’ has only three pages, and ‘…Aur aṃt meṃ 

prārthna,’ 82 pages. The stories are written over some decades of  Uday Prakash’s writing career 

and are further set in different timings—many of  them in the 1970s, which was probably a 

formative period in the author’s life (see biography on the author below). 

‘Mausājī’ and ‘Ṭepchū’ were both included in Uday Prakash’s first published short-story 

collection, Dariyāī ghoṛā (1982); ‘Tirich,’ ‘Rām Sajīvan kī prem-kathā,’ ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt,’ and ‘Ḍibiyā’ 

were all first published in his second short-story collection, Tirich (1984); ‘…Aur aṃt meṃ prārthna’ 

is the only story included from the author’s third short story collection by the same name, published 

in 1994. ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ first appears in Pāl Gomrā kā skūṭar (1997), Prakash’s fourth story 

collection. ‘Dillī kī dīvār’ and ‘Arebā Parebā’ are both included in his fifth story collection, Dattātrey 

ke duḥkh (2002).  13

1.3 Uday Prakash – Biography 
Uday Prakash (b. 1952) is from Chhattisgarh but lives in Delhi and is a well-read and much-

acclaimed Hindi author. According to Alessandra Consolaro, he is “a trendsetter in Hindi 

literature” and “one of  the few regional writers who has been widely translated into other regional 

languages,” having a wide readership in India and abroad.  His most famous works include his 14

novel, or novella, Pīlī chatrīvālī laṛkī (The Girl with the Golden Parasol),  and his novellas, Mohan Dās  15 16

and Dillī kī Dīvār (The Walls of  Delhi).  Besides these, he has written several poetry- and short story 17

collections, as well as critical essays.  18

Uday Prakash was born and grew up in the village of  Sītāpur, which technically is situated in 

the (far eastern extremity of) Madhya Pradesh, but only four kilometres from the border of  

 See Siṃh 2016: 66–77, who gives a detailed resume over all of  Uday Prakash’s writings (51–86).13

 Consolaro 2020: 48–4914

 Prakash, Uday (2001). Pīlī Chatrīvālī Laṛkī. Nayī Dillī: Vāṇi Prakāśan, translated into English by Jason 15

Grunebaum: Prakash, Uday (2013) The Girl with the Golden Parasol (J. Grunebaum, Trans.). London: Yale 
University Press. Prakash himself  calls this work “a long short story” (Guftugu 2018). 

 Prakash, Uday (2009b). Mohan Dās. Nayī Dillī: Vāṇi Prakāśan. This story has been regarded as both “a long 16

short story” and “a very short novel” (Consolaro 2011: 9) or “novella” (Grunebaum 2013: xiv). 
 Prakash, Uday (2009a). Dillī kī Dīvār. Nayī Dillī: Vāṇi Prakāśan. Translations of  both Mohan Dās and Dillī kī 17

Dīvār are found in Prakash, Uday (2012). The Walls of  Delhi: Three Novellas (J. Grunebaum, Trans.). New York: 
Seven Stories Press.

 Consolaro 2020: 4818
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Chhattisgarh and the village’s culture, food and dressing customs have rather a Chhattisgarhi 

flavour. Dharmendra Pratāp Siṃh writes that at the time of  Prakash’s birth, the village hosted only fifty 

houses and was surrounded by beautiful nature. 

Prakash did his BSc in Śahḍol, at Awadhesh Pratap Singh University, 65 kilometres from his 

home village, and later his MA in Hindi literature at Sagar University  in Madya Pradesh. In 1975, 19

he began a PhD at Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), Delhi but was not able to complete it due to 

lack of  finances. In 1977, he got married to Suśrī Kukum Prakāś, who also studied at JNU. 

Although Prakash had done very well in his postgraduate studies, he later struggled to find 

permanent employment. Instead, he took jobs here and there to support his family. Later, though, 

he got employment as an assistant professor between 1978–1980 at JNU, after which he worked at 

the cultural department in Madya Pradesh, 1980–82. He has also worked as an editor on several 

magazines and as “the head of  [the] Concept and Script section” on the television channel ITV.  20

Uday Prakash had an interest in Hindi literature since childhood, not the least due to his well-

read father. This interest grew during his education. His writing career began to take off  in the late 

70s and early 80s. His first poetry collection was published in 1977 (Tibbat - ‘Tibet’) and his first 

short story collection in 1982 (Dariyāī Ghoṛā – ‘The Hippo’). Although Prakash sees himself  foremost 

as a poet, he has become more well known through his fiction. 

Today, Prakash lives in Ghaziabad, a suburb of  Delhi, but also in the family’s farmhouse in 

Chhattisgarh. The couple has two sons together.  21

1.4 “Genre”-Comparison and Method 
Uday Prakash’s writings are, in this thesis, analysed from the perspective of  different genres, 

literary modes or theories. This poses a methodical problem. Genre, a word derived from French 

and Latin, means “kind” or “genus,” the latter, in turn, means “a class” or “kind.” Trudier Harris 

defines genre as “an umbrella concept that allows for many disparate, and often related, concepts to 

be conveniently divided and subdivided.” This definition is, however, unhelpfully unspecific. A little 

more helpful—but still simple—definition is offered by Chris Baldick: “A literary genre is a 

recognizable and established category of  written work employing such common conventions as will 

prevent readers or audiences from mistaking it for another kind.”  Moreover, it has been argued 22

that in order to define a genre, both form (such as “meter, stanza structure, and plot structure”) and 

 Its full name is “Dr. Harisingh Gour Vishwavidyalaya, Sagar.” See http://www.dhsgsu.edu.in/index.php/19

en/ (Retrieved 2022-06-28).
 Yadav 2021: 18220

 Most information from this biography is gathered from Siṃh-s overview (2016: 51–55, see also: 57, 66).21

 Baldick 201522
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content (“including subject, character type, and, more broadly, mood, attitude, and effect”) need to 

be considered.   23

While there are primary genres such as fiction, poetry and drama, there are also many sub-

groups, sub-divisions and sub-genres.  The categories treated in this thesis certainly fall within 24

different levels in such a structure. While there is a scholarly discussion on whether magical realism 

and the fantastic should be understood as modes of  writings or genres, sub-genres or simply literary 

expressions, postmodernism and postcolonialism refer to big literary trends or schools of  thought 

founded in even larger philosophical discourses on society and human life as a whole. As regards 

regionalism, Hansen calls it a “literary genre” (with inverted commas) in comparison to other genres 

(without inverted commas).  The picture gets even more complicated as, for example, magical 25

realism could be understood as a postcolonial mode of  writing or as a postmodern expression.   26

One might then ask, is the comparison of  such a range of  different categories, being as they 

are on different strata in literary theory, even conceivable or meaningful? To satisfactorily answer 

this question, to structure and set all these different literary perspectives in relation to each other—

taking into regard their specific historical developments and respective particularities—would be an 

enormous task beyond the scope or purpose of  this essay. It will here suffice to acknowledge the 

complexity of  the question and proceed with just some remarks on the matter based on Tzvetan 

Todorov’s discussion on genre.  

 Todorov introduces his work, The Fantastic – A Structural Approach to a Literary Genre, with a 

discussion on genre, in which he suggests a double movement in literary study, from genre to the 

particular work, and vice-versa, from the particular work to genre. The particular work is (at least 

possibly) defined as a certain category or genre, but at the same time, it itself  contributes to the very 

definition of  that same category or genre it belongs to.  There is, thus, a symbiosis taking place 27

“between the description of  phenomena and abstract theory”; between the two orders of  “practical 

and theoretical” on the one hand and the “empirical and abstract” on the other.  28

In line with Todorov’s paradigm, this thesis takes its point of  departure from the practical and 

empirical order, i.e., the particular work. My starting point is thus Prakash’s writings, and my 

reading, observations and analysis—in light of  the discussion on these writings in secondary 

literature—have deduced these relevant comparisons between several literary perspectives (which 

 Cohen 200623

 Harris 1995: 50924

 Hansen 1981: 274–27525

 See Bhattacharya 2020: 198 and Slemon 1995: 407–426.26

 Todorov 1975: 5–727

 Todorov 1975: 2128
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basic tents will be delineated in chapter 3). Just as works of  Toni Morrison, Salman Rushdie or 

García Márquez could figure in discussions of  several literary perspectives, such as magical realism, 

postmodernism and postcolonialism,  it is also conceivable to understand Uday Prakash from these 29

and other literary perspectives simultaneously. I, thus, follow Todorov’s position that there is no 

hindrance for a work to “manifest more than one category, more than one genre.”  This essay is 30

foremost not a comparison of, or a competition between, different literary perspectives on Uday 

Prakash (although there will be such comparative discussions, for example between the fantastic and 

magical realism, or between postcolonial and postmodern writing) but rather an analysis of  how the 

author has combined, used and deployed various literary tropes, modes or genres.  

There is further a tendency by critics to try to locate an author—this is not the least true for 

Uday Prakash—within a certain genre or literary mode. With this study of  Prakash’s stories, I would 

like to illustrate that, in reality, the picture is more complex, that different genres/modes could be 

applied to his texts, and, in addition, his different works could also be located differently. But what 

this thesis aims for is to analyse the literary trends and perspectives that conspicuously stand out in 

the author’s works.  

The analysis of  this thesis will be done through a close reading of  these selected stories. Based 

on this reading, different literary tropes, themes and motives in Prakash’s writings will be identified 

and highlighted, which signify the various literary perspectives under treatment in this thesis. There 

will, however, be a focus on the author’s narrative techniques. I will especially detect and interpret 

the author’s use of  narrative perspectives as well as his creative formation of  narrators. As a 

background to such a study, I will below give a theoretical introduction to narratology (see 3.6)—i.e., 

the study of  narrative analysis, forms and levels of  narration, as well as the deployment of  various 

forms of  narrators.  31

 See Warnes 2009:2; Buehrer 1990; Snipp-Walmsley 2006: 421–24; Siskind 2011: 833, 856–57; Luburić-29

Cvijanović A. & Muždeka 2016; Palladino 2018: 53–63.
 Todorov 1975: 2130

 Baldick 201531
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2. Summaries of  Short Stories of  Uday Prakash 

2.1 ‘Mausājī’ 
The story’s main character Mausājī  is a strange old man living in Pachītṭolā, an area in the 32

town of  Sāgar in Madhya Pradesh, India. The story is told in first person from the perspective of  a 

man who has just moved there and has begun a new job. He describes Mausājī–s pattern of  life, how 

the old man sits outside his small house on his bedstead and expects everyone who passes to greet 

him with jayhind. The narrator is perplexed about Mausājī, who, while not showing any sign of  

madness or insanity, still lives, it seems, in his own fabricated dream-world. His real name is 

Māyāprasād “Hitaiṣī,” and he was, according to his own testimony, an activist in India’s independence 

movement. He speaks of  Gandhi and Patel as if  they were his brothers, and every political leader or 

famous person turns out to be his old friend. Mausājī has three sons who have all, according to 

himself, become very successful in different fields, and one of  them is even the right hand of  the 

famous Indian industrialist, Biṛlā Maheṃdar. All three sons are also exemplars of  devotion to their 

father.  

In reality, however—the narrator learns from the people in the area—two sons have mundane 

jobs, and the third is a poor student. People in Pachītṭolā have tried to speak sense to him, but he just 

gets hurt or upset. At the end of  the story, one of  Mausājī-s sons has been detained at the police 

station for theft. Mausājī goes there but fails to persuade the sergeant to release his son. The narrator, 

who happened to be at the police station at that time and witnessed it all, later finds Mausājī, sitting 

downcast at the side of  the road. But Mausājī suddenly shines up and tells the story of  how the 

police, upon realising that it was Mausājī-s son who had been arrested, were ready to do everything 

to solve the situation. Finally, before Mausājī leaves, he comes close to the young man and puts his 

hand on his shoulder. The narrator can feel how Mausājī is shivering. He understands that Mausājī, 

without words, asks him to come with him the next day to pay the bail. He agrees to do so and calls 

out to him (who is already walking away down the road): “Mausājī. I’ll come, jayhind.”  33

 Mausā means ‘maternal uncle’ in Hindi but could also be used as an honorific title (See McGregor 1993: 32

839).
Mausājī, maiṃ caltā hūṃ…jayhiṃd (20).33
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2.2 ‘Ṭepchū’ 
Tepchū, an unfortunate in the Indian society, grows up in a village on the banks of  the Son-river 

in Madhya Pradesh. His father died when Tepchū was only a small child leaving his mother to do 

hard menial work to support her son. Ṭepchū is an outcast of  society who gets beaten by others in the 

village and who works under slave-like conditions at his employee’s house. But he is sturdy. He 

survives both getting drowned in the village pond and a high fall from a tāṛ-tree,  where he had 34

climbed to steal some tāṛ as he wanted to try the intoxication. Finally, he receives a harsh beating 

from the hands of  his boss’ target men, after which he is thrown into the Son-river. But he survives 

and burns down his master’s food storage the same night.  

Another young man in the village—who upholds the narrator’s voice—works in the town of  

Bailāḍilā at an iron mill. There he later meets Ṭepchū, who has fled the village and writes a 

recommendation to his boss at the factory. Ṭepchū is extremely hard-working, and when he also starts 

working at the mill, he becomes highly loved by his co-workers. He joins the workers’ movement and 

participates in a strike after many workers have been sent off  without notice from the mill. During 

the strikes, he leads an attack against the police in which he beats up the officer and humiliates him. 

As a revenge, the police force catches Ṭepchū, beats him up and drags him behind the car until his 

back is completely trashed. Finally, they take him out into the jungle and execute him with several 

bullets. Miraculously, Ṭepchū survives even this and utterly shocks the doctor when he opens his eyes 

at the postmortem examination table. In the end, the author affirms that this is a true story and that 

most people in his village believe that Ṭepchū is a jinn and will never die. 

2.3 ‘Tirich’ 
A young man in Bakelī, a village situated alongside the jungle in central India, has repeated 

frightening nightmares in which a big poisonous lizard (tirich) from the jungle chases him. One day 

his father, the village chief, is getting bitten by the lizard. The boy’s friend, Thānū, and other village 

people present various superstitious folk theories of  what needs to be done to survive the poisonous 

attack. If  not regarded, so they claim, the victim will die precisely twenty-four hours after the bite. 

One thing being required is to burn the lizard’s corpse within the next twenty-four hours—which 

the boy and Thānū do—otherwise, the victim will die precisely twenty-four hours after the bite. 

Meanwhile, on the same day, his father needs to go to town and present himself  before the court to 

save their property from being sold away. Here follows a long and detailed description or 

reconstruction of  the father’s goings and doings in the city that day, marked by precise timings and a 

 Tāṛ – ‘the toddy palm.’ Used in India to make liquor. See McGregor 1993: 44734
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plethora of  eyewitness accounts. In brief, the father had lifted to town on a tractor carriage, on 

which also sat Paṇḍit  Rām Autār, who offered to him, as a cure for the lizard’s bite, a medicine made 35

from the thorn-apple (dathūrā, a narcotic which might be dangerous for human beings). Upon his 

arrival in town, the father enters the bank. As he is clearly affected by the narcotic, the guards at the 

bank take him for a drunkard and beat him up. Wounded and bruised with torn clothes, he wanders 

around to different places in the city, the police station, the upper-class colony and a restaurant, 

among other places. Everywhere he is ridiculed, disgraced and beaten. Finally, he is surrounded and 

severely trashed by a mob of  young men. Someone even hits him with an iron rod, and another 

throws a brick at his head. He dies exactly twenty-four hours after the bite of  the lizard.  

The story ends with the description of  the son’s new nightmare: it begins in the village, where 

he and Thānū are about to set fire to the corpse of  the lizard, but then the boy realises, within the 

dream itself, that he is not in the village, but in the city, and is instead hunted by a crowd, just as his 

father was. He panics as he knows that his last moment has come. The story ends with the rhetorical 

question that haunts him: why is he not having the dream about the lizard anymore?  

2.4 ‘Arebā Parebā’ 
Munnā, a young boy, receives two wild rabbit bunnies from Semailyā, who works at the family’s 

fields on the other side of  the hills and often roams around the jungle. The boy is overwhelmed with 

deep fascination and joy over these two small creatures, their softness and exotic forest scent. He 

gives them the names, Arebā and Parebā. It is like he has entered a wonderful world—illustrated by 

the special place his mother has built for the rabbits in a crack in the wall—a world he never wants 

to leave. The next morning, however, the rabbits and their new-built home are gone. Was this all a 

dream? Finally, after the boy has refused to eat for a whole day, his mother reveals the secret and 

shows the boy two rabbit-like stones. She had woken up during the night and seen a vision of  light 

in the courtyard. She explains that the deities’ children must have come down at night, played a 

mischief  and transformed the rabbits into stones.  

The protagonist has pondered on this incident during his whole life—the end of  the story 

being his reflections on it over forty years later. He relates how he had come to realise that the death 

of  the rabbits must have been the misdeed of  their big cat, Bagghā, which the mother did not have 

the heart to tell him. He also blamed himself. Only five or six years after the incident with the 

rabbits, his mother had died of  cancer. Was this perhaps the punishment from the gods for her 

 Paṇḍit – ‘a scholar; a learned brāhmaṇ; title of  respect to a brāhmaṇ’ (McGregor 1993: 587). 35
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fabricated story that day? And was not the reason for all this his stubbornness as a child, not wanting 

to eat? 

He has often caressed the two stones—which he has kept all these years—and almost thought 

they were alive. Some years back, however, when he woke up in the middle of  the night, he found 

the courtyard lit up by the moon and the two small rabbits alive, playing and running around. 

2.5 ‘Rām Sajīvan kī prem-kathā’ 
Rām Sajīvan  is a young man from a rural village in India who lives as a student at a hostel in 36

Delhi. After ten years in this city, he has begun to forget the village and has become class-conscious 

and a follower of  Marxist political ideas. He has joined a left-wing organisation where he has 

become an acknowledged writer and thinker. 

One day on a dorm balcony opposite Rām-s house, a girl appears, seemingly looking at him. 

The following days and weeks, they often stand on their respective balconies, looking in each other’s 

direction. During this time, Rām develops a fantasy romance world in which he and the girl 

communicate their love to each other. The girl’s name is Anītā, he learns from the watchman, and 

she belongs to a rich international family. Rām begins to interpret every gesture from her, a window 

in her apartment left open, a note dropped from her balcony, as part of  this game. He spends his 

day wrapped in a quilt in his room, ruminating on imagined conversations with Anītā and reciting 

love poetry, always looking for her to appear again on the balcony. He begins to lose connection with 

reality, and whenever a friend questions or confronts him, he only gets hurt. 

Finally, four of  his close friends do an intervention, come to his room and try to talk sense to 

him. But to no avail. Two of  these friends are later called to the warden of  the hostel. The warden 

shows a love letter Rām has sent to Anītā. She is afraid and has asked for security protection, being 

convinced that a mad man is stalking her. Upon the suggestion from the warden, Rām is forcefully 

sent back to his village by his friends to recover. When he returns one year later, Anītā is done with 

her research and has left the country. Rām, however, is convinced that she still is a student at the 

university, that she still sees him but does not show herself  to him to test if  his love for her is real. 

2.6 ‘Ḍibiyā’ 
‘Ḍibiyā’ (‘The box’) relates a childhood experience. The sun used to shine through the holes in 

the damaged roof  of  the house of  the story’s protagonist (now an adult), and the sunbeams used to 

create different fascinating formations on the floor below. As a seven or eight-year-old boy, he had a 

 The title of  the story translates, ‘Rām Sajīvan-s love story.’36
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mysterious attraction to these “sun-circles,” and he used to try to catch them but, of  course, always 

failed as the sunbeam “leapt upon” his closed hand. But one day, as he was alone in the kitchen, a 

beautiful circle of  sunbeams landed on the floor. Using a hand fan, he caught it, drew it to the other 

side of  the kitchen, put it in a tin box, closed the lid, and never opened it again. Many years later, 

the man reflects on this experience and ponders whether or not to open the box and show it to the 

world. The gain would be that others would, perhaps, believe in his experience; the risk, however, 

that they might not, or at least not fully, and the whole mysterious experience would be lost. After so 

many years, he also sometimes has his own doubts and questions whether it is worth the risk or not 

to open the box. 

2.7 ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt’ 
‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt’ (‘Hīrālāl–s Ghost’) is about the poor and wretched man Hīrālāl—both the 

character and the story about him are well-known to everyone in his village, which is situated in 

eastern India. His mother dies at his birth, and throughout his life, Hīrālāl strives at the bottom of  

the social hierarchy of  his village. Hīrālāl, being mute, does not speak but is a very diligent worker 

and spends his life slaving under the wealthy Ṭhākur Harpāl Siṃh and his household, doing all kinds 

of  petty work from morning to night. The story is gloomy. Hīrālāl-s land has been taken by fraud by 

Ṭhākur Harpāl Siṃh, and his wife is sexually abused by the village registrar, Kulbūṣaṇ Tivārī, who 

regularly calls her to his place (a residence within Harpāl Siṃh-s compound). One night Hīrālāl, on 

his way home, gets bitten by a dog, contracts rabies and later dies, only a few hours before his wife. 

She was now heavily pregnant (after the nights with the registrar), had a high fever and fell 

unconscious on the floor before she also passed away.  

After this incident, the Ṭhākur family begins to be haunted by the ghost of  Hīrālāl. At night 

time, the Ṭhākur and the registrar are visited by a man in a white robe who scares them to madness. 

The women of  the family are, moreover, mysteriously undressed and groped. During the day, the 

food turns into dog meat or cow dung. Six months of  these nightly and daily horrors destroy the 

haveli  and drive the Ṭhākur and many of  his household insane.  37

In the epilogue, the narrator reflects on different interpretations of  these strange incidents. 

Seven years have now passed since the haveli was abandoned. Some offer a purely psychological 

explanation that it all was fantasies springing from the inner guilt and fear of  the family. Others say 

that it was a prank carried out by the low-caste people of  the village who, in their anger, wanted to 

take revenge. Still, others affirm the story, that they have even seen Hīrālāl and his wife during night 

chewing pān at the verandah, evidenced by the stain on the wall, visible even during daytime. 

 Haveli – “an imposing house or building” (McGregor 1993: 1065).37
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2.8 ‘Dillī kī dīvār’ 
‘Dillī kī dīvār’ (‘The wall of  Delhi’) begins with a portrayal of  the lower working class in Delhi, 

a gallery of  chai-vendors and pān-sellers, beggars and unskilled labourers. The narrator of  the story 

is one of  these characters, Vināyak Dattātrey. He describes his struggle at the lowest strata of  society. 

Due to his unfortunate life, he even feels ashamed to look his wife and children in the eyes when he 

comes home from work. He relates the story about Rāmnivās, a sweeper who works in the area of  

Saket in Delhi. One day at work, Rāmnivās is sweeping in a big empty storeroom. The shaft of  his 

broom gets out of  place, and when he, to fix it, knocks the broom against a wall, he happens to 

make a hole in the wall. To his great surprise, he finds an enormous amount of  money inside the 

hole: crores of  rupees, all cash, packed in bundles. 

This changes everything for Rāmnivās. For his family, wife and children, this means a 

completely new lifestyle and spending level. Rāmnivās also lavishes money on his young mistress, 

Suṣmā (a relationship his wife is completely aware of), on make-up, luxuries and trips.  

Finally, however, he and Suṣmā are caught by the police at a hotel on a trip to Agra. He 

somehow still manages to be on free foot after this but is later shot and killed in an open street 

combat with the police. At the end of  the story, the narrator reveals the secret that somewhere 

behind a wall in Delhi—so he believes—there is another large sum of  money hidden. He describes 

how he roams around in Delhi late at night with a stick, hitting against wall after wall, hoping his 

fortune one day will change. He suggests to his readers to also take a stick and begin the search 

themselves. 

2.9 ‘…Aur aṃt meṃ prārthna’ 
This story takes place in the India of  the 1970s. Its main character, Dineś Manohar Vākaṇkar, is a 

doctor and a family man, having a wife and three daughters. He is very devoted to his vocation, 

morally upright and careful to avoid common practices among other doctors, which include taking 

bribes from patients and running an additional private clinic. Vākaṇkar is also a devout Hindu 

nationalist, an active member in his local RSS  branch and inspires others in his zeal. Still, he has 38

 RSS – Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh  (translated: “The National Volunteer Organisation”) is a 38

paramilitary political group in India with only male members. It is dedicated to the ideology of Hindutva (see 
the following footnote) and the formation of  a Hindu Rashtra (‘a Hindu state’). It is built up by local branches 
(śākhā-s), its members are volunteers (svayaṃsevak-s), and it is led by preachers (pracārak-s), prime minister 
Narendra Modi being one of  them. It was founded in Nagpur in 1925 and has (as of  2019) between 2.5 and 
6 million active members (Ogden 2015).
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difficulty accepting the racial theories on which Hindutva  is founded and rather holds the view that 39

all men, irrespective of  skin colour or background, are equal and should have their unthreatened 

place in India. 

In three parts, the story follows how Vākaṇkar works as a doctor in three different places in 

India. First, he works at a hospital in the city of  Vidhānpur. But when an old patient, an old man 

whom Vākaṇkar knows from the RSS branch, dies due to the hospital’s cheap and outdated 

medicine, he takes action and collects proof  against the head doctor, Dr Miśrā, to whom he also 

writes a sharply formulated letter accusing him of  murder. This leads to Dr Vākaṇkar-s involuntary 

transfer to a village, Ḍhīṃgar, far out in an Adivasi -area (or, as Vākaṇkar describes it, the government 40

of  India’s own Kāle-Pānī kā daṃḍ-dvīp ).  41

Vākaṇkar serves there diligently for many years, but a turn of  events takes place when India’s 

prime minister is about to come and visit Ḍhīṃgar. The days before the visit, preparations are in full 

swing. At the same time, an epidemic breaks out among the Adivasi population living in the jungle 

areas around the village, with the death toll rising. Despite Dr Vākaṇkar-s serious warnings that 

action needs to be taken immediately, the regional governor and local politicians turn a deaf  ear, 

having all the focus on the upcoming event. But during the visit, Vākaṇkar gets an opportunity to 

reveal to the prime minister the situation of  the Adivasis. Vākaṇkar is vindicated, and the local 

political leader, who tried to hide the matter, is reproached. In the aftermath, however, Vākaṇkar is 

given no role in the prevention campaign that is launched after the prime minister has left, the 

reason being a rumour that he is a fanatic RSS worker (which is, of  course, partly true). Instead, the 

campaign is led by the former senior doctor, Dr Miśrā, who had caused Vākaṇkar–s removal. 

Sometime after these events, Vākaṇkar moves—by his own will, it seems—to the small town, 

Kotmā, where he serves at the government hospital. When a student riot erupts in the city—caused 

 The term, Hindutva, was coined by Bankim Chandra Chatterjee in the mid-1870s and was later elaborated 39

by Vinayak Damodar Savarkar in his famous work, Hindutva: Who is a Hindu  (1923). Savarkar argued for a 
Hindu identity based on geographical boundaries, the affiliation to Hindu dharma (in which he included all 
religions originating from India) and a strong feeling of  loyalty to the nation of  India (Johnson 2009). 

 Adivasi refers to “[a] member of  any of  the tribal peoples living in India before the arrival of  the Aryans in 40

the second millennium.” Many Adivasis still live traditional lives in or adjacent to the forest. In several Indian 
states, their population is still numerous. Among them, Prakash’s home region of  eastern Madhya Pradesh 
and the state of  Chhattisgarh have a strong Adivasi presence and culture. During Prakash’s childhood, Śahḍol
—the district to which Prakash’s village belongs—had a close to sixty per cent Adivasi population, but since 
then, it has declined some (Britannica 2015; Siṃh 2016: 51). Adivasis have a reoccurring presence in his 
writings.

 Kāle-Pānī kā daṃḍ-dvīp—“the prison-island of  Black Waters.” Kāla-pānī—Hindi for “Black Waters”—refers 41

to the cellular jail built by the British on the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, where they used to send political 
prisoners (See Keay 2010/2000: 495). This meant a double punishment for Hindus since it is traditionally 
not permissible to cross the ocean (kāla-pānī) (Fisher: 2013).
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by an initially trivial quarrel between some students and a shop owner over the price of  some shoes

—a young Muslim student, Taufīk Ahmad, who only had tried to calm down the rioting student, is 

shot by the police and killed. Vākaṇkar is expected to partake in the post-mortem examination of  the 

body and is pressed by local politicians to hide the real reason for the death in the report. Vākaṇkar, 

whose resolution and moral courage now have begun to waver, first tries to evade the whole thing by 

applying for vacation, but in the end, after wavering back and forth over his decision, he carries out 

the postmortem. Against the expectation of  the politicians, he writes the real reason in the report, 

that Taufīk was killed by a bullet. The strong reactions and the pressure from local politicians 

become too much for Vākaṇkar, and he collapses on the floor in the hospital corridor. His state is 

critical. He suffers from inner bleedings and is taken to intensive care. The story ends with a short 

comment on how the hospital informs both Taufīk–s father and Vākaṇkar–s wife of  their respective 

family member’s states. 

2.10 ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ 
‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs kā sāṃḍ’ relates the life of  Warren Hastings, the first British governor-

general in India. The story blends historical and fictitious events. It begins to describe the young 

Hastings, who is apprehensive but curious about and fascinated by the natives and their way of  life. 

He and Buntū, his Indian servant and guide, roam the bank of  the river, Yamuna, watching the 

women washing their clothes. Hastings also develops an interest in Hinduism and, above all, an 

affinity with Krishnaism. He begins to wear a dhotī  and tries to learn how to play the flute. He also 42

learns the local language, Bengali. Later in life, he oversees works on translation and studies about 

Hinduism and Hindu texts made by English Indologists, for example, Charles Wilkins’s translation 

of  the Bhagavad Gita. On a journey to Mathura and Vrindavan, he has a spiritual experience. At 

the banks of  Yamuna, he and Buntū meet a sādhu, Ānand Murārī, who, while smoking a cilam,  speaks 43

to Hastings about how everything is an illusion (māyā). Suddenly, the sādhu-s face begins to glow, and 

then he simply disappears from their sight. Left in the place where he stood is only a small mound 

of  sand. Hastings bursts out, “Oh, so it was you, it was you, Krishna, it was you again”  (242). 44

When Hastings reaches middle age, he develops a romantic relationship with his wife’s native 

maid, Cokhī. The author analyses a painting by Johan Zoffany, where Hastings and his wife are 

posing in front of  a British regiment house in Calcutta. Behind Hasting’s wife stands Cokhī, holding 

 A dhotī is “a piece of  cloth worn [around] [sic] the lower body, one end of  which passes between the legs 42

and is tucked in behind” (McGregor 1993: 534).
 Cilam – “a clay bowl with or without stem, in which tobacco, &c. is smoked” (McGregor 1993: 320).43

 oh! so, iṭ vāz yū…iṭ vāz yū Krṣ̥ṇā! (242).44
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her matron’s hat. According to Prakash’s interpretation, Cokhī does not look at her lady, but her eyes 

are clearly on Mr Hastings, who also looks at Cokhī and, like Cokhī, also holds a hat. Prakash explains 

how Zoffany lets them each hold a hat instead of  holding their hands (which would be improper) to 

show the strong connection between the two, which is also expressed by their eye contact.  

Hastings and Cokhī begin to meet in the evenings in the garden. They do games of  flute-

playing and dancing, reminiscent of  Krishna’s and Radha’s dancing. Hastings has even Cokhī 

painted by British painters in various settings and motives, with typical Hindu religious attires, 

flowers and garlands. But afterwards, things began to change between them. When Cokhī learns that 

Hastings has ordered a map to be drawn of  India, she understands that the sole purpose of  this is to 

be able to conquer it and subdue its people. She becomes angry and reveals her plan to kill him, 

showing a knife she had hidden in her sāṛī coming there. But instead, she stabs the knife in her own 

stomach and takes her life. 

This incident changes Hastings. The second part of  the story relates how the all more corrupt 

and wealth-hoarding Hastings faces impeachment in England, during which he and his wife live in a 

house in Berkley. Prakash again describes a painting, this time by an unknown author, in which a big 

bull stands fettered with some Indian cows and other animals outside Hasting’s house in Berkley. 

The bull was a gift from Hasting’s friend, Samuel Turner, who travelled in Tibet and was advised by 

an old lama to bring this bull (or, more correctly, yak) to England since the bull was haunting Turner 

in his dreams. The bull was given to Hastings, who kept it in his garden in England together with 

some Indian cows. The narrator describes, however, how the Indian cows are in their nature 

different from the Europeans; they have feelings, understand human language and are accustomed 

to being cared for. Due to the loneliness and the unkind treatment of  Hasting’s servants in England, 

almost all the cows die. The bull, out of  grief, loneliness and vexation, turns angrier and angrier, 

and at the end of  the story, he goes berserk and injures Hastings, his wife and others badly. He 

destroys the couple’s carrier and kills a beautiful mare on their estate. After this incident, the bull is 

shot. However, the final remarks of  the story explain how the lama, whom Turner met in Tibet, still, 

some 225 years later, lives as a refugee in Delhi and asserts that the bull is alive. 
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3. Theory 

Apart from an introduction to the four literary perspectives (mentioned above and see 3.1–4 

below), this chapter will also provide a brief  overview of  the major trends in the twentieth-century 

Hindi literary sphere (see 3.5), which will be important for the further discussion on Prakash’s 

writing. The chapter will also provide an introduction to narratology (3.6). 

3.1 Magical Realism and the Fantastic 

3.1.1 Introduction 
Uday Prakash’s writings are commonly understood to be an Indian version of  magical 

realism,  a mode of  writing most often associated with Latin America which displays magical 45

events in a realistic setting. This section will answer questions such as: What is magical realism? Is it 

a genre, mode of  writing, etc.? What is its historical background, its major features, and what 

literary tropes are characteristic of  it? 

Due to the common perception of  Uday Prakash as a magical realist writer, I find it natural to 

take my point of  departure in discussing this mode of  writing. This thesis will, however, further 

argue that to correctly examine Prakash’s writings, another closely related mode of  writing needs to 

be considered, that of  the fantastic. The fantastic shares many of  the same key elements with 

magical realism. Still, these two modes of  writing are each other’s antonyms regarding a central 

characteristic, which will be explained below.  

For practical purposes, I will already here make a stand on the question of  terminology since, 

for both magical realism and the fantastic, there exists a wider discussion on the issue of  genre. 

Magical realism has, accordingly, been viewed in many ways: as a genre, a mode or form of  writing, 

a literary mode,  a narrative mode,  a “cultural concept,” or a “concept of  reality.”  In similar 46 47 48

ways, the fantastic has been understood in multiple different ways. Amaryll Beatrice Chanady writes 

how it has been coined as “a mode, a genre or an attitude towards reality,” a “sub-genre,” a “form 

or an aesthetic mode,” a “narrative technique,” a “type of  literature,” “a way of  feeling,” or even 

“an expression of  the soul.”  I will follow Chanady, who understands both terms quite broadly as 49

 Yadav 2021: 266; cf. Gupta & Naved 2021: 272; Maurya 2020: 24745

 Chanady 1985: 16 46

 Siskind 2011: 835; Bowers 2004: 17, 3547

 Bowers 2004: 1648

 Chanady 1985: 1 49
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“modes” (this concept is wider than genre but not as unspecific as “an attitude towards life”).  The 50

flexibility of  this term allows it to be expressed with some variations in order to highlight different 

aspects of  the concept—something that both Chanady and Maggie Ann Bowers practise—e.g., 

“literary mode,”  “narrative mode,”  or “modes of  writing.”  These terms will be used 51 52 53

interchangeably. This chapter will now proceed with an overview of  these two modes of  writing, 

including their historical background, major tenets and a comparison between them. 

3.1.2 Historical Background  

3.1.2.1 Magical Realism 

Maggie Ann Bowers, in her work, Magic(al) Realism: the New Critical Idiom, identifies three 

periods for the development of  magic realism : “The first is set in Germany in the 1920s, the 54

second in Latin America in the 1940s and the third period, beginning in 1955 in Latin America, 

continues internationally to this day.”  This tripartite historical division, Chanady points out, 55

highlights the vagueness of  the term, as it represents three very different expressions: “pictorial art, 

the expression of  a national literature, and literary criticism.”  56

The German art critic Franz Roh (1890–1965) is most often acknowledged as the one who 

coined the phrase “magic realism.” He applied it to “a new form of  post-expressionist painting,” 

which, he meant, sought to capture “the mystery of  life.” Roh’s ideas were first applied in writing by 

the Italian writer Massimo Bontempelli (1878–1960) and later spread to Latin America, primarily 

through a trio of  Caribbean Central American writers, namely, Arturo Uslar Pietri (1906–2001), 

 Chanady 1985: 1, 1650

 Chanady 1985: 1651

 Bowers 2004: 1652

 Chanady 1985: 4653

 In her work, Bowers (2004) discusses and differentiates between the three different terms, “magic realism,” 54

“magical realism,” and “marvellous realism.” For example, she distinguishes “‘magic realism’ as the concept 
of  the ‘mystery [that] does not descend to the represented world, but rather hides and palpitates behind it’” 
and “‘magical realism’ that is understood, in Salman Rushdie’s words, as the ‘commingling of  the improbable 
and the mundane’” (16). For practical purposes, to be able to analyse works of  these modes when they have 
things in common, she conflates them into the term “magic(al) realism.” Although helpful, her distinctions—
which she herself  refers to as “subtly different characteristics and influences” (16)—are beyond the purpose 
of  this thesis. I will treat these terms as equivalents and, as a rule, use the term that Bowers points out has 
become the most used term: “magical realism.” Due to quotations and references from other authors, the 
term “magic realism” will be used occasionally. In this historical survey, I frequently use the term “magic 
realism” since this has been the most commonly used term historically.

 Bowers 2004: 21, see 7–17 for her overview of  the historical development of  magic realism, which I 55

primarily build on here.
 Chanady 1985: 1656
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Alejo Carpentier (1904–80) and Miguel Ángel Asturias (1899–1974).  Most notable among these 57

writers was Carpentier, often considered to be “the originator of  Latin American magic(al) realism” 

or the term he himself  used, “marvellous realism” (lo realismo maravilloso).  Bowers writes: 58

He used the term ‘marvellous realism’ to describe a concept that could represent for him the 

mixture of  differing cultural systems and the variety of  experiences that create an extraordinary 

atmosphere, alternative attitude and differing appreciation of  reality in Latin America.  59

Angel Flores’ article, ‘Magic Realism in Spanish American Fiction,’ published in 1955, marks a 

major shift in the development of  magic realism, as it constitutes the beginning of  the third period 

mentioned above. Flores follows the tradition of  Carpentier, designating “magic realism as an 

amalgamation of  realism and fantasy,” a definition providing the basis for the outline and 

demarcation of  magical realism in more recent scholarship (see below). Through Flores, magic 

realism also became a concept in literary criticism.  60

Gabriel García Márquez, who, above all, was influenced by Jorge Luis Borges and Carpentier, 

was the foremost of  the Latin American magic realist writers. His One Hundred Years of  Solitude (1967), 

for which he won the Nobel Prize in 1982,  is “often assumed to be the definitive—even normative 61

—work of  magical realism.”   62

With Márquez followed an international spread of  magic realism, and in the early 1970s, 

magic realism began to appear in West Africa, Canada, the USA and eventually all over the globe, 

associated with authors such as Ben Okri, Isabel Allende, Toni Morrison and Angela Carter.  In the 63

context of  South Asia and India—and even throughout the English-speaking world—Salman 

Rushdie is the most notable, especially his novel, Midnight’s Children (1981), but Amitav Ghosh and 

Arundhati Roy should also be mentioned.  64

This tripartite scheme of  a ‘Europe-Latin America-the world’ development of  magic realism 

has been contested. More recent scholars want to balance the Latin American influence with the 

 Several famous authors have been designated as “pre-magic realists,” including Jorge Luis Borges and 57

Franz Kafka. The latter’s famous tale ‘Metamorphosis,’ in which the protagonist is transformed into a beetle, 
is often used as a school example of  magical realism (Chanady 1985: 20–21, cf. Bortolussi 2003: 350). 
Warnes and Sasser (2020) leave out Pietri but argue instead that Jorge Luis Borges, together with Carpentier 
and Asturias, makes up the “pioneering trio” of  magical realism (4–5).

 Bowers 2004: 7–14 58

 Bowers 2004: 2659

 Bowers 2004: 14; Chanady 1985: 17, quotation from p. 25.60

 Siskind 2011: 850 61

 Warnes and Anderson Sasser 2020: 562

 Warnes 2009: 263

 Bowers 2004: 55–5664
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global nature of  magic realism. Christopher Warnes and Kim Anderson Sasser argue that, although 

the role of  Latin America should not be underestimated, “the global spread model” needs to be 

rethought and “the development of  magic realism … needs to be thought of  in the plural.” Hence, 

they acknowledge the local, regional and national influences on magic realism around the globe: 

“Magical realism has emerged independently across time and space. There are no geographical 

limits on it….”  65

3.1.2.2 The Fantastic  

The origins of  the fantastic are often ascribed to the Bulgarian-French  structuralist  literary 

critic Tzvetan Todorov and his work Introduction à la Littérature Fantastique (1970),  translated into 66

English under the title, The Fantastic – A Structural Approach to a Literary Genre (1975).  Although 67

Todorov often is acknowledged as a “father” of  “the genre,” and any scholarly discussion on the 

fantastic must begin with him, he has many precursors. He, first of  all, and needless to say, analyses 

works written before him and identifies the fantastic in them, such as Jan Potocki’s Saragossa 

Manuscript and Gérard de Nerval’s Aurélia. Secondly, he builds on theorists before him, such as the 

Russian Vladimir Solovyov, the British M. R. James, the German Olga Riemann and the French 

writers Castex, Louis Vax and Roger Caillois.  In order to reach back to the beginning of  the 68

genre’s roots, critics such as Todorov, Irène Bessière and Chanady identify Cazotte’s Le Diable 

amoureux from 1772 as the first fantastic narrative.   69

3.1.3 Magical Realism and the Fantastic – A Comparison 
Magical realism and the fantastic are two modes of  writing that have parallel developments in 

terms of  their definitions in literary criticism. Erik Camayd-Freixas points out that “Todorov’s 

identification in the 1970s of  the structure of  the fantastic provided the impetus for formal 

definitions of  magic realism to be developed.”  Thus, due to the logic of  magical realism as being 70

developed in comparison with the fantastic, I find it natural to first give a brief  introduction to 

 Warnes and Sasser 2020: 6–765

 Todorov 197066

 Todorov 1975, Howard (Trans.)67

 For Todorov’s (1975) survey of  earlier theorists, see 24–27; for his analysis of  Potocki’s Saragossa Manuscript, 68

see 27–32 and of  de Nerval’s Aurélia, see 37–40.
 Todorov 1975: 24–27; Bessière 1974; Chanady 1985: 57 69

 Camayd-Freixas (1998), quoted in Warnes 2009: 3.70
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magical realism, then present a more in-depth explication of  the fantastic and, finally, to explain 

them more fully through a comparison between the two. 

Magical realism is, in a basic sense, a mode of  writing in which the natural and the 

supernatural, the realist and the magic, coexist without tension or surprise. Critics often point out 

that the term in itself  is an oxymoron since “magic” and “realism,” when juxtaposed, are concepts 

that negate each other. However, this is precisely the point of  magical realism; it brings together 

these two perspectives on reality and creates a new category, “the magical real.”  An early 71

definition by Irlemar Chiampi holds that magic realism implies “[t]he denaturalization of  the real 

and the naturalization of  the marvellous.”  The world in which the narrative takes place is realistic; 72

thus, magical realism shares with realism the importance of  a detailed and realistic description of  

the milieu, events and characters. But in this realistic setting, events suddenly occur which are clearly 

beyond the realistic realm or its description of  reality. Yet these events appear in the narrative as 

perfectly normal—as natural and unproblematic as any natural event. Mariano Siskind writes: “The 

world of  magical realist texts is one where the ordinary and the extraordinary coexist without 

conflict, without even calling attention to one another’s otherness.”   73

In contrast to this peaceful coexistence in magical realism, Todorov identified at the core of  

the fantastic something he called “hesitation”—a hesitation felt by characters of  the narrative before 

the supernatural. Still, just like magical realism, it is also important for the fantastic that the world of  

the story is the “real” world or “our world,” as Todorov puts it. Todorov defines this mandatory 

setting: “In a world which is indeed our world, the one we know, a world without devils, sylphides, or 

vampires, there occurs an event which cannot be explained by the laws of  this same familiar world.” 

So, while the fantastic shares with magical realism the necessary framework of  supernatural or 

uncanny events occurring in a realistic setting, it differs in the way the supernatural is perceived, 

treated or understood. While the presence and nature of  the supernatural are unquestioned in 

magical realism, they are clouded in doubt in the fantastic. In fact, a typical fantastic story never 

resolves the issue; it never explains the enigma. It lets the question linger before the reader: are the 

events that the characters in the narrative experience actually real? There could, though, be various 

explanations given, as long as the hesitation is intact. Todorov writes: “The fantastic occupies the 

duration of  this uncertainty.” For example, he analyses Jan Potocki’s novel, Saragossa Manuscript, in 

which the protagonist Alfonso tries to find an explanation for some very strange experiences and 

finally exclaims, “I nearly reached the point of  believing….” Todorov concludes: 

 Bowers 2004: 7671

 Chiampi 1980: 155, quoted in translation in Siskind 2011: 834.72

 Siskind 2011: 834 73
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“I nearly reached the point of  believing”: that is the formula which sums up the spirit of  the fantastic. 

Either total faith or total incredulity would lead us beyond the fantastic: it is hesitation which 

sustains its life.  74

Todorov gives three criteria for the fantastic: First, the implied reader  must recognise the world as 75

our own and “hesitate between a natural and a supernatural explanation of  events described.” 

Secondly, “this hesitation may also be experienced by a character” in the narrative. He writes, 

“may,” since this criterion is not mandatory, although it often features in fantastic writings. Thirdly, 

the implied reader must take the narrative on a matter-of-fact level and not as poetry or allegory.  76

In her work, Magical Realism and the Fantastic – Resolved Versus Unresolved Antinomy, Chanady builds 

on Todorov but argues that his term “hesitation” is too restricted and instead prefers the term 

“antinomy.” She argues that there are two distinct codes of  reality in fantastic narratives, one 

supernatural and one natural. At the core of  this mode of  writing is the tension or antinomy 

between these two codes. Moreover, the narrative expresses a hesitation before the antinomy of  

these two realities, asking which one of  them, or which explanation, is the valid one.  77

Chanady’s work, which has been foundational for both magical realism and the fantastic, is an 

extensive discussion on the differences between these two modes of  writing.  She lists three main 78

criteria for each mode. The first criterion is shared. She writes: “Both magical realism and the 

fantastic are characterized by coherently developed codes of  the natural and the supernatural….”   79

 Todorov 1975: 31 (emphasis original)74

 “The implied reader” (See Chanady 1985:32–33) is a theoretical or abstract concept. It means, in simple 75

terms, the reader which the text itself, in the way it is constructed, presupposes. For a fuller explanation of  the 
term, see below under 3.6. 

 Chanady (1985) argues, however, against Todorov that as long as ironical, parodical or allegorical elements 76

do not get overbearing in the story to the point where the reader not any longer can accept the narrative on a 
literal level, such features do not alter the fantastic nature of  the story but function rather as “additional 
dimensions” to it (77–79, Cf. Bowers 2004: 39–41). 

 Chanady 1985: 10–16. Cf. Greer Watson (2000), who combines Todorov’s and Chanday’s terms with the 77

expression, “antimonious hesitation” (165).
 See Chanady 1985. In his work, Magical realism and the postcolonial novel: Between faith and irreverence, Warnes 78

(2009) refers to a number of  critics who virtually agree with Chanady’s definition of  magical realism or do 
not at least “diverge substantially” from her identification of  the basic elements of  this literary mode (4–5). 
The following authors are listed in his work: Erik Camayd-Freixas (1998), Brenda Cooper (1998), Shannin 
Schroeder (2004), Maggie Ann Bowers (2004), Wendy B. Faris (2004) and Anne C. Hegerfeldt (2005). 

Chanady herself, however, later completely changes her understanding of  magical realism. In an 
article from 2003, she rejects her own concept of  antinomy and instead embraces a “magic realism,” which 
to a greater extent has common denominators with postmodernism. As such, it can accept metafiction, ironic 
adaptions and characters’ surprise over the extraordinary (Chanady 2003; cf. Bortolussi 2003). However, 
since Chanady’s monograph has had such influence even in recent years, and so many scholars build on her 
work, it still expresses the general scholarly idea of  magical realism, and I have based my analysis on it.

 Chanday 1985: 30 79
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Secondly, there is an antinomy between the two “mutually exclusive logical codes” in both 

modes of  writing. But while, for magical realism, the antimony is resolved so that the two codes 

coexist without tension, the antimony between them in the fantastic finds no resolution. In other 

words, while there is a tolerance of  the two perspectives of  the world in the former, there is a felt 

anxiousness and tension between them in the latter.  The third criteria, which is again shared, is 80

what Chanady calls “authorial reticence,” i.e., the authorial voice refrains from explaining the 

supernatural phenomena in the story. She writes: “The narrator gives us only enough information to 

create suspense but leaves the rest to our imagination.”  This feature, however, has again different 81

functions. In magical realism, the author refrains from judging the veracity of  the events, as there is 

a kind of  silent acceptance which communicates to the reader that there is no tension between the 

two perspectives of  reality. In the fantastic, on the other hand, the withholding of  information about 

and an explanation for the supernatural rather enhances the atmosphere of  uncertainty and 

doubt.  82

Chanady, furthermore, stresses the importance of  focalisation in magical realist literature. She 

explains how depending on the lens of  perspective—i.e., who the focaliser  is—the supernatural is 83

viewed differently. For example, she mentions the story by Alejo Carpentier, ‘Los Pasos Perdidos,’ in 

which some Indians are watching an aeroplane in the sky. This is a completely supernatural 

phenomenon in their eyes. But the focalisation is not placed in the Indians but in a Western 

narrator. The implied reader  would thus perceive the scene objectively, from the outside, and 84

realise that there is a good natural explanation at hand. If  the Indians were the focalisers, however, 

the situation would have been different, they would not even have had the terminology to coin what 

they saw, and the implied reader would be invited to see and understand it differently through their 

eyes.  Focalisation and narrative strategy are of  crucial importance in the analysis of  Prakash’s 85

writings. I have therefore provided a specific section for this later in this chapter (see below, under 

3.6).  

In sum, while the supernatural is accepted, assumed or taken for granted in magical realism 

(the antinomy is resolved), it is questioned, doubted or disbelieved in the fantastic (the antinomy 

remains unresolved). As Chanady’s work has been foundational in literary theory for the comparison 

and distinction between magical realism and the fantastic (see n. 76 above), and since her model is 

 Chanday 1985: 24–25, 28–2980

 Chanday 1985: 15–16 81

 Chanday 1985: 15–16, 24–25, 28–29; quotations from 15–16 and 30. 82

 For an explanation of  “focalisation” and an introduction to narratology, see below under 3.6.83

 For an explanation of  the term “implied reader” see below under 3.6.84

 Chanday 1985: 34–3585
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the clearest and most articulated in expressing their relationship, I will base my analysis of  Prakash’s 

text on her scheme. 

3.2 Āṃcaliktā – ‘Regionalism’ 
Āṃcaliktā  (or Regionalism) is the genre in Hindi literature that originated with Phanishwarnath 86

Renu (1921–77) and focuses on the close portrayal of  a specific region in India.  The traditional 87

definition of āṃcaliktā in an Indian literary context has generally been limited to the portrayal of  a 

specific region, its life, culture and customs, in order—according to a standard definition by Devarāj 

Upādhyāy—“to bring about a consciousness among the reader of  its unique characteristics, 

distinguishing features and particular customs and patterns of  life.”  Kathryn Hansen, however, 88

argues that this definition is far too limited and fails to assume the originality and complexities of  

the works of  Renu’s fiction. Hansen builds on Nirmal Verma’s thesis that an author’s “morality” is 

most clearly revealed by his “relationship to the word and to his chosen form, rather than his stated 

ideas or philosophy.”  For Verma, “morality,” so Hansen delineates, “implies a system of  values, an 89

integrated vision of  the world, which ascribes relative worth to various kinds of  experience.”  90

Taking its departure from Verma’s thesis, Hansen’s article argues that Renu has a “regional” value 

system in his novels (the focus of  her analysis is on Renu’s most famous novel, Mailā Āṃcal – The 

Soiled Border). This value system is contained in (i) his specific use of  language and form—expressed 

through his elaboration with folk songs, proverbs, and tales, through “the integration of  poetry and 

prose”—as well as (ii) his deployment of  nonlinear time. Through the first of  these two literary 

features, the use of  language, Renu presents his characters’ emotions and dispositions; through the 

second, the use of  time, he lets aesthetic beauty and dramatisation be in focus instead of  a linear 

progression of  character presentations. The result of  this focus is what Hansen identifies as the third 

 Although the two terms āṃcaliktā and regionalism does not fully translate between Hindi and English, I will 86

follow Hansen and Pandey, who both use regionalism as an equivalent for āṃcaliktā. For the English 
vocabulary, the terms regional or regionalist (adjectives, Hindi: āṃcalik) and regionalism (noun) will be used. 
Indu Prakash Pandey (1974) also uses the term “regionalist” as a noun, equivalent to “regional writer” (13).

 Hansen 1981: 27387

 Hansen 1981: 273, quotes from Upādhyāy 1957: 27 (cf. Saskenā 1971: 57). Also, Harish Trivedi in ‘The 88

Progress of  Hindi, Part 2: Hindi and the Nation,’ (2003) focuses on the descriptive aspects of  a Renu’s 
regional novel, how “it depicts a remote geographical and cultural region.” He calls it “‘a cultural novel,’ 
evoking in unparalleled richness of  acute and cherished detail the life of  a village in all its many 
dimensions” (1012, 1014–15). Along the same lines, Kailash Bhushan Jindal (1993/1957)—as he only gives 
“regional” prose a small section in his work, A History of  Hindi Literature—acknowledges how Renu and other 
regional writers have contributed to Hindi fiction by “depicting the life of  particular regions.” He calls their 
works “sensitive pictures of  rural and folk life prose” (229–30). 

 Hansen 1981: 27389

 Hansen 1981: 27490
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and the most dominating feature of  Renu’s regionalism: that (iii) specific characters, to a lesser 

degree, come to the forefront in the plot.  The stress is, according to Hansen, rather laid on the 91

community and not on the individual: 

Characters are approached through disconnected episodes rather than through sustained focus 

on individual history. … The experience of  the community thus appears as the central subject 

matter of  Renu’s novels, and the villages of  Purnea [district], not particular individuals, become 

his heroes and heroines.  92

In sum, Renu’s regionalism, according to Hansen, does not only present a region’s culture but draws 

the reader into the rural community and “into its own modes of  perceiving and structuring the 

world.” Not only is the reader “drawn… into awareness of  its customs and traditions … but more 

crucially, into awareness of  its patterns of  thought.”  However, according to Hansen’s analysis, 93

notwithstanding his focus on rural India, Renu does not place the village at the forefront at the cost 

of  the city but tries to integrate the two—the urban and the rural—and encourage the modern 

reader to “move beyond the dichotomy.”  94

The foundational work on regionalism before Hansen is Indu Prakash Pandey’s Regionalism in 

Hindi Novels. Pandey, like Hansen, was critical of  earlier perspectives on regionalism, which 

according to him, failed “to define the exact scope and structure” of  the genre.  But unlike Hansen, 95

he conceded with Upādhyāya-s definition, which here follows in full:  

In a regional novel the writer concentrates on a particular part of  a country and depicts its life in 

such a way as to bring about a consciousness among the reader of  its unique characteristics, 

distinguishing features and particular customs and patterns of  life.  96

Interestingly, Pandey does not limit the region of  regionalism to a village or a rural area but divides 

the genre into three groups of  subject matters; “(i) a city or part of  city, (ii) any village and (iii) any 

caste, community, tribe or professional group.”  Pandey also—here in agreement with Hansen—97

 Hansen 1981: 279–92; Sadan Jha (2012) identifies three similar features of  Renu’s regionalism: First, “his 91

innovative use of  language forms,” second, “ the cultural memory of  the region” (which Jha calls his act of  
collecting “an enormous amount of  information”) and third, “his technique of  storytelling” (2).

 Hansen 1981: 290–9192

 Hansen 1981: 29193

 Hansen 1981: 291–92 94

 Pandey 1974: 1195

 Pandey 1974: 11–12, quotes from Upādhyāy 1957: 27; cf. Hansen 1981: 273.96

 Pandey 1974: 12; Peter Gaeffke (1978) also notes how it has been disputed whether or not cities should be 97

included within the genre and whether the genre should be defined simply on the basis of  content or on the 
basis of  “structural principles” (65–66). 
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suggests that the attention shifts from the individual to the space (city, village, etc.) or community of  

the author’s interest, to the degree that the presentation of  “a cohesive cultural unit” trumps the 

formation of  plot and characters. Regional novels are without heroes, who might distract the reader 

from its purpose, which is “the faithful representation of  regional life.” Instead, “[t]he characters are 

types” or “examples of  environmental features,” formed and shaped by, as well as representative of, 

“the [typical] [sic] social, economic and political features of  the region that is being depicted.”  98

Pandey strongly emphasises the novel’s setting: “The regionalist sees in each region different 

conditions that operate profoundly in the lives of  its people and thus develop different patterns of  

culture and character….”  It is, thus, the setting, or the environment, which is “the main element in 99

the story” and “which determines the behaviour of  [its] characters and the nature of  events.”  100

In a zoom seminar in Indology at Uppsala university during the fall of  2020, in which Pandey 

spoke on regionalism, he brought up an aspect of  the subject that is not so noticeable in his book on 

the topic (written almost 50 years ago). He argued that regionalism, above all, is an ‘artistic 

devise’ (śilpvidhi), through which two features, “space” and “time,” are elaborated and constructed to 

create an atmosphere of  authenticity in the portrayal of  a region. “Space” is “localised” and 

“concentrated” to a defined and demarcated region or area. The second factor, “time,” although 

not as important as space, is needed because the narrative must be situated in a specific time period

—without time, there would be neither any incidents nor any development taking place, and hence 

it would be impossible to communicate a certain region’s peculiarities.  According to Pandey, it is 101

not the content in itself  that is decisive but rather the technique deployed in crafting the story. A 

work is regional to the extent it is shaped by using space and time in this way.  102

To summarise, the critical definition of  regionalism centres on the literary focus on the 

presentation of  a community or region in a way that a deeper understanding of  that world is 

achieved in “the reader,” and consequently, the community—being an incarnation or a 

representation of  the specific region—takes precedence over individual character-development or, 

even, the general plot-formation of  the story. In other words, it is not the story which is the plot but 

the region itself. 

 Pandey 1974: 1698

 Pandey 1974: 13, quotes Shipley 1971: 337–8. In addition, Toral Jatin Gajarawala (2013) writes “[h]ow 99

most importantly, āṃcaliktā took location as its driving force,” being “plotless, heroless” (106–7).
 Pandey 1974: 30100

 Pandey (2020), however, notes that this time period can differ widely; in Mailā Āṃchal the narrative 101

stretches over twelve years, while in James Joyce’s Ulysses the time frame is only 24 hours.
 Online Seminar with Indu Prakash Pandey, who held a presentation on regionalism together with a 102

following Q&A, Uppsala University, Sweden. 2020-11-18. Students and professors from both Uppsala 
University, Sweden and BHU, Varanasi, India participated in the seminar. 
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In order to evaluate the scholarly discourse on regionalism, I will here conclude this section 

with four questions or remarks, some of  which will be addressed in the further discussion of  

regionalism in the essay. It should first be mentioned that the demarcations of  the genre are not very 

precise. Succinctly stated, according to Pandey and Hansen, the region is in focus and not the 

individual. The scholarly definitions of  the term, thus, leave open for a discussion on how this focus 

could, in various ways, be achieved. Secondly, there is an assumption (at least in Hansen, but 

perhaps more broadly) that “Renu’s regionalism” equals regionalism in Hindi literature in general. 

Hansen even summarises that “the features of  the form of  Renu’s novels”—which she presents in 

her article—“defines the regional genre in a meaningful way.”   It could be discussed or even 103

questioned to what extent the originator of  a genre is to demarcate its boundaries definitely or 

define its signalments (although, in this case, being the author within the genre who, by far, has had 

the widest recognition) and if  there is space for evolution, growth or expansion of  the genre, for the 

“regionalism” of  others? Thirdly, it could be asked: Can a region be made available to the reader as 

effectively through the lens of  one individual character as well as through several? Finally and 

fourthly, in my view and at least to some degree, Hansen, like Pandey, does adhere to Upādhyāy-s 

definition that regionalism concerns the awakened consciousness about a certain people and their 

culture. I would argue that the term “bring into consciousness” conveys much more than a mere 

conveyed “description” of  a region. If  so, Hansen’s contribution consists more of  a deepened 

examination of  how—through literary forms and tropes—this “consciousness” is achieved rather 

than a re-definition of  regionalism per se. 

3.3 Postcolonialism 
Expressed in a simplified way, the word post-colonialism or postcolonialism refers to three different 

fields of  study. First, the former (written with a hyphen) refers to the historical epoch after 

colonialism, the latter half  of  the twentieth century and onwards, as well as the history of  African, 

American and Asian independence from colonial power and the specific conditions of  these nations 

during this time. Secondly, the latter term (written without a hyphen) may refer to the literature 

written by authors from nations that have been under colonial rule, people in diaspora from these 

nations or people from the colonising nations themselves. Thirdly, the latter term, postcolonialism, 

may also refer to “a critical theoretical approach in literary and cultural studies [emphasis added]” or a 

theory that treats, in the words of  Paul Tenngart, “colonialism and imperialism and its literary, 

 Hansen 1981: 291103
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social, philosophical and ideological conditions and inheritance.”  Elleke Boehmer refers to the 104

“common reference point” of  the critical texts of  this field as concerning “experiences of  exclusion, 

denigration, and resistance under system of  colonial rule.”  105

In its analysis of  Uday Prakash’s writings, this essay will draw on several of  the most 

prominent postcolonial writers and critics of  the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Among these 

are Frantz Fanon, Edward Said, Gayatri Spivak and, not least, Homi K. Bhabha. I will here briefly 

present their ideas one by one.  

 Frantz Fanon (1925–1961) was born in the Caribbean, but his work mostly concerned the 

anti-colonial struggle in Algeria. As a postcolonial theorist (or perhaps rather a forerunner of  what 

would later be called so), his texts have been highly influential in providing a theoretical framework 

for the worldwide anti-colonial struggle.  The influence was not the least due to his study, Black 106

Skin, White Masks (Peau Noire, Masques Blancs, 1952), in which he explained how “the black man,” the 

colonised, becomes “an object to himself ” due to the “normative perspective” of  the coloniser, in 

which his identity is founded on and formulated through antitheses of  the coloniser, such as: “un-

civilised, un-rational and un-intelligent.”  107

The actual beginning of  postcolonial studies as such is marked by Edward Said’s (1935–2003) 

influential work, Orientalism (1978). Said took Fanon’s theory further, theorising and emphasising the 

importance of  how the colonised were represented through the several communicative means of  the 

colonial apparatus, such as newspapers, censuses, scientific studies, etc. Said foregrounded the 

cultural means of  power the colonisers used to define and rule the colonised—a portrayal based on 

the binary opposition of  the Occident and the Orient. In this process, Western prejudices, fantasies 

and stereotypes of  the Orient became internalised in both parties as an unquestioned discourse and 

reality. Interestingly, Said extended this theoretical perspective not only to refer to the colonial 

situation but also to accentuate how postcolonial writers could take advantage of  these stereotypes 

and use them to “ridicule and refute how they themselves [had] been represented.”   108

Gayatri Spivak and Homi K. Bhabha problematise these, according to them, simplified binary 

schemes and explanations (as delineated by Fanon and Said) of  the relationship between coloniser 

and colonised. Spivak draws attention to the overall masculine and, at the same time, lack of  

feminine representation in postcolonial writing. She argues that these have largely taken over a 

“traditional masculine position.” Spivak focuses on the subaltern, the non-élite social classes under 

 Tenngart 2010: 131–32 (my translation from Swedish)104

 Boehmer 2006: 340. In both the second and third alternative, the word is, thus, written without the 105

hyphen: “postcolonialism” (cf. Tenngart 2010: 131–32).
 Williams 2001: 1437–39106

 Boehmer 2006: 345–47 107

 Boehmer 2006: 352108
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colonial rule, but extends this concept to include groups even more subjugated in the post-colonial 

situation, such as (in a South Asian context), “tribals, unscheduled castes, untouchables, and, within 

all these groups, women.”  109

Homi K. Bhabha broadens Said’s ideas of  an internalised identity within the colonised by 

arguing that this identity is marked by ambivalence, in which the coloniser is trapped in a constant 

“disavowing and … acknowledging” of  the colonised identity. This is a process in which the 

coloniser, on the one hand, refutes the identity of  the colonised but, on the other hand, is dependent 

on the negative aspects of  this identity in order to assert his own positive identity. Furthermore, 

Bhabha identifies that the processes—in which, on the one hand, the coloniser attempts to impose 

western “social structure and culture values” in the colony and, on the other hand, the colonised 

attempts to mimic the coloniser—were never plain and straightforward but marked by hybridity,  110

resulting in hybrid cultures and hybrid identities.  111

The term hybridity, Bhabha later on, applies to the topics of  migration and globalisation. In his 

studies of  minority and migrant groups within metropolitan cultures, he identifies a space mirroring 

“the ambivalent colonial space.” This space is also marked by hybridity, instability and ambivalence. 

Bhabha theorises how minority and migrant groups “translate and hybridize the metropolitan space 

even as they adopt it—how they incorporate some of  its cultural forms at the same time as they are 

incorporated into it.” Bhabha designates this as the third space, which represents a nation’s actual 

culture and narrative and which, instead of  stereotypes, is marked by ambiguity and fluctuation.  112

Bhabha further extends “Fanon’s critique of  the fixed and stable forms of  the nationalist narrative.” 

He takes it beyond the situation of  anti-colonial struggle and argues that this phenomenon reoccurs 

in the post-colonial context, in which the attempt to formulate a national narrative always is 

frustrated since the reality behind, which constitutes people’s actual lives, is always fluctuating. These 

national narratives tend to forget the downtrodden and are instead typically constituted by a 

singular, successful group of  middle- and upper-class people. But in reality, national narratives are 

not fixed; they are not monolithic but marked by instability, constituted by the ever-shifting urban 

migrant- and underclass.  113

 Boehmer 2006: 353–54109

 Hybridity is a postcolonial concept coined by Bhabha which marks the mingling of  cultures in the 110

postcolonial situation, both in individuals and societies (Tenngart 2010: 143).
 Boehmer 2006: 352–53, 354–56111

 Qoutation from Boehmer 2006: 356, cf. Bhabha 1994: 55.112

 Bhabha 1994: 252 113
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3.4 Postmodern Writing  

3.4.1 Postmodernism: Historical and Theoretical Background 
Postmodernism  has been an important subject in literary studies in recent decades. While 114

its cultural-academic dominance reached maturity during the 1980s, its beginnings could be traced 

to North American universities in the 1960s. It is a discourse that has influenced many fields, from 

culture, arts, cinema, and literature to basically all kinds of  academic disciplines and even, on a 

broader scale, society at large.  It is, thus, simultaneously a philosophical-, political- and literary 115

school. Furthermore, some scholars discuss different forms of  postmodernism,  early and late, 116

first- and second generation,  a first- and second wave,  strong and weak,  etc.  117 118 119

Yet, amid this unclarity and diversity surrounding the term, there are some core facets at the 

heart of  postmodernism. In his epic work on this field, first published in 1979, The Postmodern 

Condition: A Report on Knowledge, Jean-François Lyotard extremely succinctly defines the postmodern as 

“incredulity toward metanarratives.”  Using a few more words, Chris Snipp-Walmsley writes: “In 120

a nutshell, postmodernism attacks the ideas of  a stable, autonomous being and the possibility of  

grounding our knowledge in a certainty and truth.”  Thus, all metanarratives that had formed the 121

groundwork for society, human relationships, science and art—from Christianity and Islam to 

Marxism and liberal democracy—were under suspicion. Modernism shared this criticism with 

postmodernism, but while the former mourned the loss of  a “golden age of  unity and belonging,” 

the latter celebrated this loss. And even more, it also criticised modernism’s own great 

metanarrative, that of  the Enlightenment.   122

 There could here be in place to immediately bring clarity to some terminology. Postmodernity refers to the 114

cultural and economical context, or “the condition of  life,” of  the world’s most industrial nations in the late 
20th century—a context characterised by fast communication, inexpensive manufacturing and widespread 
use of  mass media and consumerism. In Marxist terminology, it has also been called Late Capitalism. The term 
postmodernism, on the other hand, refers to a philosophy or to theories, schools or movements within literature, 
art or architecture, etc. (Pooja 2022). Jean-François Lyotard (1984/1979) often uses the more succinct term, 
the postmodern as an equivalent to “postmodernism.” He defines this concept as that which seeks to present the 
unpresentable and which refutes “the solace of  good forms” and “the consensus of  taste” (81). In the context 
of  literary criticism, postmodernism is characterised by “intertextuality, fragmented narrative and linguistic 
structures, and the questionable reliability of  narrators” (Hart, Martin and Hinrichs 2021). 

 Hutcheon 1988: 8–10; Lewis 2011: 236115

 Cf. Heise 2011: 964116

 Burn 2016: 450–464117

 Lewis 2011: 236118

 Waugh 2001: 291, 299–302. See also Veronica Ghirardi’s (2021a) recently published dissertation, 119

Postmodern Traces and Recent Hindi Novels.
 Lyotard 1984/1979: xxiv; Cf. Butler 2002: 13; Hutcheon 1994: 186120

 Snipp–Walmsley 2006: 408121

 Snipp–Walmsley 2006: 410122
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Postmodernism shares a basic philosophical framework with deconstructionism and post-

structuralism in the ideas expressed by Jacques Derrida, that reality ultimately is a construct of  

language and that there is no reality behind it that we can reach. Derrida criticised the logo-

centrism  of  the Western world and the platonic idea of  a metaphysical reality behind our words. 123

After Derrida, Jean Baudrillard formulated similar ideas. He held that there is not (any longer) a real 

relationship between sign and reality; every statement, utterance, text or narrative is always 

predicated on relations to other signs.  Thus postmodernism identifies, in contrast to modernism, 124

that there is no depth, there is no meaning under the surface of  reality to uncover; there is only 

surface. As a consequence, postmodern art and literature are marked by irony and parody. It is 

“[a]cutely self-referential… drawing attention to its own construction… [i]t has no controlling, 

linear narrative, no predetermined goal or point of  closure (telos).”  125

Turning then our attention to postmodern literature, it is generally understood to be 

characterised by several literary tropes. In The Routledge Companion to Postmodernism, Barry Lewis lists a 

number of  different features of  postmodern writing, such as: temporal disorder—e.g., a distortion of  

the past, the compressing of  multiple events into a very short time frame; pastiche—the combination 

and matching of  several different styles; fragmentation—instead of  the “wholeness and completion” of  

the traditional story, the plot, character and setting of  a fictional work are relativised or disintegrated 

to the point where the whole story is fragmented into smaller parts; looseness of  association—the 

different parts of  the fragmented story are put together randomly or by chance; paranoia—this trope 

refers to stories where the protagonist or other characters, as an example, have a constant fear that 

their lives are controlled from the outside; vicious circles—a phenomenon stressed by the conflation 

and confusion between the world of  the text and the world outside the text.  Other features often 126

connected with postmodern fiction are intertextuality—the cross-referencing and acknowledgement of  

other literary works; metafiction— “the act of  writing about writing or making readers aware of  the 

fictional nature of  the very fiction they’re reading”; faction or historiographic metafiction–“[t]he mixing 

of  actual historical events with fictional events without clearly defining what is factual and what is 

fictional.”  In addition, should be mentioned minimalism— “[t]he use of  characters and events 127

 Logocentrism – The understanding of  “words and language as a fundamental expression of  an external 123

reality (especially applied as a negative term to traditional Western thought by postmodernist 
critics)” (Oxford Dictionary of  English 2022). 

 Snipp-Walmsley 2006: 411–413; Tenngart 2010: 79–81124

 Snipp-Walmsley 2006: 410125

 Lewis 2011: 236–250126

 Blakeley 2021127
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which are decidedly common …”; maximalism—“[d]isorganized, lengthy, highly detailed writing”; 

self-reflexivity  and, not the least, irony, which is near to a hallmark of  postmodern literature.   128 129

3.4.2 Postmodernity in the Indian Context  
In her thesis, Postmodern Traces and Recent Hindi Novels, Veronica Ghirardi gives an overview of  

postmodernity in an Indian context, referring to several South Asian critics. She refers in particular 

to the British-Pakistani scholar Ziauddin Sardar, who has argued that postmodernity has been a 

privilege of  the West and does not apply to the vast majority of  Asia and Africa, who cannot enjoy 

its freedom of  self-definition. On the contrary, the postmodern mission of  “a pluralistic global we” is 

rather an inclusive new form of  cultural imperialism in order “to render the Other in its own 

image.”  This critique has been shared by many South-Asian scholars.  Since not even 130 131

modernity has reached India in many places, how can one speak of  postmodernity? 

Referring to the work of  Sureś B. Paṭel, Ghirardi argues that the term modernity in Hindi, 

ādhuniktā, can be defined as “the attempt to assert a new identity, overcoming traditional values” and 

that the concept is connected to secularism, individualism, material wealth and science.  While 132

modernity has meant the strengthening of  individual identity in post-independent India, vis-à-vis 

caste and religious identity, its benefits have only reached a very restricted group of  people, only the 

dominant group. It is with this focus on identity, which it shares with modernity, that Ghirardi 

understands postmodernity (uttarādhuniktā) in India (to be distinguished from “postmodernism” (see 

below)). She builds on the scholar S. L. Doshi,  who argues that postmodernity is not a reaction to 133

modernity as a whole, against capitalism or industrialism, but, first of  all, against the domination, 

privileges and “institutional authoritarianism” of  the upper castes. It advocates pluralism, 

differentiated ethnicity and “little traditions,” i.e., cultures, languages and peoples of  particular 

regions.   134

 Waugh 2001: 291, 296–97128

 Blakeley 2021129

 Ghirardi 2021a: 23; Sardar 1993: 878–79; 1998: 15–16130

 Noted by Ghirardi 2021a: 23. See, for example, Banuri 1990: 80–88 and Doshi 2008:79. Cf. Gupta (2014: 131

8), who argues that India, in many aspects, even has a long way to go to reach modernity—if  modernity is 
understood to signify the dignification of  individual personhood and achievement vis-a-vis family 
background and traditional social standings (cf. Ghirardi 2021a: 25). 

 Paṭel 2013: 23; quoted in Ghirardi 21a: 25132

 Doshi 2008: 88–89, 95133

 Ghirardi 2021a: 24–26134
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3.4.3 Postmodernism in Hindi Literary Criticism 
Ghirardi suggests a similar paradigm for discussing postmodernism (uttar ādhuniktāvād) in Hindi 

literary criticism—a discussion which has been ongoing since the 1980s. While there have emerged 

specific postmodern authors on the Hindi scene—above all, Manohar Shyam Joshi—Ghirardi 

concurs with those scholars who understand postmodernism in Indian literature as a search for “a 

new sense of  Indianness,” specifically “the emergence of  new social and literary voices, Dalits, 

women, homosexuals [and] marginalized groups in general.”  Not the least is this trend connected 135

to the new role of  women in society since the 1980s and the 1990s and the surfacing of  new feminist 

literature. This reflects the alleged focus of  postmodernity on little traditions mentioned above. 

3.5 20th-century Hindi literature: Realism, Pragativād and Prayogvād 
Since it will be important for later discussions in this thesis (see 8.4), I will here present some 

of  the major modern trends and schools of  Hindi literature in the 20th century in India, such as 

realism (yathārthvād), progressivism (pragativād) and experimentalism (prayogvād).  

Realism is a mode of  writing emerging in 18th-century Western novels, in which the narrative 

reflected “faithfully an actual way of  life.”  It has an affinity with Marxist writing, with which it 136

shares an interest in and focus on the realistic portrayal of  the human social condition. “Realism,” 

according to Engels, “implies, besides truth of  detail, the truthful reproduction of  typical characters 

under typical circumstances.”  However, modern critics argue that realism is not a mere 137

“reproduction” of  reality but is rather the forging of  “some ‘real’ world” outside the text by 

processes of  selection, exclusion [and] description….”   138

The initiator of  the realist novel or story writing on the Indian soil was Premchand, who, in 

his works, Raṃgbhūmi (1925), Nirmalā (1927), and Godān (1935), described the poverty and illiteracy of  

rural India, the exploitations by the landlords, the situation of  Dalit and women and other 

numerous themes of  the Indian society of  that time. Realism, in general, refused to accept literature 

simply as a means of  entertainment or as didacticism and came to have its focus on the truthful 

representation of  real circumstances and characters.  Premchand, however, formed his own 139

version of  realism which could not be found in the West, in what he called ādārśonmukh yathārthvād 

(‘idealistic realism’). Harish Trivedi defines Premchand’s term as “realism tending towards or serving 

to project an ideal state of  affairs.” Due to this genre’s visionary character of  a potential reality, 

 Ghirardi 2021a: 32–34135

 Baldick 2015136

 Baxandall 1976: 90–91 137

 Baldick 2015138

 Prasad 1992: 157–58139
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Trivedi suggests that it more rightly should be called ideal-oriented realism.  Thus, amid Premchand’s 140

harsh portrayal of  reality in his writings, a vision of  how things ought to be is somehow infused. 

Premchand’s writing had, for this reason, a didactic tone, as he wanted to use it “to awaken our 

humanity.”  141

Following consecutively after Premchand, as a continuation of  the realism in India, the 

literary movement pragativād (‘progressivism’) emerged. It was a reaction against and became, 

eventually, also a replacement of  the chāyāvād movement.  While chāyāvād had a focus on the 142

individual, pragativād was, in contrast, as R.C. Prasad puts it, “full of  social consciousness.”  143

According to Prasad, “[t]hose who professed Pragativād looked upon literature as a mirror of  the 

social process and passionately believed that it could effectively shape the course of  political 

events.”  Together with pragativād emerged another related movement called prayogvād 144

(‘experimentalism’), which had a parallel development with pragativād and eventually evolved into its 

succeeding literary school, Naī kahānī (the new writing or, lit., the “new short story”). It emerged in the 

fifties and early sixties and shared with pragativād and prayogvād (see below) the motives of  isolation 

and alienation, as it highlighted themes such as “emptiness, weariness [and] value crises.”  145

Prayogvād was, first of  all, a poetic literary movement, which was characterised by spontaneity 

and creativity, but also by “melancholy,” “loneliness,” and “introspective intensity,” with “subtle 

symbols and images.” Its most famous adherences were Ajneya, Gajanan Madhav Muktibodh, 

Ilachandra Joshi and Dharmvir Bharati. These writers often pushed the boundaries in the areas of  

sexual desire, dystopia and civilisation criticism, representative examples being Ajneya’s poem 

‘Hiroshima’ and Muktibodh’s poem ‘Brahmarākṣasa.’ Prasad writes: “Most of  the experimentalists 

were middle-class realists who communicated the reality of  their mental conflicts, repressions and 

frustrations with considerable intellectuality.”   146

 Trivedi 2003: 1010140

 See Elizabeth Röttger-Hogan (1986: 80–81). According to her, the strength of  Premchand’s idealistic 141

realism is that “[t]he restricted world of  the novel appears complete to the reader” and that it has an 
emotional “immediacy” to it, which does not appear in the physical reality. This “emotional participation” 
resolves “the apparent contradiction between idealism and realism” as “the one flows over into the 
other” (80–81). 

 Trivedi (2003) defines Chāyāvād as the “allegedly romantic-mystical-ethereal-escapist school of  142

poetry” (990). Although its influences are still felt today in Hindi literature, the movement as such lasted only 
about two decades (ca. 1917–1936). The spear of  the movement was the trio of  poets, Jayaśaṃkar Prasād 
(1889–1937), Suryakānt Tripāṭhī “Nirālā” (1899–1961) and Sumitranandan Pant (1900–1977). In addition, the 
great Hindi female poet Mahādevī Verma (1907–1987) should be mentioned. Trivedi calls Chāyāvād “the most 
vital turning point as well as the greatest achievement of  modern Hindi poetry” (990–992).

 Prasad 1992: 160143

 Prasad 1992: 160144

 Prasad 1992: 162–63145

 Prasad 1992: 161–62146
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These perspectives will be important in a later discussion (see below under 8.4), where 

Prakash’s authorship will be placed in the context of  the heritage of  the 20th-century trends of  

modern Hindi literature. 

3.6 Narratology 
Gerard Genette’s critical work  has been foundational to the subject of  narratology, and of  147

paramount importance has been his theory on focalisation. Focalisation is a term that expresses by 

whom and from whose perspective a story is narrated. Genette made the important distinction in a 

narrative between the one who narrates and the one who sees. Genette distinguished between three 

levels of  narration: Zero focalisation—or nonfocalised narration—refers to an omniscient narrator who 

knows more than the characters in the story and can typically access their emotions, thoughts and 

feelings; internal focalisation is when the story is narrated from the perspective of  a certain character—

which could be consistently one character or multiple; and external focalisation denotes the narrating 

situation in which the narrator has no access to a character’s thoughts, feelings or inner world at all, 

but is left to describe his/hers actions or appearances from the outside.  148

Genette’s disciple, Mieke Bal, later criticised her teacher for making no distinction between 

the focaliser and the object of  focalisation since internal focalisation refers to a character who 

perceives. In contrast, external focalisation refers to a character who is perceived, i.e., the focalisation is, 

in the first case, from a character’s perspective and, in the latter, on a character. Genette’s response 

was that in the latter case, such focalisation is the only one possible since it is external, and the 

narrator has no access to focalise from a certain character but can only place the focalisation on 

them. Bal instead suggests a twofold scheme, of  simply internal focalisation (or through-focalisation) 

and external focalisation (on-focalisation), together with the term, character-bound narrator and external 

narrator. Together, narrator and focalisation constitute the narrative situation.  While I consider Bal’s 149

criticism relevant, I still think Genette’s tripartite scheme is useful and will basically deploy this in 

the analysis below. However, since his and Bal’s terminology does not stand in virtual conflict, and 

Bal’s way of  describing focalisation elucidates and compliments Genette’s, I will also use terms such 

as a character-bound character occasionally, as it refers to the same narrative perspective as internal 

focalisation. 

Another important issue is the relationship between author and narrator. I would here adhere 

to the position held by many critics that the author is not to be identified with the internal narrator 

 See Genette 1980/1972147

 Genette 1980/1972: 189–190148

 Bal 2017: 13–14; Skalin 2002: 182–86149
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since the latter is a creation of  the former different from him or her.  This is a position Prakash 150

himself  holds. As he is reflecting on his early reading of  one of  Dharmvir Bharati’s short stories, 

after first making, according to himself, the initial mistake of  identifying the author with the 

narrator, he writes: “I … didn’t realize that the ‘Narrator and characters, however, are essentially 

‘paper beings’; the (material) author of  the narrative is in no way to be confused with the narrator 

of  that narrative.”  This thesis will strongly focus on Prakash’s careful formation and extensive use 151

of  such character-bound narrators, which make his narratives dynamic, multi-layered and complex. 

Another important issue for our study is the concept of  “an implied reader.” This is a theory 

which, in the words of  Chanady, “presupposes the study of  the literary text as a system of  signs, and 

that of  the relationship between author, text and reader as a communicative process.” This theory 

does not highlight the reception but the communication of  the text. Thus, the “implied reader” is, 

just like the internal narrator, a creation of  or based on the text itself. Every text presupposes a 

certain reader, and its construction contains pointers to how the text ought to be read.  This will 152

be important in terms of  the study of  the fantastic and magical realism since, according to these 

theories, the view of  the supernatural will depend on the manner of  focalisation. If  the focalisation 

is from a believer in the extraordinary, supernatural events or superstitions, the implied reader’s 

response is predicated on how the focalisation is made. Is the presentation ironic or sincere? For 

example, in ‘Tirich’ (see analysis below), the narrator does believe in the villagers’ superstitions. The 

way, however, these beliefs are presented has a clear tone of  irony. I will use the term “implied 

reader” consistently in this essay. 

 In his work, “Narrative and Narrators,” Gregory Currie (2010) discusses at length the question of  whether 150

there is a difference between the author and the internal narrator. The matter is complex. He takes the 
example of  Sherlock Holmes, in which the character-bound narrator Dr Watson certainly is not the author. 
But on the other hand, Dr Watson is fictional; he does not exist, so what is left? The author (65–85). However, 
many other theorists of  literature take the distinction between an author and the internal narrator as an 
axiom (see Fludernik 2009: 26; Bal 1985: 11–16 as well as Currie’s sparring partner, George Wilson (2007) 
and his discussion on the author-narrator relationship). 

 Prakash 1998: 220 151

 Chanady 1985: 32–33152
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4. Magical Realism or the Fantastic in Uday Prakash? 
4.1 Introduction 

It seems to be commonplace to identify Uday Prakash’s writings as belonging to the genre of  

magical realism as part of  the legacy of  Salman Rushdie in Indian literature.  For example, Vibha 153

Maurya points out that the popular view of  Uday Prakash’s stories is to regard them “as an Indian 

version of  magical realism” —a view Subhas Yadav gives expression to in his recently published 154

thesis, Magical Realism: A Study of  Selective Fiction of  Gabriel García Márquez and Uday Prakash.  Yadav, 155

like many others, seems to take for granted, as a point of  departure, that Uday Prakash’s writings, as 

he is commonly conceived, should be located within magical realism. This thesis, however, will 

argue that the closely related mode of  writing, the fantastic, needs to be taken into consideration in 

examining Prakash’s writings. A task we will now turn to.  

4.2 Analyses of  Stories  

4.2.1 ‘Ṭepchū’  
In ‘Ṭepchū,’ the focalisation impacts the assessment of  the story. On a first reading, the story 

appears to follow the criteria set up for magical realism smoothly. The setting is realistic, with 

detailed descriptions of  a rural village in India, with realistic social relations and cast groups, cast-

specific names and food customs typical for rural India. The main character’s, Ṭepchū-s fantastic 

survivals—which represent the supernatural elements in the story—are introduced and described 

matter-of-factly. In a basic reading of  the story, the two codes of  reality seem to coexist without 

tension. But if  a narrative analysis is made of  the story, and the narrative’s focalisation and framing 

are taken into account, the matter gets more complex, and a magical realist reading must be 

questioned. 

Beginning with focalisation, the story is narrated by a character in the story, but the author 

also lets other voices be heard. For example, when the villagers witness his survival after falling from 

the tree, the narrator comments:  “the village people came to believe that somehow Ṭepchū, the 

bastard, is a jinn and that he never will die.”  This is not meant as an objective explanation in the 156

story but expresses the belief  of  the villagers. Moreover, and more importantly, the focalisation of  

the story is not from an omniscient narrator but from another character in the narrative, another 

 Yadav 2021: 127153

 Maurya 2020: 247154

 Yadav 2021: 255; cf. Gupta 2018: 51–55155

 gāṃv vālōṃ ko usī din viśvās ho gayā ki ho na ho, Ṭepchū sālā jinn hai, vah kabhī mar nahīṃ saktā (29).156
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villager, who testifies to these events. The narrator himself  has already moved from the village, and 

he relates the experiences of  others, those of  the other villagers. It could perhaps be expected that 

since the narrator has moved to the city, he would offer a more modern perspective, but in the final 

paragraph of  the story, he—in his explanation of  the events—sides with the villagers and all those 

who know Ṭepchū, who are all assured that Ṭepchū is a jinn and will never die. 

Both at the beginning and the end of  the story, the narrator affirms its veracity: “I have 

already established that this is not a story, but the truth.”  Moreover, in the final line of  the story, 157

he suggests to the reader who still does not believe him to come to the village, “… at any time you 

like and I will introduce you to Ṭepchū.”  The different means through which the narrator tries to 158

convince the reader of  the story’s truthfulness do not accord with the criteria for magical realism, in 

which the supernatural is to be a natural element of  the narrative. It does, however, accord better 

with the fantastic, which, as Chanady points out, “tries to convince the reader of  the veracity of  the 

story.”  159

The narrator also uses language of  strong surprise and astonishment in speaking of  the 

uncanny. He even portrays the events as “wonderful [hairataṃgej]” (21, 35) and calls them 

“improbable and impossible [anhonī aur asaṃbhav]” (35). These adjectives are revealing in the way the 

supernatural is perceived as something not to be naturally assumed or accepted in the universe 

presented in the story. Again, this does not suit magical realism. Chanady points out that the 

magical realist writer “neither censures nor shows surprise,”  and Warnes and Sasser express the 160

same idea: “A magical realist text will treat supernatural occurrences as if  they were perfectly 

natural. It will incorporate, without surprise [emphasis added], fantastic elements into the realm of  

history and objective materiality.”  There are, thus, two motives in the story, assurance and 161

surprise, which do not square with magical realism. I will further explore the former some more. 

The fact that the narrator wants, or feels a need, to assure the reader that the impossible has 

happened, points away from magical realism since it stresses that what has happened is not simply 

accepted as a natural part of  the world described. Siskind notes: “The world of  magical realist texts 

is one where the ordinary and the extraordinary coexist without conflict, without even calling attention to 

one another’s otherness [emphasis added].”  The narrator in ‘Ṭepchū,’ however, clearly draws 162

attention to the “otherness” of  the extraordinary and does so with great surprise and astonishment. 

Just the fact that he wants to verify the story is a sign that it, at least, is not magical realism. 

 maiṃne bhī pahale hī arz kiyā thā ki yeh kahānī nahīṃ hai, saccāī hai (35).157

 … jis vakt āp cāheṃ, maiṃ āpko Ṭepchū se milvā saktā hūṃ (35). 158
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According to Chanady, authorial reticence in magical realism equals “[the] absence of  obvious 

judgements about the veracity of  the events and the world view expressed by characters in the 

text.”  On the contrary, such judgements are obvious in this story. 163

But, then again, if  the text was to be considered as belonging to the fantastic, the assurance 

given by the narrator also becomes a problem. Instead of  the “hesitation” requisite for the fantastic, 

there is a strong certainty expressed by the narrator, close to what Todorov calls “total faith.” But 

although there is no hesitation in the narrator (which would have strengthened the story’s fantastic 

nature), there is neither any resolved antimony between the natural and the supernatural. Thus, 

while the narrator does not express any hesitation, I would argue that the focalisation of  the story 

instead provides the reader with this, for the fantastic, required element. After all, the focaliser is no 

omniscient observer of  things but a subjective witness. On the one hand, he had already left the 

village for the city when many of  the strange events with Ṭepchū took place back in the village, and 

he, thus, provides the reader to quite some extent with secondary information. On the other hand, 

he still stems from the village, still shares its world view and is more likely to believe the reports from 

there than, for example, a person originating from a metropolis. Chanady points out that in some 

fantastic stories, the device of  an “unreliable reader” is used, who affirms the supernatural events, 

but because he or she is unreliable or just incapable of  evaluating the events of  the story, the 

antimony is upheld.  We may ask: is the narrator in ‘Ṭepchū’ reliably, or at least fully reliable? Is 164

just assurance enough to convince the implied modern reader? I mean, of  course, on a semantic 

level, that the implied reader is meant to agree with the events in his reading experience.  

Although the narrator in ‘Ṭepchū’ appears reliable, he is still limited. The subjective narrator 

is only one voice or witness to the events in some sense since the implied reader is likely to make 

other conclusions about them. Moreover, it could be added that the events that took place were not 

supernatural in their essence but in their magnitude, i.e., although the degree and severity of  

accidents and violence Ṭepchū survives are astounding, they are not supernatural in or by themselves, 

as ghosts or marvellous creatures would be. This further enhances the uncertainty or doubt for the 

implied reader. At the end of  the story—due to its internal point of  focalisation—the narrator’s 

strong affirmation of  the events instead puts the supernatural under the lens of  verification, as if  the 

question was asked: “I believe in it [the narrator], do you [the implied reader]?” The narrator’s 

comments strengthen this perspective: “you may say that in this whole story there are only pure lies 

and nothing more”  and: “If  you still don’t believe me, wherever, whenever, whatever time you 165

 Chanady 1985: 29163

 Chanady 1985: 128 164

 āp kah sakte haiṃ ki is pūrī kahānī meṃ sivā safed jhūṭh ke aur kuch nahīṃ hai (35).165
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like, I will have you meet Ṭepchū.”  This language of  persuasion presumes that the narrator 166

expects the modern reader not to be persuaded but rather to hesitate. The last sentence of  the story, 

beginning “If  you still don’t believe me…” upholds the uncertainty. The narrator’s assurance creates 

tension in the narrative, and the reader is invited to make his own judgement. Instead of  the 

assumed intention from the internal narrator to convince the reader of  the story’s authenticity, the 

effect is rather the opposite. His assurance opens up a narrator-reader discussion on the matter and 

places the supernatural under scrutiny and, in this way, under doubt.  

Still, as a final point, the strong affirmative language of  the narrator does not square very well 

with Chanady’s third criteria for the fantastic, that of  “authorial reticence.” Although no 

explanation is given how Ṭepchū could survive all these events, the authorial voice (or narrative voice) 

does not refrain from giving assurance. But could not the desired effect and necessary “hesitation” 

be achieved as well as by reticence as through the opposite authorial attitude, by authorial assurance, 

or even, as in the case, overly authorial assurance? My argument is that both authorial reticence and 

assurance place the supernatural under scrutiny and, thus, under potential doubt; and that the effect 

of  the hesitation necessary for the fantastic could be achieved through “authorial assurance,” as well 

as through “authorial reticence,” since the former makes the supernatural not an integrated part of  

the worldview presented in the narrative, but rather an odd intrusion, so odd, that the narrator 

needs to go at length to assure his readers of  its veracity. 

4.2.2 ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt,’ ‘Ḍibiyā’ and ‘Arebā Parebā’ 
‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt’ is one of  the stories which has been at the centre of  the discussion on the 

presence of  magical realism in Prakash’s literature.  If  we only would take into account the story 167

proper, Hīrālāl-s birth, life, death and return as a ghost, the description of  the events is presented as 

if  the supernatural were simply taking place without any evaluation or surprise on part of  the 

narrator. But the framing of  the story, its beginning and end, together with the focalisation of  the 

story, makes the matter more intricate. The narrator, a man originating from the same village as 

Hīrālāl, presents the whole account as an “account” or a “story”: “Hīrālāl kī kathā” (98), which is told 

in the homes of  the village of  Rāmpur. Already here, the fact that the account is a story orally spread 

throughout the area hints to the reader that this might be a mixture of  facts and fantasy.  Later, at 168

the conclusion of  the story, the focalisation again zooms out from the level of  the story proper, and 

 āpko ab bhī viśvās na hotā ho to jahāṃ, jab, jis vakt āp cāheṃ, maiṃ āpko Ṭepchū se milvā saktā hūṃ (35).166

 Gupta & Naved 2021: 272; see also: Gupta 2018: 42–56. 167

 See Baldick (2015), who points out that folktales often are “partly modified by successive re-tellings before 168

being written down or recorded.”
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the narrator offers various theories on how the story should be explained: was it a true ghost story? 

Or was it a prank of  some of  the low-caste village boys, revenging Hīrālāl-s death? Or was it just the 

fears of  the family living in the house materialising in fantasies of  a ghost? As he sums up the matter, 

he states: “I don’t know how much truth there is in this event.”  Here, the narrator expresses a 169

clear hesitation, which points to the fantastic mode. Once again, focalisation plays a crucial role. 

Had the story been told from, what Genette calls, focalisation zero, i.e., from an omniscient narrator, 

or if  only the story proper were taken into account, then it could easily have passed as magical 

realism. But the kathā (‘tale’) of  Hīrālāl is set in the frame narrative of  the author’s kahānī (‘story’) 

with an internal narrator, who at the end of  the kahānī expresses his doubts about the content of  this 

kathā. It is this framing of  the story, which includes a discussion and questioning of  its veracity, that 

makes it precisely not magical realist. Moreover, the doubt expressed here, in contrast to the 

assurance in ‘Ṭepchū,’ makes this case even more clear. 

Such an atmosphere of  doubt is present in several of  Prakash’s writings. In ‘Ḍibiyā,’ the whole 

story is enfolded in such uncertainty. Was it a real experience the protagonist had in his childhood 

when he gathered the sunbeams in a box? On one level, his memory is clear and vivid, and he can 

retell the story in detail, but on another level, there is doubt, so much so that he does not dare to 

open the box. Furthermore, the supernatural event is not passing without surprise, as is typical for 

magical realism, but the whole atmosphere of  the story is filled with the man’s marvel and 

fascination with what happened. Hence, ‘Ḍibiyā’ is a good example of  the fantastic.  

Similarly, ‘Arebā Parebā’ is a fantastic story, as the hesitation in the narrative is persistent to 

the end. Although there is a continual internal focalisation throughout the story, as the main 

character narrates in the first person, there is also, just as in ‘Ḍibiyā,’ a development taking place. 

The narrator thus relates events from his childhood from an adult’s perspective. The real cause of  

the rabbits’ deaths is obviously natural, but the doubt concerns the adult man’s nightly vision when 

the rabbits come alive. Was it real, a dream, a fantasy? The reader is left in suspense, and the 

narrator himself  expresses his doubt and surprise: “This is such an event which I myself  am 

astounded at.”  All these three stories are clear examples of  the fantastic. For the next story to be 170

analysed, ‘Tirich,’ the interpretation is more dubious. 

 patā nahīṃ is pūrī ghaṭnā meṃ sacāī kitnī hai (113).169

 ek aisī ghaṭnā, jis par mujhe svayaṃ bhī āścarya hotā hai (76).170
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4.2.3 ‘Tirich’ 
Sonya Surabhi Gupta and Shad Naved note how Prakah’s story ‘Tirich’ “is considered a key 

example of  magical realism in Hindi fiction”  and initially, like both ‘Ṭepchū’ and ‘Hīrālāl kā 171

bhūt,’ the story appears to be so, with the non-challenged worldview of  the villagers and their beliefs 

and solutions to the poisonous bite of  the lizard. The narrator, the son of  the father who has been 

bitten by the lizard, relates in detail the different superstitions that surround the event. He relates 

what his friend, Thānū, has told him, that if  one runs zigzag away from the lizard and jumps and 

leaps suddenly, one has a better chance of  escaping. It is also crucial that one does not meet the eyes 

of  the lizard, then there is no chance of  survival. It is further important, like the father also did, to 

immediately run down the lizard and kill it after one has been bitten. Later, when the father travels 

into town with the other villagers on the tractor-cart, he learns from them that although it was good 

that he killed the lizard, he should also have burnt it straight away. Now, there is still a risk that the 

lizard will come alive again by night in the moonlight. If  that happens, and, in addition, the lizard 

should pee and roll himself  in the urine, then, exactly twenty-four hours after the bite, the mortal 

effect of  the poison will be felt.  

So far in the narrative, there is no hesitation toward these beliefs. The son, although now 

living in the city, presents and describes them in a matter-of-fact manner. But still, these are not 

events taking place but expressed beliefs. The superstitions are also related so bluntly, with such 

irony and humoristic undertone, that although the now urban narrator still seems to believe in them, 

the more modern perspective is also present and presupposed in the implied reader. As Maurya 

points out in her analysis of  this story: “Now it is obvious that this is a complete nightmarish fantasy 

of  the villagers.”  Chanady argues that superstitions or beliefs expressed by a character in a story 172

are not alone enough to constitute the supernatural elements required for magical realism “unless 

the imagined events are presented as objectively real.”  The only events that actually have taken 173

place at this point in the story are that the father has been bitten by a lizard and now travels to town 

on a tractor-cart. The story develops, however, and after the father has been mistreated and beaten 

in the city, he dies almost exactly twenty-four hours after the bite. This seeming agreement of  the 

exact timing of  his father’s death with the superstitious beliefs of  the villagers creates doubt in the 

narrator, the son. Although the careful reconstruction of  the father’s day seems to be an effort by the 

narrator to reach for a natural explanation, I would argue that the doubts around the real cause for 

the death, as well as around possible supernatural explanations for it, are never really resolved. At 

the end of  the story, the son discusses different possible causes of  his father’s death. Was it the 

 Gupta & Naved 2021: 272171

 Maurya 2020: 247172

 Chanady 1985: 28173
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lizard’s poison due to some failure in the procedure prescribed by the village beliefs (so Thānū was 

convinced)? or was it the beating, or even the strong drug he received? This discussion holds the 

reader in suspense. None of  these explanations is, of  course, supernatural in itself, but it is the 

somewhat correspondence between the superstitious village beliefs and the actual events that creates 

the uncertainty. In addition, there is the seeming destined fate which surrounds the death of  the 

father, just as in García Márquez’s Chronicle of  a Death Foretold (1981).  Yadav, who compares these 174

two works in his thesis, points out, regarding ‘Tirich,’ that there were a number of  events or 

encounters with people in the city that very well could have, or should have, resulted in the end of  

the atrocities to the father, but almost as driven by some prewritten script, they did not.  But still, 175

who knows? Was it a coincidence? Or was it some invisible hand of  fate? Todorov’s hesitation 

prevails throughout the story. 

Two examples of  two different analyses by literary critics would serve as a good illustrative 

comparison for the hesitation in this story. First, Todorov’s conclusion on Cazotte’s tale, Le Diable 

Amoureux, in which Alvaro—being visited by an evil spirit appearing in the form of  a woman—is 

confounded about how to interpret his experiences. Todorov writes: “The ambiguity is sustained to 

the very end of  the adventure: reality or dream? truth or illusion?”  Another good comparison is 176

Bower’s analysis of  ‘The Turn of  the Screw’ by Henry James. In the story, a governess takes care of  

some children who keep telling her about the ghosts they admittedly keep seeing. In the story, which 

is told from the governess’s perspective, there is an uncertainty about whether the ghost really is real 

or if  the governess is only being overcome by fears and is turning mad. Bower concludes:  

This element of  doubt and the governess’s own fear of  the unknown, of  the supernatural, stops 

the text from being magical realist, but it is exactly this hesitation between the two explanations 

[emphasis added]—there are really ghosts or she is really mad—that affirms its fantastical 

nature.  177

In ‘Tirich,’ a similar “fear of  the unknown” and weighing between explanations point to its 

fantastical nature. 

There is, however, I would argue, still an underlying central political message to the story, that 

it was not the lizard’s poison, as the villagers’ superstition would have it, that killed the father but the 

“poison,” the “superstitions” and prejudices in modern society. In other words, the story turns the 

general narrative of  progressivism upside down. But this is only one perspective. On another level, 

 Cf. Yadav 2021: 275; Gupta & Naved 2021: 271–72174

 Yadav 2021: 275175

 Todorov 1975: 24–25176

 Bowers 2004: 36–37177
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the son’s inner psychological process—his nightmares, his fear of  the lizard, and his anxiety caused 

by various superstitions—dominates the story. When the son and his friend, Thānū, are about to 

burn the lizard’s corps, the son wants to scream at one point but refrains since he does not want to 

wake up as he is afraid that even this moment should be a dream (43). Moreover, the son’s 

interpretation of  the father’s experience, that he must have thought that he was dreaming during his 

walk in the city, adds to this atmosphere in the story (51–52): “I can say with full assurance, because 

I know father very well, that up to this time, it must have occurred to him several times, that 

whatever was happening to him, was not reality [vāstaviktā], but a dream [sapnā].”  This tension 178

between dream and reality enhances its fantastic character.  

In contrast, Yadav, in his analysis of  ‘Tirich,’ argues that Prakash’s deployment of  “journalistic 

details … hinge[s] the story around the veridic ground and do[es] not let the readers slip off  to a 

fantastic terrain.”  But, perhaps, it is just the minuteness of  the protocol of  the father’s last day 179

that instead is a pointer to the fantastic? It seems like it is almost the son’s defence against his deeper 

fear of  the lizard (or of  the unknown, that which is beyond his control, i.e., the city), which, tellingly 

enough, keeps haunting him in his dreams until the very end of  the story. On one level of  reality, the 

reasons for the father’s death seem to be clear, but on another level—manifesting in the son’s 

dreams, in his fears and in his subconscious—there is still doubt. It is precisely this hesitation about 

what is real and how it should be explained that hinders this story from being classified as magical 

realism but rather makes it fit well into the fantastic mode. 

It could, moreover, be argued, against Yadav’s conclusion quoted above, that if  the journalistic 

details hold the story back from being fantastic and keep it on veridical ground, these also keep it 

 Maiṃ pūre viśvās ke sāth kah saktā hūṃ, kyoṃki pitājī ko maiṃ bahut acchī tarah se jāntā hūṃ, ki is samay tak, unheṃ kaī 178

bār lagā hogā ki unke sāth jo kuch ho rahā hai, vah vāstaviktā nahīṃ hai, ek sapnā hai (51). 
 Yadav 2021: 275. Yadav does acknowledge the ambiguity in the story, even “in the sense of  Tzvetan 179

Todorov’s conceptual ambiguity” (210), but he seemingly does not locate the story within the fantastic.
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from being magical realist.  It would rather fall in the sub-genre or literary mode Todorov coined 180

as surnaturel expliqué – ‘the supernatural explained,’ in which the fantastic elements turn out to have 

rational explanations,  or, perhaps, in a further variation of  this trope when the supernatural 181

elements in the story are caused by hallucination and dreams. The dream- and hallucination-factor 

are strong in ‘Tirich,’ but, nonetheless, while enhancing the atmosphere of  uncertainty, these factors 

do not function as explanations of  the supernatural elements in the story, and the fantastic seems to 

be the best designation. 

4.2.4 ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ 
‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ is the story from Prakash’s collection that comes closest to magical 

realism. Immediately upon analysing the story, focalisation has again a determinative factor. In 

contrast to the other stories examined in this chapter, the story has not a character-bound narrator 

but a third-person, omniscient narrator who simply relates the events of  the story. It is focalisation 

zero. The narrator can, thus, freely render the inner thoughts, feelings, motives and processes of  the 

 Yadav’s thesis (2021) is focused on a comparison of  Prakash’s life and literature with that of  Gabriel 180

García Márquez. It does not go into depth on the distinctions between magical realism and the fantastic. On 
the contrary, he takes “Todorov’s detailed concept of  the base of  fantastic literature” to be a good tool in 
order “to examine magical realist fiction, especially its supposed fantastic and marvellous elements.” (215–
16). Yadav also states that he has based his analysis more on the authors’—García Márquez’s and Prakash’s 
—own assessments and thoughts on their works, particularly what they have expressed in interviews, rather 
than “taking refuge in some far-fetched theories” (104). Still, his thesis does show an in-depth awareness of  
theory; it just does not pay much attention to the difference between magical realism and the fantastic. For 
example, Yadav does not discuss Chanady’s important work, Magical Realism and The Fantastic: Resolved Versus 
Unresolved Antinomy. He only mentions it once and then only as having been referenced by another doctoral 
thesis (35). 

In general, there seems to be some confusion of  terminology in the Indian debate over magical realism 
and adjacent genres/modes of  writing. Yadav himself  points out that Manohar Shyam Joshi, Vinod Kumar 
Shukla and other writers are considered magical realists simply due to the presence of  the “fantasy part” of  
magical realism in their works, such as superstitions and legends (179). In addition, my general impression is 
that there is some confusion in the Indian scholarly debate between the fantastic and fantasy.

 Todorov 1970: 47, cf. Todorov 1975: 41–50; Chanady 1985: 3–4. Todorov (1975) views the “supernatural 181

explained” as a variation of  “the uncanny” (50) or even equal to the uncanny (41)—i.e., a genre/literary 
mode in which the supernatural is explained by “the narrator’s or the protagonist’s dream, hallucination, or 
delusion” (Baldick 2015). 
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protagonist, Warren Hastings.  In short, he has access to the whole world within the story. This 182

focalisation affects the way in which the supernatural is perceived since these features of  the story 

are narrated without further comments or surprise, just like any ordinary events. As Chanady 

explains magical realism: “The supernatural, as most contemporary readers perceive it, is presented 

without any explanation, as if  it were part of  our everyday world.”  Thus, the narrator does not, 183

like the narrator of  ‘Ṭepchū’ or ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt,’ evaluate the trustworthiness or possibility of  the 

events, but just like it is typical for magical realism, he presents the events of  the story, magical and 

realist events alike—whether the sudden disappearance of  the sādhu or Hasting’s observation of  the 

women carrying water—in a matter-of-fact manner. 

In sum, first, the two codes of  reality, the magical and the realistic code, are both present and 

well developed (Chanday’s first criteria); secondly, they coexist without tension within the world of  

the narrative (the second criteria) and thirdly, there is a clear authorial reticence in the story since 

the narrator neither evaluates nor expresses surprise over the supernatural events in the story (the 

third criteria). In conclusion, so far, this argumentation would suggest that ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā 

sāṃḍ’ is a good example of  magical realism.  

This assessment would hold quite well if  we only took the story proper into account. The 

prologue, however, where the author states the nature of  his story, complicates the picture: 

In fact, when dream is mixed with history, imagination with reality, fantasy with facts and future 

with the past, then a game begins in the narrative and such an illusion [māyā] is birthed, whose 

meeting-point is the very journey towards the search for truth. Therefore, there is as much truth 

in every game and in every illusion [māyā] as in history itself.  184

 The story is about the historical figure Warren Hastings (1732–1818), the first governor-general in British 182

India. Hastings was born in Churchill, Oxfordshire, in 1732, joined the East Indian Company in 1750 and 
then left for India. He rose quickly in rank and was appointed as the governor of  Bengal in 1769 and as 
governor-general in 1773. During his administration (1773–1785), Hastings formed much of  the outlines and 
foundations of  British India. During 1788–1795, he was faced with impeachment back in Britain on the 
charge of  murder and extortion but was finally acquitted (Cannon and Crowcroft 2015; Edwardes 1967: 23–
24). Prakash retells all the major events of  Hastings’s life, but he also adds many fictitious details about his 
character and private life, as well as about his inner processes and religious experiences.

 Chanady 1985: 44183

 is kahānī meṃ itihās utnā hī hai, jitnā dāl meṃ namak hota hai. agar āp ismeṃ itihās khojne kī kośiś kareṃge to āpke hāth 184

meṃ ret kī ḍhūh yā kaner kī ṭahnī–bhar āegī. asal meṃ jab itihās meṃ svapna, yathārth meṃ kalpnā, tathya meṃ phaiṃṭesī aur 
atīt meṃ bhaviṣya ko milāyā jātā hai to ākhyān meṃ līlā śurū hotī hai aur ek aisī māyā kā janm hotā hai, jiskā sākṣātkār satya 
kī khoj kī or ek yātrā hī hai. isīlie har līlā aur pratyek māyā utnā hī sac hotī hai, jitnā svayaṃ itihās (224). 
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The author here (or the narrator ) explains that this story is a fusion of  imagination and reality, 185

fantasy and facts, etc. The word māyā in the text is typically translated as illusion. Jason Grunebaum, 

however, in his translation, provides an alternative translation, “magic.”  So when imagination is 186

mixed with reality, fantasy with facts, the result is “magic.” Whether or not the author has magical 

realism in mind per se in his use of  the word, māyā, the result of  his mixing of  imagination and 

reality is something that closely resembles magical realism in this story. The problem is, however, 

when Prakash states this explicitly, the magical realist nature of  the story is averted. This places the 

realistic code of  reality and the supernatural semantically on different levels. They are not placed in 

juxtaposition; therefore, we cannot speak of  an antinomy between the two (Chanady’s first criteria). 

There is, thus, no need or no possibility for a resolution of  this antinomy (the second criterion), and 

the authorial reticence is lacking in the text (the third criterion) since the nature of  the supernatural 

is explicitly stated, defined and explained, by the author, already at the outset of  the story—its 

source being dreams, imagination and fantasy. In magical realism, supernatural events should blend 

in naturally in a realistic setting. The authorial voice, however, makes it clear that we are not 

operating in the world as we know it but in a world of  dreams, imagination and fantasy. Prakash’s 

metafiction breaks the spell of  magical realism. Again, the framing of  the story is essential. It 

transforms it from a magical realist story into a story about, perhaps we even can say, “the writing of  

or making of  a magical realist story.” This narrative technique places the two codes of  reality 

hierarchically on different levels, and the result is something closer to the marvellous, i.e., a genre/

mode of  writing where the narrative is clearly placed in a magical world with its own rules different 

from the realist worldview.  In this case, together with a metafictional prologue in which the author 187

makes clear the rules of  the world of  the narrative. 

	 It could further be argued that the two codes of  reality in the text, one realistic and one 

supernatural, rather are associated with geography, represented by Britain and India, respectively, 

where the former is associated with modernism, industrialism and a scientific worldview, and the 

latter with beauty, mysticism and magic. India is thus described as “another world [ek alag duniyā]” 

or, as Hastings reflects: “It was utmost different. Here in India, nothing was like it was in 

 It could be argued whether the distinction between narrator and author is relevant in this story. It is rather 185

an example of  Prakash’s metafiction, in which the boundaries between reality and fiction blur since it is not 
clear what is the narration within the fictional narrative and what is the actual author’s voice (see above, 
under 3.6 and below, ch. 7). 

 Jason Grunebaum and Prakash developed a good friendship when the former translated the latter’s work, 186

and there could be assumed that there has been communication between the two during the translation 
process (see Grunebaum 2015).

 Chanady 1985: 2; Baldick 2015187
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England.”  Its music, Buṃtū-s song, is described as filled with magic (jādū-bharā), and Hastings, as 188

he listens, is emerged in that magic (us jādū meṃ ghirā). It is even described how the air is different: 

This air was not at all like the one in Europe; it was completely different from all the other airs 

in the world. … Was this air, whose mere touch gave his whole body a new rapture, a new 

vitality and filled the entire season with its nectar, just a chemical element, as Europeans were 

now beginning to believe?  189

Matter, the world, reality—things work differently here. The cows are different and behave 

differently. In contrast to their European counterparts, they have human feelings and understand 

human language (262). They know all about Hastings’s sins and troubles, and he feels as if  they 

forgive him when he looks at them. The young Hastings was once drawn to this world, but later—

Chokī-s death making up the turning point—he becomes an ordinary (according to the stereotype) 

British cold-thinking gentleman; as Ghirardi comments, “he reverts to his ‘modern world’.”  190

So there is an antinomy between these two spheres of  reality, between rational England and 

magical India. But the antimony is only resolved due to the elation of  the magical worldview above 

the realist. This is so since India has the interpretative prerogative. Reality is understood from an 

Indian perspective, and it is the outsiders, the Europeans, who, amidst their progression and 

industrial advancement, have begun to lose the means to fully understand it: “… the Europeans 

were now [emphasis added] beginning to believe… ”  that the air was just a chemical substance, 191

and “… [t]he Englishmen did not know this ordinary fact [māmūlī-se tathya] that Indian cows and ox 

understand human language.”  Thus, it is not two codes of  reality standing in antinomy since the 192

realistic mode is downplayed. Instead, Prakash creates a marvellous world; the story leaves the 

realistic setting already in its preamble. The world of  the narrative is magic; it is just the Europeans 

who are ignorant.  

This priority of  the supernatural code would, however, square with Salman Rushdie’s 

understanding of  García Márquez’s magical writings, “that the ‘source of  his fabulism’ is that he has 

elevated ‘the village world-view above the urban one.’”  Chanady, however, argues that to stress 193

 vah sabse alag thā. yahāṃ hinduṃstān meṃ vaisā kuch bhī nahīṃ thā, jaisā iṃglaiṃḍ meṃ thā (226). 188

 yah havā yūrop hī nahīṃ, saṃsār kī sārī havāoṃ se bilkul alag thī … kyā yah havā, jiske bas sparś-bhar se uske pūre śarīr 189

meṃ ek naī umaṃg, nayā jīvan aur is samūcī r ̥tu kā ras bhar gayā hai, kyā vah sirf  ek rāsāyanik cīz hai, jaisā yurop ke log ab 
mānane lage haiṃ? (234) (Translation from Prakash 2003: 33).

 Ghirardi 2021a: 57190

 … yurop ke log ab mānane lage haiṃ (234).191

 … aṃgrez is māmūlī-se tathya ko nahīṃ jānte the ki hiṃdustān ke gāy-bail manuṣyoṃ kī bhāṣā samajhte haiṃ (262). 192

 Rushdie 1992, elaborated by Cooper (1998: 16). 193
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the “exclusive validity” of  one of  the codes of  reality would reduce the other to “a secondary mode 

of  being,” and such a text should no longer be regarded as magical realist.   194

But it is just within the story proper that the hierarchy is in favour of  the magic, and the real 

hierarchy is the opposite since, it could be argued, the frame-story clearly establishes the realist 

mode over and above the extraordinary, as the latter is defined as fantasy and imagination.  

Or does it? We could ask. I again want to draw attention to the author’s use in the prologue of  

the word māyā, which could be translated as ‘illusion’ or ‘magic.’ Even if  this is not intentional by the 

author, it is at least illustrative. The author states in the prologue: “Therefore, every play and every 

illusion/magic [māyā] is as true as history itself.” Prakash, thus, takes this a step further and 

questions the realist or history-positivistic worldview altogether. Because the prologue is not only a 

statement on this story, on the text, but on reality, our reality where every magic or illusion is as true 

as history itself. Thus, while Prakash’s assessment that fantasy and imagination are the sources of  the 

supernatural in the story is in principal agreement with a realist or modernistic understanding of  

reality, he goes even further to question this perspective altogether, with its binary posture towards 

reality, as he elevates fantasy and imagination as being as accurate means to perceive reality as facts 

and history. 

I will return to this story later in the essay since it can only be more fully analysed from a 

postmodern literary perspective. 

 Chanady 1985: 30194
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5. Regionalism and Uday Prakash 
5.1 Introduction 

On initial observation, there are at least aspects of  regionalism featured in Prakash’s stories. 

Many of  his stories begin with a situating of  the story’s locale, somewhere on the border of  a village 

and the jungle (see ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt,’ ‘Arebā Parebā,’ ‘Ṭepchū’ and ‘Tirich’). Names of  villages or 

towns all point to the same area in eastern Madhya Pradesh, many of  which are situated close to the 

border of  Chhattisgarh (Prakash’s home state).  For example, the setting of  ‘Ṭepchū’ is the village 195

of  Maṛar (21), just at the brinks of  the Son-river (Son nadī) and the village in ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt’ is 

Rāmpur (98); both these villages belong to this area. On simply reading one of  these stories, it might 

not be noticed, but when a number of  them are taken together, it seems like Prakash intends to 

bring his readers into consciousness of  this specific region. The local touch and the feeling of  

authenticity are also important to the author. For example, in ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt,’ he assures the reader 

that he himself  recently came to the village and, with his own eyes, saw the (haunted and desolate) 

haveli of  the Ṭhākur-family.  

The anchoring of  Prakash’s stories in a regional or local context is also achieved by references 

to local customs—e.g., the women drawing water from the Son-river and the children digging holes 

in the river to be able to dive in when they swim (‘Ṭepchū’). This is further achieved through the use 

of  regional vocabulary or spelling of  words, dialectal oral speech and references to popular folk 

songs, which all together create a rural atmosphere. Moreover, a typical device in Renu is, for 

example, the expression of  folk beliefs and superstitions. The same motives appear in Prakash’s 

stories. For example, in both ‘Ṭepchū’ and ‘Tirich,’ the villagers voice their beliefs, respectively, of  

Ṭepchū (being a jinn) and of  the poison of  the tirich (being magical). In addition, Prakash often inserts 

sound words, which are also typical of  Renu’s writing. One example is in ‘Ṭepchū,’ when the village 

man, Parmesurā, hears the sound from the pond of  the drowning boy Ṭepchū: usne ‘guṛap…guṛap’ kī āvāz 

sunī – “He heard the sound of  guṛap…guṛap’’ (26). When Parmesurā then rescues him and does some 

very rudimentary first aid—by hanging him upside down in his legs and hitting his elbows into his 

stomach—the water comes out from the boy’s mouth with the sound of  bhal-bhal. Ṭepchū later falls 

from the tāṛ-tree with the sound of  dhapp, and when the police finally shoot him is dhāṃy, the 

accompanying sound effect. 

 It could be argued, however, that these characteristics of  Prakash’s writings are due to what 

Pandey designates as “local colour.” Pandey uses this epithet for novels of  primarily the 1930s and 

40s—including Premchand’s—which were not regional novels “since [their] plots ... do not depend 

 Siṃh 2017: 51195
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upon the region for their causality ...” Yet, Pandey continues, “… some aspects of  regionalism had 

been presented in the form of  local colour.”  However, the continuous and recurrent return to the 196

region of  eastern Madhya Pradesh/Chhattisgarh and the heartfelt and close portrayal of  this region 

in Prakash’s writings point to something more than local colour. The characters of  Prakash’s stories, 

although they have their own agency and their own peculiarities, are, to a great extent, products of  

or determined by this region. For example, Ṭepchū and Hīrālāl are both representatives of  a certain 

group of  people, the subjected, lower strata of  the Indian villages, suffering under feudal or urbane, 

physical and/or economic oppression. 

These preliminary observations of  Prakash’s contextualisation of  his stories in this region are 

important, as these features make up the backbone of  a regionalist register in his writings. His 

stories are, however, constructed in a complex and multi-layered way, creating an interesting 

dynamic in the correlation between different regions and spaces, as well as between the individual 

and the community. Thus, the situating of  Prakash within or without regionalism demands a 

deepened discussion on these matters. 

5.2 Jungle and Nature  
Prakash’s stories show an interesting dynamic in the relationship between three spaces: the 

jungle, the city and the village. Both the village and city are governed by certain modes of  thought, 

culture and life patterns. In contrast, and at least on the surface, the jungle is simply raw, uncouth 

and dangerous. At the same time, though, it is a place that offers beauty and life to the village people 

and on whom it exercises a mysterious attraction. For example, Semailyā, the servant who provides 

the rabbit kitten to the boy in ‘Arebā Parebā,’ cannot help to wander even after darkness in the 

jungle, and although the jungle hosts the dangerous lizard in ‘Tirich,’ the father is still drawn into it. 

Similarly, the boy in ‘Arebā Parebā’ found the “jungle scent” of  the two rabbits deeply alluring. 

5.3 Village 
The image of  the village for Prakash is twofold. It is a place where the ferocity and oppression 

of  cast-hierarchies are ubiquitous, evidenced by the inhumane treatment and social alienation both 

Ṭepchū and Hīrālāl face there. But the village is also treated in positive terms. The village settings in 

 Pandey 1974: 9 196
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‘Ṭepchū’ and ‘Arebā Parebā’ are portrayed beautifully what regard culture and tradition, 

environment and nature.   197

Toral Jatin Gajarawala argues that while the potentiality of  India’s village was of  political and 

social interest for Gandhi, its actuality has been of  literary interest for the writers of  āṃcalik sahitya 

(‘regional literature’).  Through this endeavour, the “hegemony of  the urban” could be contested, 198

but it also provided the urban readers with a window into what was viewed as the true culture of  

India.  This caught the regional writers in an ideological dilemma: on the one hand, to critique 199

the post-independent political program originating from the urban centres of  Delhi and Mumbai 

and its ineffectiveness in raising the villages, they wanted to portray “the extant misery of  the 

village.” At the same time, however, to show the village’s worth and challenge “the domination of  

urban space,” they needed to exalt village life.  This same dilemma in the representation of  the 200

village can also be found in Prakash’s writings. On the one hand, he openly, vividly, and sometimes 

even graphically describes the evils of  the village, but, on the other hand, he portrays it as a place of  

beauty, and he imbues its traditions and customs with meaning. Its people are not only stereotypes 

or victims of  their contexts but also have agency and can take a different course than expected. For 

example, among the general indifference towards the fate of  Hīrālāl, in ‘Hīrālāl kā Bhūt,’ there are 

also other voices, such as Belā-s mother, who reacts strongly against the injustice she witnesses (107). 

Amidst the often corrupt and abusive social system, true humanity, rectitude and virtue are also 

visible. This is not, however, romanticism or idealisation; the beautiful sides of  the village are never 

portrayed to cover up for its evils. On the contrary, Prakash’s writings are marked by a raw and 

honest depiction of  reality. 

5.4 City 
Connected to and placed in juxtaposition to the portrayal of  the village, there is an underlying 

critique in Prakash’s stories of  urban modernity. This criticism can be seen in ‘Tirich.’ The story is 

divided into two parts; the first is centred on the village with its superstitions, expressed by all sorts 

of  methods which need to be utilised to get rid of  the lizard’s poison. From a rational perspective, 

these are, of  course, bizarre, but moving to the story’s second part, situated in the city, Prakash 

clearly shows that another kind of  “superstition”—or rather, a false perception of  reality—is 

 Moreover, a connection could here be made to postcolonial theory. In this comparison, “the city” would 197

be “the other” in the terminology suggested by Bhabha, and the village the normal, the starting point, from 
which perspective the city is understood and portrayed (cf. Tenngart 2010: 135–139). 

 Gajarawala 2013: 102198

 Gajarawala 2013: 102, 105199

 Gajarawala 2013: 105–6200
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perhaps even more present here and even more harmful than in the village, as the father is 

constantly being misperceived by the people, leading to his beating and, eventually, to his death. 

Towards the end, the story’s plot reaches a dilemma over the real cause of  the father’s death. Was 

the cause the lizard’s poison (the jungle), the pandit’s strong narcotic betel nut (the village) or the 

violence of  the mob (the city)? It seems fairly clear that the actual cause was the latter, the violence 

in the city.  The father’s body holds a poison which, without being cured, will soon kill him. This 201

can be understood as a poetic picture of  society. In the end, it is not the lizard’s poison that killed 

him but the misconceptions, inhumanity and brutality he met in the city. Even in the societal 

“body,” there is a poison, which, if  not removed, will destroy (or perhaps already has destroyed) our 

trust and coexistence. The last section of  the story, which relates the interesting continuation of  the 

son’s dreams, illustrates this. Even within the dream itself, he wakes up from the nightmare situated 

in the jungle where the corpse of  the tirich (‘lizard’) is about to be burned. He realises, still within the 

dream, that he, in reality, is in the city, and the lizard is now replaced by a violent crowd who 

ferociously comes after him. Although the lizard scares him deeply, the fear of  the city is stronger. 

‘Ṭepchū’ shares with ‘Tirich’ the same tripartite localities. The locales of  the village and the 

city determine the story’s plot, as it departs in the village setting in order to move into the urban 

space when Ṭepchū goes there to work in the iron mill. But the jungle or nature is also present, 

lurking in the back. From one perspective, it is a source of  life and enjoyment for the villagers—the 

women are drawing water from the Son-river, and the men are intoxicating themselves from the 

savour of  the toddy tree. But nature is also dangerous and unreliable: the Son-river sweeps away 

Ṭepchū-s father, and later, both the tangling lotus plants in the pond and the snake hidden in the 

toddy bucket almost take Ṭepchū-s life. Still, it is not the dangers of  nature that force him away from 

the region, but the violence of  the villagers, the landlord and his men. The city, however, while it, on 

the one hand, provides the chance for personal emancipation, political consciousness and 

participation in a community, it appears, on the other hand (in analogy with ‘Tirich’), to be more 

brutal than the village. Even ‘Arebā Parebā’ begins in the jungle, from where the two rabbits are 

brought to the young boy. The rabbits are then killed in the village by the big cat, which in turn—it 

appears at the end of  the story—is only a representation of  the violence against the beauty of  life 

that comes from people in power who sit “inside big houses [baṛī-baṛī imārtoṃ ke bhītar]” (76-77), 

which is, of  course, a reference to the city.  202

 This does not, however, leave out the doubt over these matters, as is characteristic of  the fantastic and 201

explained in the previous chapter (see 4.2.3). 
 In ‘…Aur aṃt meṃ prārthna,’ this structure is even extended to include four localities. The story begins 202

in the city, and Dr Vākaṇkar is then transferred to a remote village. Outside the village stretches the jungle where 
the Adivasis dwell. Later in the story, he moves again, this time to a town which is presented as a mixture of  
urban and village culture.
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This urban environment is most vividly described in ‘Dillī kī dīvār,’ which opens with a rich 

portrayal of  the lower working class of  the big metropolis Delhi: cay-, pān- and egg-vendors, drug-

addicts, unemployed and idlers. Most of  them are migrants from the villages of  the surrounding 

states. The descriptions are very detailed, including a whole cast of  people from this social strata, the 

goings and about of  their lives, their interrelationships and struggles. In this story, I would argue, 

Prakash describes “the region” of  this social sphere in the Indian metropolitan. The story’s 

narrative, thus, squares with two of  Pandey’s categories for regionalism, both (i) “a city or part of  

city” (the latter being the case here) and (iii) “any caste, community, tribe or professional group” (in 

this case, a certain community).  Or rather, in combination, different areas of  Delhi are included 203

in the geography of  this story as the city (i) is described from a certain communal (iii) perspective.  

The community is in focus here. Early in the story, Prakash describes poetically how this 

community, of  crippled, poor and homeless, as in a procession, in the early hours of  the foggy Delhi 

morning, come out from Coronation Park where they have spent the night. Prakash also gives notice 

to certain city geography, for example, the detailed description of  an intersection, where the 16th 

century-old worn down ruined is situated, being emblematic for this community—where many of  

these people live. Moreover, even if  it is Rāmnivās’ story which is told— from the perspective of  

Dattātrey—the focus is not on the individual but on the wider community (cf. the descriptions of  the 

community early in the story). Rāmnivās is explicitly a representative of  his community, a model for 

the many sudden disappearances within it. As Pandey writes about the characters of  regional 

writings: “[they] are types” or “examples of  environmental features,” formed and shaped by, as well 

as representative of, “the [typical] [sic] social, economic and political features of  the region that is 

being depicted.”  In accordance with this description of  regionalism, Dattātrey, the narrator of  the 204

story—who should probably be understood as the real protagonist—expresses through his inner 

monologues the strong feeling that his life is determined—or “formed and shaped” (to use Pandey’s 

terminology)—by factors other than his own agency.  In this wider narrative, emphasis is placed 205

on the community, on this specific metropolitan region and socio-economic sphere. It could thus be 

argued that ‘Dillī kī dīvār’ is a version of  “urban regionalism.” 

This chapter has explored how both strokes of  ‘classical/rural’ and ‘urban’ regionalism 

feature in Prakash’s writing. This topic will further be explored in the discussion in chapter 8 (see 8.1 

and 8.2) and then in comparison with postmodern literary perspectives in the author’s stories. 

 Pandey 1974: 12, cf. section 3.2 above.203

 Pandey 1974: 12204

 In Hinduism, “Dattātreya is considered a composite deity, incorporating Brahmā, Viṣṇu, and Śiva. He is 205

portrayed either as a three-headed god (accompanied by four dogs, representing the Vedas) or as the three 
gods together, usually with Viṣṇu as the dominant partner” (Johnson 2009). Thus, the narrator’s name could 
be seen as an ironic reference to this deity of  absolute power as he himself  is completely powerless.
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6. Postcolonialism 
6.1 Introduction – Colonialism Re-emerging  

Two things are initially noteworthy in this chapter regarding the ten stories assessed in this 

thesis, which are deemed, by Uday Prakash himself, as “representative” (pratinidhi) of  his authorship. 

First, there is an ongoing, almost pervading, focus in his writings on the downtrodden—or, to use 

postcolonial terminology, the subaltern—and their fight against socio-economic inequalities, cast 

discrimination and social oppression. 

Secondly, the tenth and final story, or rather novella, focuses on the effects of  colonisation 

during British rule. In many or most of  Prakash’s stories, there is a clear dichotomy between, on the 

one hand, a strong, overbearing and oppressive ruling class and, on the other hand, the poor, 

downtrodden and powerless working-, under-, or lower class. Then, the final story of  the collection, 

‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ is set in colonial times but with the very same juxtaposition between 

oppressor and oppressed. A story which even includes the authorial comment: “And this is the point, 

this 250-year-old story becomes the story of  today.”  Could the structuring of  this representative 206

story collection be a way for the author to communicate that the same oppression or conflict-line, 

which was acted out then during British rule, is now re-appearing in the Indian political and 

economic elite as well as in the Indian government and establishment today? 

Prakash seems, thus, to mirror the foundational pattern in postcolonial criticism, expressed 

first by Frantz Fanon and later by Edward Said, that “the postcolonial nation-state took over in toto 

the structures of  authority of  the colonial state, which rarely bore any relation to the cultural and 

ethnic configurations of  the people named as citizens of  the new nation.”  This heritage further 207

included class hierarchies, a ruling attitude often marked by chauvinism and kleptocracy, together 

with a strong focus on “homogeneous or monolithic national identities.”  In Said’s language, 208

typically, the new state-formation did not mean replacement but a “reworking” of  the colonial 

system.  Bhabha argues that in this process, the colonised put on another self, the self  and the 209

image of  the colonisers.  This perspective is clear in ‘…Aur aṃt meṃ prārthna,’ where the 210

colonial government with its practices and despotism, is perceived as being rebirthed in the post-

independent government. In the same way as the former used to send unwished citizens, 

revolutionaries, mavericks, dissenters and opponents to Kālā-pānī, the prison on the islands of  

 aur yahī hai vah biṃdu jahāṃ ḍhaī sau sāl pahle kī kahānī āj kī kahānī bantī hai (225). 206

 Fanon and Said’s ideas as formulated by Ellek Boehmer 2006: 348.207

 Boehmer 2006: 348–49208

 Boehmer 2006: 352; Said 2003/1978209

 Boehmer 2006: 355210
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Andaman and Nicobar Islands, so the current Indian government sends their unwanted citizens to 

the isolated Adivasi-village, Ḍhīṃgar. This perspective is even more evident in the story ‘Vāren 

Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ and I will below provide a longer analysis of  this story. 

6.2 Colonial Perspectives in ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ 
‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ is the only story in the collection that is set in the actual historical 

colonial milieu. Several typical postcolonial themes are deployed in this story. I will here 

systematically present some of  these. 

6.2.1 The “Other” 
First of  all, at the story’s beginning, the Indian natives are portrayed as the “other” vis-a-vis 

the young Warren Hastings. They are described in decidedly negative terms but also with some 

positive elements. To begin with the latter, Hastings perceives the Indians as black, brown and 

mystical (yahaṃ ke log kāle, bhūre aur rahasyamay) or as” filled with mystery” (rahasy-bharī) (227). At the 

same time, “they seemed [to him] as fearsome, ambiguous and some characters from a gothic story 

[ḍarāvane, saṃdigdh aur gothik kathāoṃ ke pātr lagte the].” Especially the Indian men are perceived in a 

stark negative light. Hastings fantasies about shooting them with his rifle. In contrast to the mystical 

women, they are described as “dirty” (gaṃdī, an epithet also used for the women), 

“fearsome” (ḍarāvane), “crooked” (ṭeṛhe-meṛhe), “dirty half-humans” (gaṃdī arddhmānav) (230). But then 

again, Indians are generally described as “fearsome” (ḍarāvane), “crooked natives” (ṭeṛhe-meṛhe neṭiv) 

and “ugly/distorted half-humans”  (vidrūp arddhmānav) (231). In sum, while the women fascinate 211

him to some extent, the men are portrayed in solely negative terms. 

6.2.2 Ambivalence 
So Hastings is afraid of  the Indians but also fascinated by them and their different customs 

and behaviour. The country seems strange (vicitr, 231) to him: “It was utmost different. Here in 

India, nothing was like it was in England.”  While he, on the one hand, feels suspicion, mistrust 212

(saṃdeh) and fear (bhay) towards the natives and their country, he, on the other hand, feels deeply 

attracted to it and is eager to get to know it (229). This reflects Bhabha’s ideas on ambivalence, a 

feeling clear in Prakash’s depiction of  Hastings. Tenngart writes on Bhabha’s theory, “that 

 The language echoes to some degree Rudyard Kipling’s poem, ‘The White Man’s Burden’ from 1899, in 211

which the Philippine people (whom the US fought in war) are described as “[h]alf  devil and half  
child” (Kipling 1899). 

 vah sabse alag thā. yahāṃ hinduṃstān meṃ vaisā kuch bhī nahīṃ thā, jaisā iṃglaiṃḍ meṃ thā (226). 212
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Orientalism wants to dissociate itself  from but at the same time to incorporate the oriental.” In 

other words, it wants to keep a distance from it, to uphold the thought of  the oriental as something 

different, but at the same time, it stresses that the oriental is something it completely understands 

and controls. Hence, the colonialist feels ambivalent towards the oriental, which appears 

simultaneously as both “mystical” and “frightening.”  Although Hastings does not solely evidence 213

such a superior attitude, his ambivalence is clear.  

At one point, these simultaneous feelings of  aversion and fear, fascination and attraction are 

expressed in one sentence. After the description of  the beautiful fragrance of  an Indian woman, it is 

stated: “But even then, a deep fear towards these ugly, astonishing and mystic-filled women had 

settled with him.”  Interestingly, the word sandigdh is used here in Hindi to describe the native 214

Indian women, which could mean “doubtful, ambiguous; unclear, obscure.”  It is a somewhat 215

strange but interesting Hindi word to describe a human being. The Indians are “ambiguous,” 

“unclear,” and “obscure” for Hastings. This again reflects Hastings’s ambivalence, which is later 

succinctly formulated: “Warren Hastings found this country strange. He feared it but being bound 

to it with some illusionary attraction, he wanted to come close to it. So close that he could enter into 

its unknown darkness.”  The use of  “darkness” to describe India (“the Other”) is significant, as it 216

represents the unknown and perhaps also danger. 

6.2.3 Eroticism 
There is further a certain eroticism  in the portrayal of  Indian women. When Hastings 217

observes the woman making pots, it is described how she only is clothed with some rags around her 

waist. He watches her breasts and contemplates that they, too, must have been made in the same 

way as the pots, being as round as them. Then he reflects, “[t]here were no such women in 

England….”   218

Another such woman Hastings had in mind was the mālin, the flower-woman who came every 

morning with a certain flower. “One time, he smelled the mālin-s scent, and despite the fact she was 

black, she smelled as the flower… [Her] fragrance entered into the depths of  Warren Hastings 

 Tenngart 2010: 139 (my translation)213

 lekin tab bhī ek aisā bhay thā jo Vāren Hesṭiṃgs ke dil meṃ in gaṃdī, āścaryajanak aur rahasya-bharī auratoṃ ke prati 214

gaharāī se baiṭhā thā (227).
 McGregor 1993: 965215

 Vāren Hesṭiṃgs ko yah deś vicitra lagtā. vah isse ḍarta lekin kisī aiṃdrajālik ākarṣaṇ meṃ baṃdhā vah uske aur nikaṭ jānā 216

cāhatā. itnā nikaṭ ki vah uske bhītar ke ajñāt aṃdhere meṃ praveś kar jāe (231).
 See Tenngart (2010), who points to erotic desire as a feature included in the Occident’s portrayal of  the 217

Orient (136).
 iṃglaiṃḍ meṃ na aisī koī aurat thī aur na aise phūl the jo is tarah kisī anajabī seṃṭ kī tarah mahakte the (227).218
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stomach and after a while filled his whole body.”  Later, when he went out riding, he could feel 219

how his sweat bore the same fragrance as the woman’s flower. Thus, the ambivalence is clear: the 

outward, intellectual judgement of  the woman as black is mixed with the fascination and attraction 

caused by the sweet fragrance. The sensations bypass his rationality (and his prejudices), fill his body 

and awake contrasting feelings within him. This mixture of  the fragrance with his sweat could also 

be understood as an event of  hybridisation on the part of  the coloniser—India comes under his skin. 

This is also the development that takes place in the story, as the attraction leads Hastings to assume 

Indian customs and Hindu religious practices. 

Later on, Hastings’s attraction is materialised in his relationship with Cokhī, who, in contrast to 

Hastings’s wife, is described as flirtatious, playful and passionate (245–49). While the relationship is 

lustful, it turns out, in the end, to be dangerous as Cokhī attempts to kill Hastings. But instead, in 

despair, she takes her own life. 

It is interesting how the portrayal of  the Indian women is foregrounded in the story, much 

more than that of  the Indian men. Hence, the dark, mystical and erotic Indian woman becomes the 

epitome of  “Otherness” to the white, rational and calculating English man.  Perhaps this also 220

should be seen as a reflection of  the typical antinomy identified in postcolonial studies: the Occident 

as the male and the Orient as the female.  This image is well represented in the story, where 221

Britain is connected with strength, industrialism and rationality and India with nature, sensitivity, 

spirituality and mysticism. 

6.2.4 Hybridity 
As the colonialist experiences hybridity, it also happens the other way around. Prakash describes 

how some Indian upper-caste elite families do everything to gain the favour of  the upcoming 

colonial power and are quick to assume English customs for this purpose:  

They wanted to forge a partnership with the British in pillaging India. They only wanted luxury, 

pleasure, happiness and wealth. They tried hard to speak English. … They were trying to 

 usne us mālin ko ek bār sūṃghā thā. vah kālī hone ke bāvajūd, usī safed phūl kī tarah mahak rahī thī… jiskī khuśbū Vāren 219

Hesṭiṃgs ko apne peṭ bhītar tak jātī huī lagī aur thoṛī der bād uske pūre śarīr se vahī mahak uṭhne lagī (227).
 cf. Ghirardi 2021b: 50–51220

 cf. Tenngart 2010: 136. Tenngart points out that in the colonial discourse, the oriental woman often is 221

portrayed as “promiscuous,” and the desire the Occident feels towards the Orient is often directed towards 
these “promiscuous women.”
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become like the British as fast as they could. … They were historic sycophants, historic elites, 

historic merchants and historic powermongers.  222

Prakash views these people as forerunners of  the current elite in India. This group’s avarice, greed 

and corruption sow the seed for the continuous pillaging of  India. “They were historic sycophants…

elites… powermongers,” i.e., they were the historic representations of  the same kind of  people 

today. The same idea is also expressed when the son of  a juggler prophecies about the forthcoming 

Indian Independence. While the Indians then will have their own state, they will by then also have 

completely taken on the mask of  the white rulers: 

These people will eat just what the British eat. They will drink what the British drink. They will 

speak the very same language as the British speak. Their clothes, thoughts, dreams and desires 

will be British. They will despise everything Indian. They will plunder India even more than all 

the foreign companies have plundered it together.  223

Here, Prakash’s social critique becomes clear and vivid. India’s ruling elite since independence has 

plundered the nation more than the British did. Most interestingly, a hybridity has taken place, as 

the colonial subjects have taken on and internalised the image of  the colonialists. Similarly, it is also 

related in the story of  how an Englishman, John Zephaniah Holwell, wrote in a letter back to 

Britain that the Indian natives had, apart from the colour of  their skin, become completely British 

and that these people, being only “shadows” of  Britain, would rule for the coloniser when they 

would have returned to Europe.  

Later in the story, the bull becomes a symbol of  India and Indian-ness. Due to its rage, it is 

finally shot to death. Prakash’s message in ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ seems to be that the West has 

exported to India its worst features of  consumerism, corruption and materialism. But those Indians, 

then and today, who have been and are ready to, out of  greed for wealth and power, assume these 

ideas are also the object of  criticism. This is a globalisation, so Ghirardi understands Prakash, 

which, more than having benefited India, depraves and impoverishes it from its cultural treasures 

and values. As she comments on the story: “The bull thus becomes a symbol of  the Indian-ness 

executed by the ‘world of  reason’ and industrialization, and this allegory seems to be as true today 

as it was in the eighteenth century.” Ghirardi further points out how Prakash uses Hastings’s 

 ye ve log jo hinduṃstān kī lūṭ meṃ aṃgrezoṃ ke sāth hissedārī cāhate the. unheṃ sirf  aiśvarya, mazā, sukh aur daulat cāhie 222

thī. ve aṃgrezī bolne kī kośiś karte… . ve bahut tezī se aṃgrezoṃ jaisa banne kī kośiś kar rahe the. … ye aitihāsik cāplūs the, 
aitihāsik abhijan, aitihāsik vyāpārī aur aitihāsik sattākāmī (239). (Transl. from Prakash 2003: 40–41).

 ve log vahī khāeṃge jo aṃgrez khāte haiṃ. vahī pieṃge jo aṃgrez pīte haiṃ. ve vahī bhāṣā boleṃge jo aṃgrez bolte haiṃ. 223

unke kapṛe, vicār, svapna aur ākāṃkṣāeṃ aṃgrez hoṃgī. ve har iṃḍiyan cīz se ghrṇ̥ā kareṃge. ve iṃḍiyā ko usse bhī zyādā 
lūṭeṃge, jitnā videśī kaṃpinayoṃ ne lūṭā hai (228).
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development from a curious and open-minded to “a pragmatic and calculating man” to picture, 

mirror and criticise the development taking place in India today, where the nation, like Hastings, is 

about to lose its cultural heritage, its Indian-ness and magic.   224

6.3 A New Narrative for the Subaltern 
While ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ is a story set in colonial times, its potential political message 

is directed to the current reality in India: “And this is the point, this 250-year-old story becomes the 

story of  today.”   225

Prakash’s writing mirrors the tradition of  Gayatri Spivak, as it has its focus beyond the 

colonial reality on the downtrodden subaltern in the postcolonial world, which in the Indian context 

means, the tribals, the peasants, the unscheduled castes and untouchables.  Here is also Prakash’s 226

focus. As Maurya writes about Uday Prakash: “Central to his writings is a total exposure of  the 

post-independence India’s failure to bring about any change to the life of  the downtrodden and 

ordinary people.”  227

In a momentous scene, in ‘Dillī kī dīvār,’ the downtrodden, crippled and poor people gather at 

night in Coronation Park in north Delhi, where the old statues of  George V and others from the 

colonial time have been stored away, now torn, broken and limbed. Prakash describes how these 

people gather here during night to sleep: “As soon as the sun sets, the special inhabitants of  this park 

converge from every corner of  Delhi, and pass the night among the felled ruined figures….”  It is 228

like the colonial legacy resurfaces here in Delhi’s underclass. Amidst the withering statues of  the 

colonial past are the citizens of  post-independence India to be found, forgotten and neglected, 

despite all the promises of  social change. 

To use Bhabha’s terminology, Prakash tells an alternative national narrative of  the underclass, 

marked by instability. Maurya argues that Prakash’s narrative form “aims at giving agency to the 

subaltern” and that he seeks “to achieve a suitable form of  narrative that represents the most naked 

subalternity.”  Prakash also connects the situation of  the urban downtrodden to globalisation: 229

“This is another form of  globalisation, which operates in such an invisible and secret way that there 

 Ghirardi 2021b: 46, 49–51224

 aur yahī hai vah biṃdu jahāṃ ḍhaī sau sāl pahle kī kahānī āj kī kahānī bantī hai (225). 225

 However, cf. Sethi (2022), who holds that there is a lack of  a clear feminist discourse in Prakash’s writing. 226

 Maurya 2020: 245227

 Grunebaum 2015: interview with Uday Prakash228

 Maurya 2020: 245–47229
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is no sociologist who knows very much about it.”  Prakash’s postcolonial critique is, thus, 230

simultaneously aimed at the government of  India and the alleged failures of  globalisation to achieve 

political and financial emancipation for the poor. This is in line with Bhabha, who calls globalisation 

“the quasi-colonial” and speaks of  the “the quasi-colonial status [emphasis original]” of  “laborers who 

are settled in the slums of  large cities.”  Uday Prakash beautifully pictures this heritage of  231

colonialism, now materialising in the lives of  the lower strata of  the metropolitan. 

It is here in place to stay with Bhabha some more. His postcolonial theory also strongly 

emphasises migration and the new space in the world’s metropolitans (“the third space” as he 

designates it), which is formed by this migration. Boehmer writes on Bhabha that his focus lies in the 

“unstable and ambivalent, interstices and interfaces of  metropolitan cultures.”  This movement 232

and interaction of  people create new cultures and narratives. The migration Prakash pictures in 

‘Dillī kī dīvār’ is not between nations but within India, still with similar effects, as the same instability

—to use Bhabha’s language—marks the lives of  these national migrants living in Delhi. 

Grunebaum, in an introduction to an interview with Prakash, writes about this migration:  

It’s a displacement unleashed by forces both imported and indigenous in the India of  today—

global, hungry, late-stage capitalism steeped in centuries-old caste oppression—and inscribed on 

the likes of  sweepers, weavers, semi-retired judges, typesetters, servants returned from the dead, 

sick slum kids, and others unable, or unwilling, to fall in line...  233

Prakash’s portrayal of  this displacement wrought by cosmopolitanism and urbanisation is harsh, 

constituted by violence and failed integration. Many of  the stories in this collection—e.g., ‘Ṭepchū,’ 

‘Tirich,’ ‘Rām Sajīvan kī prem-kathā’ and ‘Dillī kī dīvār’—illustrate the difficult transition from 

village to city and the difficulty to integrate into the new urban context. Both the main characters in 

‘Tirich’ and ‘Ṭepchū’ meet violence in the city, and for Ṭepchū, the violence is even more fierce than 

the one in the village. The experiences of  these main characters are, furthermore, often marked by 

confusion and dislocation in the urban milieu—a failure of  integration into the new cultural and 

social space. In ‘Tirich,’ the father is completely misunderstood. His attempt to communicate his 

true identity is understood as muttering, and he fails to locate himself  in the city as he is neither 

willing nor able to understand its codes and customs. Rām Sajīvan, although being an intellectual, 

replaces a real social integration in the city with his own fantasies and is finally sent back to the 

 yah ek alag prakār kā bhūmaṃḍalīkaraṇ hai, jo itne adṛśya aur gopnīy tarīke se ho raha hai, ki iske bāre meṃ koī bhī 230

samājśāstrī abhī zyādā nahīṃ jāntā (120).
 Bhabha 1994: xviii, xxi231

 Snipp-Walmsley 2006: 356232

 Grunebaum 2015233
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village. Furthermore, in ‘Dillī kī dīvār,’ the main character, Rāmnivās, is a failed example of  

mimicry.  He aims for and tries to assume and imitate the life of  another, higher financial class, but 234

completely fails. His newfound riches and lifestyle and the sudden respect he earns in the 

community is only a mask, like Fanon’s white masks.  His lack of  real integration in a new socio-235

economic sphere becomes evident by the easiness the cunning tax driver in Agra can spot and see 

through the superficiality of  this “mask.” Rāmnivās tries to take advantage of  the astounding 

opportunity in front of  him but does not know how to use the money properly. In reality, nothing 

has changed, evident in his “sudden disappearance” as he is shot by the police. Such sudden 

disappearances are described as the typical fate of  members of  his community. 

‘Dillī kī dīvār,’ thus, (as argued above) portrays Rāmnivās as a representative of  a whole 

community, the underclass of  Delhi and their struggle to accommodate in the metropolitan space 

socio-economically. In this portrayal—staying with Bhabha’s terminology—there is clearly a mixture 

or hybridity of  cultures. The narrator is meticulous in informing about the respective origin—the 

villages and states—of  the plethora of  personas he portrays at the beginning of  the story. This 

background information on regional affinities discloses how regional identities and customs are still 

present in the city, mixing with the metropolitan culture. It further portrays the tangible tension 

characterising these people’s lives. The typical pattern of  sudden deaths and disappearances 

suggests the difficulty of  integration. 

The failure of  Rāmnivās’ newfound riches to achieve real change could easily be translated into 

a criticism of  globalism and of  the ideas that capitalism, free market and economic growth alone 

would be enough to create necessary opportunities for the poor. The story’s narrator, Dattātrey, on 

the one hand, shows anxiety and restlessness before the seemingly inescapable: to share the same 

fate as Rāmnivās. But yet, on the other hand, he shows a deep desire for a similar luck of  fate, as he, 

at the end of  the story, himself  goes around with a stick and batters on the walls of  Delhi, eager to 

find a treasure behind one of  them. This scene’s irony and social critique of  globalisation and 

metropolitanism are unmistakable. It expresses the false and failed hope of  a downtrodden 

community—a hope which keeps them going but which does not provide for them any realistic 

chances to, on a broader scale, incorporate them into society, if  not political change comes from 

elsewhere.  

To summarise, in this chapter, I have argued that Prakash retells the colonial stories in the 

post-independent, post-colonial setting, where the same power-subjugation relationships reappear, 

 Mimicry is a term coined by Bhabha, referring to the power the colonised possesses in his ability to, 234

according to need, imitate the coloniser and thereby alter the stereotyped image the latter has of  the former 
(Tenngart 2010: 139–141; cf. Bhabha 1994: 121–134).

 Tenngart 2010: 137–39; Fanon 1967/1952 235
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but now between village and city/metropolitan, poor and rich, domestic migrants and people in 

power. Here are also similar postcolonial themes deployed, such as hybridity, mimicry and 

ambivalence. 
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7. Postmodernism 
7.1 General Observations 

	 7.1.1 Metafiction 
There could be identified several postmodern motives in the writings of  Uday Prakash. First 

of  all, his style of  narration show traces of  postmodern writing. One of  the typical characteristics of  

his narrative strategy, as Maurya and Sanjīv Kumār points out, is that he often lets his authorial voice 

break into the narrative, commenting on events or addressing the reader directly in first person.  236

This is what postmodern literary theory calls metafiction: the narrative level on which the actual story 

takes place is disturbed by another narrative level, that of  the authorial voice, and in this way, the 

“real” world and the world of  fiction are conflated. Monica Fludernik writes how:  

…metanarrative statements on the part of  the narrator have been interpreted as being especially 

intrusive and as puncturing the illusion of  reality. They draw attention to the figure of  the 

narrator and to her/his role in mediating events, disrupting the apparently unmediated 

portrayal of  the fictional world.  237

Prakash’s version of  such a metafiction is often expressed through the typical way he frames his 

stories. He does not simply tell a story but also informs the reader about the nature of  the story he is 

about to tell (just as in the example of  ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ see above under 4.2.4). This 

framing often connects reality and fiction, the world outside and inside the text, “disrupting the 

apparently unmediated portrayal of  the fictional world,” to use Fludernik’s words.  

As another example, ‘Ṭepchū’ begins with the words: “What is written here is not a story. 

Sometimes the truth is more astonishing than a story/fiction.”  In ‘Dillī kī dīvār,’ the narrator 238

begins by informing the reader that his story is actually a cover-up in order to reveal a secret (that of  

a potential treasure behind the walls of  Delhi).  Here he also deploys another for him typical 239

metafictional device, as he turns directly to the reader and addresses him/her in second person: “In 

the story connected to Rāmnivās is a secret, which I am going to tell you. It is my request from you that 

you don’t tell anyone who informed you about this secret” [emphasis added].  The boundaries 240

 Kumar 2012; Maurya 2020: 247–48236

 Fludernik 2009: 61237

 yahaṃ jo kuch likhā huā hai, vah kahānī nahīṃ hai. kabhī-kabhī saccāī kahānī se bhī zyādā hairataṃgej hotī hai (21). 238

(kahānī can here be translated both as ‘fiction’ and as ‘story’). 
 yah kahānī darasal ek oṭ hai, jiske pīche chupā huā maiṃ ek rahasya ke bāre meṃ āpko batānā cāhtā huṃ (114).239

 Rāmnivās ke sāth jo kissā juṛā huā hai, usī meṃ vah rahasya hai, jise maiṃ āpko batāne jā rahā hūṃ. āpse merī prārthnā 240

yahī hai ki āp kisī ko bhī yah na batāeṃ ki is rahasya kī jānkārī āpko kisne dī hai (122). 
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between reality and fiction also blur in the introduction to “…Aur aṃt meṃ prārthna,” where the 

author asserts that the protagonist, Dr Dineś Manohar Vākaṇkar “is not a character of  any story or 

novel. Whether or not Dr Vākaṇkar is the creation by a story writer or a literary work, he exists 

nonetheless.”  Prakash’s point seems to be that, whether fictional or not, the character exists 241

nonetheless in all the resilient people of  India today who dare to speak up against injustice and the 

abuse of  power.  

Prakash’s metafiction is not on the same level as in, for example, Manohar Shyam Joshi’s Ṭa-ṭā 

Professor,  which, from the beginning to the end, really is a story about the writing of  a story. Still, 242

the different levels of  narration, and the ease and naturalness by which Prakash lets his authorial 

voice be felt in the story, are enough, I would argue, to identify metafiction as a significant trait of  

his writings. 

7.1.2 Language and Metaphors  
The postmodern attack on language’s metaphysical stability or reliability gives rise to a play 

with words and language, a language game. Since the meaning of  language is relative, one might as 

well play with it.  Postmodern writers often express this phenomenon through the extensive use of  243

metaphor. This postmodern feature is at the heart of  Prakash’s writings. He uses these metaphors to 

advance a sharp and uncompromising social critique. This effect is often enhanced by a delay in 

revealing the metaphor, as he typically tells the whole story and then reveals its significance towards 

the end in the form of  a metaphor. This is an apparent postmodern trait in his writing since the 

story needs to be deconstructed in order to be fully understood. It also invites the reader to 

participate in this deconstruction since this continuous pattern in his writings suggests that the same 

narrative trope will reoccur again. 

Such a delay in revealing the metaphor is evident in ‘Arebā Parebā.’ Not until the final 

paragraph of  this short story the narrator reveals the real significance of  Bagghā, the cat who killed 

the two innocent rabbits. “Where has Bagghā gone?”  he asks and then goes on to tell that Bagghā is 244

not alone, but there are many like him: members of  political parties or bosses sitting in big buildings, 

who constitute a big threat to every beautiful and innocent life (77). In other words, this story 

functions as a microcosm of  society, in which Bagghā represents the corruption and oppression of  

those in power. Furthermore, the lizard in ‘Tirich,’ as noted above, is a metaphor for the city, or 

 … kisī kahānī yā upanyās ke pātra nahīṃ haiṃ. unheṃ kisī kahānīkār kī kalpnā ne nahīṃ paidā kiyā hai. ḍā Vākaṇkar 241

kisī kahānīkār yā racnā ke hone yā na hone ke bāvajūd haiṃ (143). 
 Joshi 2019/2001242

 Snipp-Walmsley 2006: 407; cf. Lyotard 1984/1979: 9–11243

 kahīṃ Bagghā ā gayā to? (76)244
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rather the urban violence and oppression against the countryside. Also, in the paintings which are 

analysed in ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ different features symbolise India—the elephant and, later, 

the bull—and Britain—Hastings’s wife and the mare—respectively. 

 To take this perspective a step further, Ghirardi shows how Prakash stresses the power of  

narration in the same story, as Buṃtū relates how the women behind the female temple sculptures 

are kept alive through thousands of  stories behind them and how even Krishna himself  is 

immortalised through a story (kathā) (235–36). Following this paradigm, Prakash devotes this story, 

ultimately to be about a bull (cf. the story’s title) in order to keep it alive. For, in reality, it represents 

something so crucial as India itself. Thus, Prakash’s postmodern historiography does not disown 

narration per se but rather acknowledges its subjectivity, which, in turn, opens up new horizons 

since it can accentuate that which has been neglected by mainstream history. This is a clear 

postmodern perspective, where the story precedes reality; in other words, it is not reality which 

determines the sign; it is the sign that defines reality. Hence fiction can be as true as facts and 

metaphor as truthful literary device as literal language. 

7.1.3 Individual and Community  
In her article, ‘Resistance in the Postcolonial Hindi Literary Field: Mohan Dās by Uday 

Prakāś,’ Consolaro argues that what signifies postmodern literature is the focus on the individual 

who is unable to connect with and find identity in a larger group—“the collective and social 

dimension is absent, there is no memory.” She further argues that the case is the opposite in 

postcolonial literature, which focuses on the community. While postcolonial narratives have “a 

collective dimension,” postmodern writing is “an individual act.” Moreover, while the postcolonial 

author writes to save his community and re-claim its history, the postmodern writes to save himself, 

“to survive the metropolis,” and to reinterpret his own personal history. Consequently, with 

reference to the alienated individual portrayed in the protagonist of  Prakash’s novel, Mohan Dās, 

Consolaro concludes that his presence, at least to some degree, makes the work postmodern.  245

Many of  Prakash’s short stories analysed in this thesis have such focus on the individual as 

Consolaro describes. In line with Consolaro’s definition of  the postmodern, many of  Prakash’s 

characters never find themselves at home in this world. The stories ‘Arebā Parebā’ and ‘Ḍibiyā’ are 

all so closely and introspectively narrated from the individual viewpoint that the protagonists’ and 

the author’s narrating voices almost merge. The subjectivity of  inner reflections, tensions and 

dilemmas have further a strong presence in his stories. Especially, ‘Ḍibiyā’ reveals the failure of  the 

 Consolaro (2011) identifies how in Mohan Dās, the Dalit community is both excluded from the national 245

project and alienated within their own community since their deep direful conditions prevent them from 
sympathy, altruism and concern for others, even for those within the same group (11–14).
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protagonist to connect with the outside world or with a community. The story expresses the 

dilemma or the impossibility of  sharing one’s own personal experience with others—the individual 

is lost in his subjectivity. Similar dynamics also feature in ‘Rām Sajīvan kī prem-kathā,’ where the 

protagonist becomes completely stuck in his own world and loses connection with the world around 

him. This kind of  self-reflexivity is very strong in Prakash’s texts. 

7.1.4 Broken Narratives, Paranoia and Pastiche 
Another central aspect of  Prakash’s narrative strategy, as Kumār points out,  is that he breaks 246

the traditional form of  narrative. He often uses retrospection—the story being told from a certain 

“present” point of  time, first looking back on earlier events and then finally proceeding forward in 

the future. For example, in ‘Dillī kī dīvār,’ it is not always clear from which point in time the narrator 

relates the story. In ‘Arebā Parebā’ and ‘Ḍibiyā,’ the retrospection is combined with the introspection 

just mentioned. Especially in the former, the effect of  two different times and focalising perspectives 

are felt. The adult narrator narrates his childhood story. Still, the perspective is clearly the child’s 

and not that of  the adult who narrates. Later, though, the former perspective is replaced by the 

latter, as the grown man reflects on these childhood events. 

A similar postmodern trait is paranoia. This theme appears in almost every story of  Prakash’s 

collection: some main characters, Mausājī and, especially, Rām Sajīvan show real signs of  paranoia; so 

do the whole household in ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt’ when they go mad because of  the ongoing appearances 

of  Hīrālāl-s ghost. In ‘Tirich,’ the son’s constant fear of  the lizard is close to paranoia, and in ‘Vāren 

Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ apart from the bull, Hastings’s wife also goes mad. If  not always paranoia per 

se, at least anxiety, doubt, fear, misapprehension and insanity are dominating themes in Prakash’s 

narratives.  It is further not always clear what is dream and reality in Prakash’s writings, especially 247

in ‘Tirich’ where dreams, drugs and hallucination affect how the characters perceive reality. 

Similarly, in ‘Arebā Parebā,’ it is not at all clear whether the adult experience of  the rabbits coming 

alive again is fantasy, dream, hallucination, vision or actual reality. This doubt is—which has been 

shown above—a trait of  the fantastic, but it also belongs to postmodern writing. 

 Kumar 2012, cf. Maurya 2020: 246246

 Siṃh (2016) points out that because of  the loss of  his mother and father at an early age, Uday Prakash had 247

a fit of  schizophrenia lasting about a year (53). Prakash (2006) writes himself  about this experience: “When 
mother’s death occurred, I was not able to endure the emptiness. I was thin, short-tempered and possibly 
very sensitive … later, when my father also passed away, I had for about a year an episode of  
schizophrenia.” (jab māṃ kī mr ̥tyu huī maiṃ us śūny ko sah pāne kī sthithi meṃ nahīṃ thā. dublā-patlā thā, ciṛciṛā thā aur 
saṃbhavatḥ bahut adhik saṃvedanśīl thā… bād meṃ pitā ke na rah jāne par lagbhag ek varṣ tak skrīzophroniya [schizophrenia] 
ka ilāj calā. (161)). It is likely that the frequent reoccurrence of  this motif  in Prakash’s writings is due to his 
own experience.
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In addition, just the fact that—as this thesis argues—Prakash draws on different styles, genres 

and literary modes is an indication in itself  of  postmodern writing as this is a characteristic trait of  

the postmodern literary trope pastiche. Ghirardi writes about this motif: “Here history, 

autobiography, biography, everything is mixed. Here literary genres are broken, their fixed forms are 

broken.”  248

All these representative postmodern motives explored above are alone quite significant for the 

question of  Uday Prakash as a postmodern author. But before making any conclusion on these 

matters, we will now turn to a more in-depth analysis of  the postmodern traits of  one of  Prakash’s 

stories, ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ.’ 

7.2 Historiographic Metafiction in ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ 

7.2.1 Historiographic Metafiction 
According to Linda Hutcheon, postmodern fiction is equivalent to a term she designates as 

historiographic metafiction.  This mode of  writing is based on the challenge postmodern literary theory 249

wages against the distinction between historiographic writing and fiction. Postmodern theory instead 

argues that historical and fictional writing share the same basic conditions, as both are “linguistic” 

or “ideological” constructs, selective, subject to intertextuality and have a “common use of  

conventions of  narrative.” From a postmodern perspective, Hutcheon points out, historiography is 

“as structured, coherent, and teleological as any narrative form.”  Ghirardi, furthermore, points 250

out that conventional historiography is also viewed “as a human construct” since “[w]hat actually 

took place is largely unavailable to us, since retrospective viewing and historical thinking imply a 

process of  selection, generalization, and ranked reconstruction.”  In the words of  Christopher 251

Butler, for postmodernist theory, “history was just another narrative.”  From this vantage point, 252

that both history and fiction are understood as ultimately human constructs, the past could be 

rethought, reworked and rewritten.  253

Moreover, both historiography and fiction distinguish between events and facts, the former 

being turned into the latter through a process of  narrativisation, i.e., the construction of  events into 

a narrative imbuing them with meaning in order to present them as facts. It is this process of  

 Ghirardi 2021a: 37 248

 Hutcheon 1988: 60249

 Hutcheon 1988: 136–37, 143–44250

 Ghirardi 2021b: 40251

 Butler 2002: 32 252

 Hutcheon 1988: 17253
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(re-)writing or narrativisation that historiographic metafiction emphasises. Hutcheon writes: “It is 

this very difference between events (which have no meaning in themselves) and facts (which are 

given meaning) that postmodernism obsessively foregrounds.”  It is not that classical 254

historiographic writing has not been aware of  the complexities which confront the historian in 

relating historical events, but here postmodern writing, according to Butler, differs only in the 

tendency “to worry aloud” about these matters, i.e., in the sense that it stresses the difficulty of  

history-writing even to the point of  questioning whether this is possible altogether.  255

7.2.2 ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ 
In her article, ‘The Presence of  the Past: History and Imagination in Uday Prakāś’s Vāren 

Hesṭiṅgs kā sāṃḍ,’ Ghirardi makes an analysis of  this story of  Prakash, identifying it as an example 

of  historiographic metafiction. She argues that Prakash uses “a two hundred-and-fifty-years old tale 

(kathā),” makes into a “short story (kahanī)” and uses it for two purposes: to make his reader 

reconsider the mainstream view of  colonial history but also to criticise current issues in Indian 

society. Ghirardi identifies Prakash’s blending of  history and fantasy as a typical device of  

metafiction so that “it is impossible to discern any longer what is true and what [is] [sic] 

imaginary.”  256

Ghirardi points out that for Uday Prakash, the way in which he tells this short story concedes 

to the postmodern view of  history. Already in the opening paragraph of  ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ 

in the short introductory prologue, Prakash’s rather postmodern perspective on history becomes 

evident: 

In this story, there is as much history as there is salt in daal. If  you try to find history in it, then a 

mound of  sand or oleander twig will come into your hand. In fact, when dream is mixed with 

history, imagination with reality, fantasy with facts and future with the past, a game begins in the 

account and an illusion is birthed, whose meeting-point is the very journey towards the search 

for truth. Therefore, every play and every illusion is as true as history itself.  257

It could indeed be argued that Prakash here presents the very gist of  historiographic metafiction, as 

this form of  writing, first of  all, is certainly a mixture of  “imagination with reality, fantasy with 

 Hutcheon 1988: 158254

 Butler 2002: 36255

 Ghirardi 2021b: 38256

 is kahanī meṃ itihās utnā hī hai, jitnā dāl meṃ namak hotā hai. agar āp ismeṃ itihās khojne kī kośiś kareṃge to āpke hāth 257

meṃ ret kī ḍhūh yā kaner kī ṭahni-bhar āegī. asal meṃ jab itihās meṃ svapna, yathārth meṃ kalpnā, tathya meṃ phaiṃṭasī aur 
atīt meṃ bhaviṣya ko milāyā jātā hai to ākhyān meṃ līlā śurū hotī hai aur ek aisī māyā kā janm hotā hai, jiskā sākṣātkār satya 
kī khoj kī or ek yātrā hī hai. isīlie har līlā aur pratyek māyā utnā hī sac hotī hai, jitnā svayaṃ itihās (224). 
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facts.” But, even more so, this prologue criticises conventional historiography’s alleged capability to 

distinguish between fact and events. Prakash’s conclusion is even postmodern historicity voiced in 

the extreme: “every play and every illusion is as true as history itself  [emphasis added].” Prakash here 

accentuates that to write history is always an act of  narrativisation, whether the writing is fictional or 

allegedly “historical.” He echoes the language of  postmodern theory that this act always involves the 

insertion of  one’s own ideas, ideologies and values (of  events) or, in Prakash’s words: “dream,” 

“fantasy” and “imagination.” I would interpret Prakash’s purpose of  the “mixture” between 

imagination and reality as a means to deconstruct stereotyped routine accounts or narratives of  

history, to disclose the current authorised historical narrative, and so present history in a new light 

and, in that way, make us rethink our understanding of  our past, present and future. In this sense, 

this imaginative account could be as true as, or even more true than, “history” itself  since it can 

present important perspectives on history that would not appear in conventional historiography. 

Prakash, furthermore, at the beginning of  the story, proposes that these mixtures of  

imagination and reality, etc., result in a game or a play (līlā), in magic or illusion (māyā). Due to the 

deconstructive foundation of  postmodern theory, that there is no relationship between reality and 

sign, and the only meaning of  a sign is to be found in relation to other signs, the “meaning” of  

language has been reduced to a game. Also, according to postmodern theory, since a historical 

account suffers from the non-relationship between reality and sign—and by extension between 

events and facts—the writer might as well play with the language.  

Prakash’s novella is an example of  such a play or game based on his assertion that such “a 

game is as true as history itself.” He, thus, writes the story in a purposely historicised setting, where 

years and dates, names of  places and people, certain events as well as descriptions of  environments 

and places are historically accurate.  But he then mixes these facts with his own inventions of  258

Hastings’s servant, mistress and other characters in Hastings’s social sphere. He also crafts the story 

around the internal process and (negative) transformation of  Hastings’s character, a theme in which, 

again, history is mixed with imagination. 

As discussed above, metaphor is further a central literary trope in postmodern writing. The 

story of  ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ is built upon the metaphor of  the bull, representing Indian-ness. 

The Indian scholar Pandey Shashibhushan Shitanshu suggests that there are actually—

metaphorically speaking—two bulls in the story. He notes that while no animals are present in the 

story’s first half, their presence in the latter half  is prevalent. From this, he implies and argues that 

 For example, the battle of  Plassey in 1757 is mentioned together with the important figures of  the battle, 258

Robert Clive, Mir Jafar and Siraj-ud-Daulah (233). Prakash also includes Hastings’s appointment to 
Governor-General in 1722 (243–44), the great famine of  1769–70 and Hastings’s indifference towards it 
(257).
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the bull of  the story’s first half  is the bull within Warrens Hastings, representing Western 

industrialism, which is more dangerous than and eventually kills the Indian bull.   259

Thus, we see in this story a typical example of  historiographic metafiction, in the author’s 

creative play with language and metaphors, in his mingling of  history and imagination and in his 

confusion of  fiction and reality. I will below present some additional postmodern features in this and 

others of  Prakash’s stories before drawing some conclusions about the author’s relationship to 

postmodern writing. 

7.2.3 Intertextuality  
Another postmodern trait in ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ is the author’s pronounced alignment 

with theories of  intertextuality, a term coined by Julia Kristeva and further elaborated by critics such 

as Jacques Derrida and Roland Barthes: the idea that all texts ever written make up an “endless 

chain of  reference”  or “a sea of  intertextuality”  so that every new text is a complex and 260 261

intertwined texture of  manifold references. This idea is succinctly formulated by Borges with the 

words: “all the books have been written already and are being rewritten now.”  After the prologue, 262

at the beginning of  the story, Prakash writes something similar to Borges’s statement: “… from time 

immortal to the present, all over the world, only one story has been written, and that very story is 

repeated again and again. Its appearance and form change, but the core remains the same.”   263

This idea is often evidenced in postmodern writing through multiple references to other works 

of  art or literature. Prakash deploys this literary device to the extent that his works are full of  

references to prior works, primarily literary, but also to art and movies. For example, in ‘Rām 

Sajīvan kī prem-kathā,’ the protagonist’s inner creative process and formation of  a romanticised 

world are loaded with references to 19th- and 20th-century poets from India and other nations.  In 264

‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ Hastings’s spiritual journey is portrayed with multiple references to the 

poetry of  Jaydeva (234, 236) and, similarly, the last prayers of  Dr Vākaṇkar in ’…Aur aṃt meṃ 

 Shitanshu 2000: 19; cf. Ghirardi 2021a: 61–62259

 Snipp-Walmsley 2006: 411 260

 Butler 2002: 24 261

 Quoted in Yadav 2021: 187, who identifies an influence or at least accordance between Prakash and 262

Borges on intertextuality. 
 … sāre saṃsār meṃ anādikāl se āj tak bas ek hī kahānī racī gaī hai aur vahī bār-bār dohrāī jātī hai. uskā rūp, uskā kalevar 263

badal saktā hai, par mūl kathā vahī hai (225).
 Prakash here lists various writers: Jayśaṃkar Prasād, Maithilīśaraṇ Gupt, Śamśer, the Bengali singer, Hemant 264

Kumar (84), Sachchidananda Hirananda Vatsyayan  (Agyeya) (86), Bābā Nāgārjun (86), Dharmvir Bharati, 
Jīvanānaṃd Dās (86, 93), Tagore (93); furthermore, he includes international poets such as Pablo Neruda (83, 
93), Federico García Lorca (86, 93), Nazim Hikmet (86), Vladimir Mayakovsky (86) and Gopaldas Neeraj 
(86).
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prārthna’ are built on quotations from Sanskrit poetry (221, 222). Moreover, in ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā 

sāṃḍ,’ several Greek and European thinkers and philosophers are referred to, such as Plato, Homer, 

Ferdinand de Saussure, Dante, Shakespeare, Newton, Galilei, Francis Bacon, Voltaire, Machiavelli 

and Diderot (233).  

These kinds of  references are not restricted to literature and poetry. In ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā 

sāṃḍ,’ the narrative, as pointed out above, is constructed on the deployment of  ekphrasis  of  two 265

paintings. Shitanshu  argues that Prakash, through such ekphrasis, deconstructs the motives in 266

order to go beyond their superficial meaning. Hutcheon remarks that the use of  visual art as a 

narrative source is a motif  typical for historiographic metafiction and points to the example of  

Carpentier’s Explosion in a Cathedral, where the revolutionary war is described with Francisco Goya’s 

series of  paintings, ‘Desastres de la guerra’ as the source.  The use of  ekphrasis stresses the 267

postmodern alignment with deconstruction, that language, art, texts and narratives need to be 

deconstructed for a deeper meaning to be attained. 

7.2.4 Uday Prakash and Rushdie’s “Ethical Postmodernism”  
Finally, it is also interesting that Prakash, in the prologue of  the story, adds, “future [mixed] 

with the past” and a little later speaks of  history as “eternally present” (224). This language mirrors 

the complex relationship to time—to the past, present and future—at the heart of  postmodern 

theory. At its most radical form, Snipp-Walmsley argues, the postmodern risks getting stuck in “an 

omnipresent now,” where the past is forgotten—unable to be spoken of  since the linguistic tools to 

standardise something as truth has evaporated and the relation between sign and reality has finally 

been dissolved—and where any political vision of  the future is veiled by scepticism and 

disillusionment.  

A somewhat similar language is present in the introduction to ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ 

where Prakash suggests that the most essential traits of  human reality never change. The future is in 

many ways a projection of  the past or even determined by it. The present is nothing new but only 

the re-occurrence of  the same basic story. Consequently, since history is always a present “now,” 

Prakash’s retelling of  Indian colonial time is also a narrative of  the current Indian society. 

In general, Prakash’s political vision is quite dystopic. But it is not, for that sake, passive, 

disillusioned or conceded. There is still resistance in his writings to the ever-occurring story of  

human oppression and the misuse of  power; a resistance manifested in Ṭepchū-s political awakening 

 Ekphrasis – “the use of  detailed description of  a work of  visual art as a literary device” (ODE 2022). Cf. 265

Ghirardi 2021b: 41–44.
 Shitanshu 2002: 9–10; see also Ghirardi 2021a: 58–63266

 Hutcheon 1988: 56267
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and (violent) activism, in Hīrālāl-s revenge, Vākaṇkar-s fortitude, and in the bull’s rage. While nothing 

changes within these narratives—as the protagonist anti-hero always seems to die (Hīrālāl, Rāmnivās, 

the bull) or almost does so (Ṭepchū, Dr Vākaṇkar)—there are still some glimpses of  hope in, at least, 

many of  the stories. For example, Ṭepchū turned out to be still alive—the violence wielded by the 

state could not kill him. Moreover, as argued by Shitanshu, the bull is still alive in the form of  the 

225-year-old Lama in Delhi—Indian-ness has not yet died. 

I would argue that Uday Prakash uses the same kind of  mediated postmodern perspective as 

Snipp-Walmsley suggests we find in Salman Rushdie’s novel, Haroun and the Sea of  Stories.  In this 268

novel, the chief  character Haraoun is able to consolidate between the Chupwalas and the Guppes, 

the two sides or two kingdoms of  the moon, where the former live on the side with constant night 

and darkness and the latter always have daylight. Snipp-Walmsley interprets Rushdie’s fable as an 

expression of  an “ethical postmodernism” upholding a balance between, on the one hand, a 

“scepticism and critique” and, on the other hand, a political will to achieve change.  While 269

Prakash deploys several postmodern and deconstructive perspectives on time, narrative and history, 

he does not end there but uses these tools to formulate a political critique and a call for change. Still, 

the focus is more on the critique of  the present than on the hope for a better future. Perhaps we can 

read Prakash accordingly: “dystopia, with glimpses of  hope, but something radically needs to 

change.” 

 Rushdie 1990268

 Snipp-Walmsley 2006: 421–24269
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8. Discussion 

8.1 The Individual and the Community 
I will in this section discuss the relation, tension and even interplay between postmodernism 

and regionalism in Prakash’s writings. 

In our selected stories of  Prakash, there is an interesting relationship between the individual 

and the community. As discussed above, Prakash’s narratives strongly focus on the individual, as 

they are marked with introspection, subjectivity and self-reflexivity. Many of  his main characters—

in line with Consolaro’s definition of  the postmodern (see above under 7.1.3)—never find 

themselves at home in this world.  

Prakash’s way of  focalising his stories again strikes a negotiation between individual and 

community. In both ‘Ṭepchū’ and ‘Hīrālāl kā Bhūt,’ the main character are focalised from a 

distance. We never really come close to him; he is mute, silenced, he has no voice. In one sense, 

‘Hīrālāl kā Bhūt’ is more the story about a community than about an individual, about a village in 

eastern India and its oppressive and brutal social system. The community is foregrounded but in a 

negative sense. If  we are speaking of  purpose—in regionalism, the purpose of  the narrative should 

be to bring consciousness of  the region’s values—it is difficult to see any more prevalent purpose in 

‘Hīrālāl kā Bhūt’ than the portrayal of  the village, its mindset and its worldview. Hīrālāl or his ghost 

(Hīrālāl kā Bhūt) is more than a person, it is a tale (Hīrālāl kā kāthā) which “is spread throughout the 

homes of  the villages of  Rāmpur.”  At the end of  the story, Hīrālāl has departed to the invisible 270

world of  ghosts; left is a village—which still can be visited—and a deserted and broken down haveli. 

So, perhaps the theorising on regionalism has overstressed the differentiation between 

individual and community and has so created a false dichotomy between the two. Also, Renu 

himself, in Mailā Āṃcal, gives some characters a strong individuality, such as Bāldev. Another example 

is Rahi Masoom Reza’s Ādha gāṃv, in which Phunnan Miyāṃ appears—far from a mere representative 

or a stereotype—as such a unique and complex character that he, in my view at least, almost figures 

as the story’s real protagonist.  The individual and the corporate do not need to stand in 271

contradiction. As described above, Prakash uses similar narrative techniques as Renu and Reza. 

While Prakash does not employ multiple narrators in the same way as Renu in Mailā Āṃcal, he does 

utilise a dynamic way of  narrating his stories in which he often portrays one character from the 

 … gāṁv Rāmpur ke ghar-ghar meṃ phailī huī hai (98).270

 See Renu 2021/1954 and Reza 2016/1966. Both these novels are used as archetypes by Pandey (1974) in 271

his monograph on regionalism (82–109; 123–155).
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perspective of  another. Moreover, as was noted above about ‘Tirich’ (see 2.3), the narration in this 

story is made up of  multiple voices by the many witnesses of  the father’s plight that day. 

Again, the postmodern perspective here becomes interesting. Hutcheon emphasises precisely 

the decentralisation of  the narrative in postmodern writing: “Narrators in [postmodern] fiction 

become either disconcertingly multiple and hard to locate ... or resolutely provisional and limited—

often undermining their own seeming omniscience….”  She also argues that this is true for 272

cultures and speaks of  a “decentralized community.” She writes: “The local and the regional are 

stressed in face of  mass culture and a kind of  vast global informational village….”  In other words, 273

Hutcheon identifies the very same narrative tropes and decentralised specific geographical focus in 

postmodern writing as Pandey identifies in regionalism. Both these literary perspectives can clearly 

be seen in Prakash, as his fiction fights to save the voice of  the particular and regional, which is 

about to be drowned by globalisation and urbanisation.  Here, the regional, postmodern and 274

postcolonial perspectives merge in defence of  and focus on the local, particular and “little” 

traditions. 

Moreover, Prakash’s rather free, fluid and complex narrative strategy creates a literary 

atmosphere where attention is on the individual character but simultaneously on a broader story—

that of  a region, village or metropolitan city. This tension between the city and village, on the one 

hand, and between the community and the individual, on the other, makes up an interesting picture 

in which, I would argue, we can perceive a developed or complex form of  regionalism in Prakash’s 

writing (I will develop this idea below in the next section). 

This binary focus in Prakash’s writings on individual and community also reflects the complex 

relationship between postmodernism and postcolonialism. On the one hand, the postcolonial 

perspective, with its focus on community/nation/society, is permanent in his writing. On the other 

hand, it could be argued that the strong postmodern theme of  the lost individual is actually part of  

this communal perspective—Prakash’s negative and critical portrayal of  the fragmentation of  the 

postcolonial Indian society. His emphasis on the community is expressed in a critique of  the 

crumbling communal vision of  the emancipatory failures of  both post-independence India and 

globalisation, illustrated through his stories’ unintegrated protagonists. In other words, the focus on 

the individual is in service of  the presentation of  the community. Prakash’s portrayal of  the 

privatisation of  society is precisely a postcolonial critique. 

 Hutcheon 1988: 11272

 Hutcheon 1988: 12273

 My point here is not to classify Prakash as primarily a postmodern author but to show that there is so 274

much overlap between literary genres that one might ask if  it is an end in itself  to situate an author in only 
one of  them exclusively. Perhaps we could even say that Prakash’s stories stand where postmodernism and 
regionalism coalesce. This idea, however, needs of  course further elaboration.
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8.2 “Melancholic Regionalism” 
Interestingly, Pandey includes the city as a subject matter of  regionalism.  This is a locale 275

where Prakash’s stories often arrive. His treatment of  the urban space is not only a contrast to the 

village or a criticism of  modernity but a depiction of  something which even might be called a 

“region.” He depicts the town or the city, as the region of  the modern urban space or the 

metropolitan, as part of  a global village. 

“[T]he most significant implication of  Renu’s creation of  the region Purnea,” Hansen 

identifies, “is that it mirrors on a smaller scale the situation of  the Indian nation as a whole. Purnea 

represents India.”  I would argue that the same phenomenon can be seen in Prakash’s stories: the 276

local settings—whether a village in Madhya Pradesh or the urban Delhi—offer a window to “the 

situation of  the Indian nation as a whole.” Moreover, the different spaces integrate, as the village is 

often left behind for better opportunities in the city. The fluidity of  social and residential patterns of  

today’s India is reflected in Prakash’s stories. The village setting cannot hold their main characters, 

and they move to the city. The broken-down haveli in ‘Hīrālāl kā Bhūt’ illustrates this development. 

The “world,” the rural-jungle region which Prakash carefully portrays, is falling apart. Perhaps we 

can speak of  a “melancholic regionalism” in Prakash’s texts (I will further explore this term below). 

The regional portrayal is there, but the village setting is unsteady and in the process of  fading away, 

often left for, or replaced by, the city. 

Hansen further argues that one of  the primary literary strengths of  Renu’s works is his ability 

to transform “private image” into a public landscape, where “the specific characteristics of  the 

Purnea region fade” and instead raises “an interior landscape generalized in the reader’s mind, 

equated with his own private past.”  Similarly, Yadav argues that Prakash creates his own version 277

of  García Márquez’s Macondo,  where his narratives continuously return. Yadav further points out 278

that although the town of  the story ‘Tirich’ easily could be identified with Satnā or Shadol (two towns 

in eastern Madya Pradesh connected to Prakash’s life), this is not mentioned in the story. The town 

should rather be understood as “a state of  mind of  a particular yet universal place.” Yadav even 

argues that the place where ‘Ṭepchū’ is set is also the location of  all the stories of  the collection, 

‘Tirich.’  279

I would argue that Prakash’s texts provide a potential for a similar process as Hansen and 

Yadav describe, as his stories well reflect India’s common, almost corporate, experience of  

 Pandey 1974: 12275

 Hansen 1990: 19276

 Hansen 1990: 18, 24277

 Macondo is a fictional town where García Márquez’s stories are set (Birch and Hooper 2013).278

 Yadav 2021: 194 279
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simultaneously finding oneself  in two worlds: the traditional-rural and modern-urban. This duality 

can be seen in ‘Hīrālāl kā Bhūt,’ where the story is located in a village but narrated from the 

perspective of  the city, from where the narrator later comes to visit. This also affects the regional 

value-system Hansen identified in Renu. Typical of  Prakash’s writing is that conflicting value 

systems—rural and urban/metropolitan—coexist and even collide, forging a new system, as is 

evident in the community of  migrant workers in Delhi in ‘Dillī kī dīvār.’ 

Prakash’s regional literary device of  forming such a public landscape, which Hansen identified 

in Renu, must look different from Renu’s regionalism almost 70 years ago. According to The World 

Bank, the urban population in 1960 (some years after Renu published his work, Mailā Āṃcal) was 

18%, compared to 35%, as of  2020.  The largely rural India is changing, and for many Indians, 280

the secluded rural region (Mailā Āṃcal begins with a description of  how the news of  the tumult and 

uprisings of  1942 only came to the village by rumours ) is exchanged for an India with many 281

locations, where, for example, a migrant worker lives and works in Delhi but has his family and 

relatives in a village in UP, whom he often visits. Thus, I would argue that regionalism, and the 

public landscape portrayed through this genre, must look different today and must reflect this new 

situation. 

While Renu, according to Hansen’s conclusions, wanted to “integrate village and urban 

consciousness,”  Prakash’s relationship between the two is marked by a nearly irreconcilable 282

tension or strain. The violence (hiṃsā ) of  the modern state, even in its social structures and 283

institutions, alienates the individual and deprives him of  a home, a greater narrative to belong to in 

this world. Many of  Prakash’s protagonists die at the end of  the story. It is as if  he wants to ask: is 

modernity the murder of  the human being? There is, thus, a sense of  melancholia in Prakash’s 

stories. Perhaps this is how regionalism needs to look lite in today’s India in order to be universal: 

not only the nostalgic recreation of  the village and its region but an identification within the reader: 

a fragmented, deteriorating, “melancholic regionalism.” 

8.3 Postcolonialism and Magical realism 
Many connections have been made in literary criticism between postcolonialism and magical 

realism. Bhabha has stated that magical realism has become “the literary language of  the emergent 

 See The World Bank 2022280

 Renu 2021/1954: 9281

 Hansen 1981: 291–92282

 See McGregor 1993: 1071. Cf. Johnson 2009: ‘ahiṃsā’ (‘non-violence’). 283
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postcolonial world,”  Stephen Slemon has identified it as “a literature of  the margin,”  and 284 285

Brenda Cooper argues that “magical realism frequently serves as a medium of  critique of  

Eurocentric empiricist discourses of  reality, as well as of  contemporary totalitarian-capitalist 

regimes.”  286

The connection between postcolonialism and magical realism is also clear in Prakash’s stories. 

Maurya argues that the magic elements in Prakash’s writings have precisely this effect which Cooper 

addresses: “magical realism … as a medium of  critique.” Maurya takes ‘Hīrālāl kā bhūt’ as an 

example, where Hīrālāl–s ghost becomes the means, the only means, through which he can revenge 

his masters. Maurya writes:  

Hiralal’s ghost is used to make his absence present. As an oppressed and exploited subject, 

Hiralal can take revenge only in the form of  his specter that empowers him to act. ... At a socio-

political level, the narrative corrects the wrong and becomes the weapon of  the weak to fight 

against injustice.  287

Thus the resistance and social critique hide behind the magic and supernatural. Similarly, Ṭepchū is 

given supernatural powers to stand against the violence in the village and even more so in the city. 

His declaration of  being alive at the end of  the story perhaps serves as an image that the oppression 

will not be able to crush the resistance. So also, the rabbits’ awakening in ‘Arebā Parebā’ shows that 

the cat, Bagghā and others like him in power will (perhaps or possibly) not have the final word. In 

‘Tirich,’ the supernatural has the opposite effect, but still, it adds to the same narrative. As Maurya 

points out, the lizard represents the ongoing urban oppression of  rural India, or “the feudal lord 

who continues to exploit the poor peasant.” It shows “the helplessness of  a peasant before the urban 

monster.”  Finally, in ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ it is the magic of  India, the bull endowed with 288

magic abilities who reacts to injustice and finally attacks and kills the mare, the symbol of  the British 

empire. His resistance also lives on in the more than two-hundred-year-old refugee lama. Thus, the 

magic or fantastic become the sources of  resistance where no opposition is possible and empowers 

imagination for a better or different future despite the elite’s seemingly overwhelming grasp of  

power.  

It is perhaps in this way, in his political commitment and social critique, that Uday Prakash’s 

writing mirrors and shares the language of  García Márquez and other magical realist writers. This 

 Bhabha 1990:7284

 Slemon 1995: 408285

 Cooper 2006: 15–36, quoted in Bhattacharya 2020: 201–02. 286

 Maurya 2020: 247–48287

 Maurya 2020: 247–48288
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would mean that his writings suit the fantastic mode well on the level of  narrative technique, but the 

way he uses the supernatural for political purposes has more in common with the language of  

magical realism. 

8.4 Uday Prakash as a “Postcolonial Experimentalist” (Uttaropaniveśvādī 
prayogvādī) 

As a writer, Uday Prakash is grounded in the broader Indian writing tradition. Ghirardi points 

out that the mixture of  history and fantasy in his writings reflects similar literary devices as found in 

the Sanskrit itihāsa, purāṇa and kāvya, in which records of  history are mingled with fictitious, magical 

and fantastic events.  Moreover, Prakash’s metafictional narrative strategy is not only a 289

postmodern convention. Ayyappa K. Paniker has shown in his work, Indian Narratology, taking 

Bhāgavata as an example, that it is a typical device in the Purāṇas to create a “frame-narrative” in 

which an internal narrator—a character within the story—tells a story to a group of  listeners whose 

responses, remarks and questions help to form the story. In this way, a type of  story is forged in 

which “the telling is the tale.”  290

Prakash is also firmly grounded in the mainstream school of  modern Hindi literature during 

the middle of  the 20th century, stretching from Premchand and the realist novel to naī kahāniyā. The 

realism is clearly visible in Prakash’s writings. He shares the same focus as writers such as 

Premchand, Jaishankar Prasad, Nirmal Verma and others, the unmasked portrayal of  the starch 

reality of  the rural and urban India’s lower socio-economic classes. His writings, according to 

Maurya, “abound with minute details of  the life of  poverty-stricken peasants and workers.”  291

Furthermore, the themes of  death, loneliness, alienation and nostalgia echo the literary genres of  

experimentalism and new writing.  292

 Ghirardi 2021b: 39–40289

 Paniker 2003: 29–35. For a translated excerpt of  the text of  Bhāgavata, see: http://www.vyasaonline.com/290

2016/09/13/mahabharata-is-retold/mahabharata/ (Retrieved 2021-04-30). 
 Maurya 2020: 246291

 cf. Yadav 2021: 178–79. Another type of  classical Indian literary tradition is the Urdu tradition of  ‘tilismi 292

fiction’—a genre derived from “Persio-Arabic tilismi qisse, dastan and aja’ib wa ghara’ib (miracles and 
marvels)”—in which ordinary narratives and tales are infused with magical events. Anjali Gera Roy (2016) 
argues that Salman Rushdie should be placed in this genre rather than in magical realism and that the source 
of  the fantastic elements in his writings should be located in this literary tradition (334–358). Gera Roy 
identifies in Rushdie’s Midnight’s children how every event is an omen and how the whole narrative appears to 
be divinely ordained—literary tropes typical for the narrative mode of  tilismic aiyyari and aja’ib (352–53). It 
could be argued that Prakash created something similar in ‘Tirich,’ where the father seems to be part of  a 
minutely planned procession towards his own death.
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But while being firmly rooted in classical and modern Indian and Hindi literary traditions, 

Prakash also goes beyond this heritage. As Maurya further points out, “Uday Prakash’s stories break 

traditionally inherited form[s] of  narration.”  It is not the classical realist novel’s plot but the 293

constantly new, imaginative and creative formation of  storylines that distinguish Prakash’s 

authorship. 

I would argue that this break, above all with realism, is based on three clear lines in Prakash’s 

writings. First, his postmodern perspectives on society, time and history—on past, present and future

—divert to some degree from the political optimism of  realism and progressivism. Although there 

are glimpses of  hope, it is difficult to perceive in his writings the same degree of  passionate belief  in 

literature as a vehicle for political change as is characteristic of  progressivism. In fact, many of  his 

texts are virtually counter-narratives to progressivism, as the city, which should be emblematic of  

development, modernity and liberal values, is instead characterised by violence, discrimination and 

prejudices. Secondly, his narrative strategies of  retrospection, non-linear narratives and metafiction 

break to some extent with realism’s more linear narrative. Thirdly, his use of  the supernatural and 

magic and his extensive use of  metaphors boost and enrich his narratives and make them powerful 

expressions of  a social critique. 

Such postcolonial critique is at the forefront of  Prakash’s writings. In a recent zoom seminar in 

Indology at Uppsala university, Rekha Sethi, professor in Hindi literature at Delhi University, said 

that she understood Prakash’s writing as a “socio-economic commentary.”  Furthermore, she 294

identified three levels of  this critique: first, against the feudal oppression of  agrarian society in India; 

secondly, against urbanity and the industrial society and thirdly, against information technology and 

globalisation. This thesis has shown that all these levels of  critique are deeply elaborated in 

Prakash’s writings. 

Prakash’s social or postcolonial critique is, furthermore, wielded by the utilisation of  different 

genres, narrative modes and literary tropes. As shown above, magical realism, or perhaps rather the 

fantastic, strengthens this social criticism. The same critique is further communicated through 

postmodern elements, e.g., the extensive use of  allegory and the deployment of  the motives of  

alienation, paranoia and self-reflexivity, which become in themselves criticism of  modern society’s 

failures. Also, his regionalism, his universalisation of  a regional story and sphere, gives birth to a 

new national history which is fragmented, marked by multiply locales and a lost culture and identity. 

In short, different literary perspectives come together and blend in his narratives in service of  his 

social criticism. 

 Maurya 2020: 246293

 Sethi 2022294
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Consequently, I would argue that Prakash could be understood as a postcolonial 

experimentalist (uttaropaniveśvādī prayogvādī). His writings evidence a great degree of  imaginative and 

creative freedom. Every new story is a new creation where he tries to find new directions. He takes 

inspiration from magical realist writers and their political vision but also makes his own adaptions of  

this mode, as he forges stories that should rather belong in the fantastic literary mode. While his 

writings display several postmodern traces, he is reluctant or cautious to fully go down this path with 

completely broken down narratives and disoriented timeframes. The postmodern tendencies are 

there, and some stories we even can call postmodern per se, but overall, given at least the ten 

writings this thesis analyses, there is a balance between the postmodern, modern and traditional: 

between the individual and the community, dystopia and hope; between linear narratives, on the 

one hand, and retrospection and metafiction, on the other; or, perhaps we even can say, between 

rural traditional regionalism and urban “melancholic regionalism.” 

I would argue that the epithet “experimentalist” (prayogvādī) has many advantages since it 

recognises that Uday Prakash stands in a long line of  modern Hindi authors before him but also 

points to the fact that he goes beyond this tradition. Moreover, it has the advantage that it 

acknowledges the fluidity of  his authorship, how it spans over different genres and could not easily 

be restricted to a specific category—prayogvād being itself  characterised by its flexibility in relation to 

genres. It highlights the strong imaginative freedom which marks his authorship as he deploys a 

certain perspective but then modifies it. In addition, it reflects how most of  the literary motives 

characteristic of  prayogvād—e.g., self-reflexivity, introspectiveness, melancholy, dystopia and 

civilisational criticism—have a conspicuous presence in his writings. Finally, the addition of  the 

adjective “postcolonial,” forming the label postcolonial experimentalist (uttaropaniveśvādī prayogvādī), 

stresses the ceaseless postcolonial perspective in his writings, which has already been discussed 

above. 
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9. Conclusions 

This thesis identifies Uday Prakash as a postcolonial experimentalist (uttaropaniveśvādī 

prayogvādī). His postcolonial critique is prevalent in his fiction, with the narrative lens never residing 

from the subaltern. He wields this criticism by forming imaginative and unique narratives, with the 

help of  different genres and modes, as he merges the political language of  magical realism with the 

narrative technique of  the fantastic; traditional storytelling with postmodern metafiction and a 

regionalist defence of  the traditional space with a postcolonial critique of  globalisation. 

This study analyses Uday Prakash’s stories from different literary perspectives. First, through 

the lens of  the closely related but distinguished literary modes of  magical realism and the fantastic. 

Uday Prakash has commonly been understood as an Indian version of  a magical realist writer, as 

many of  his stories include magical events in realistic settings. In this thesis, however, I argue that 

several of  Prakash’s writings—even those often taken as emblematic examples of  magical realism—

express precisely such hesitation that is typical of  the fantastic. In contrast to magical realism, the 

antinomy in the fantastic mode between the realistic and the supernatural codes of  reality remains 

unresolved. This uncertainty is often achieved in Prakash’s stories through the formation of  a frame-

narrative, in which the subjective character-bound narrator reflects on the story proper and 

expresses doubt and hesitation, astonishment and marvel before the supernatural, or even affirms 

the story’s veracity. While discouraging a magical realist reading, these features are indicative of  the 

fantastic. 

Second, the question posed whether Prakash’s writing could be understood as regionalist is 

given an affirmative answer in this study, although with some reservations. In many stories, Prakash 

does return to the jungle-rural region of  his childhood village, but the setting of  his stories also 

reflects his own journey, from village to town and later to a metropolis. His regionalism, this thesis 

suggests, mirrors and incorporates all these localities. Here again, the postcolonial perspective 

becomes essential as Prakash seeks to tell a new national narrative or, in other words, to forge and 

portray a region as a universal window for all of  India. In this portrayal, he presents a new border 

region situated in the tension between the village and the city and between the community and the 

individual. I have coined such a regionalism as “melancholic regionalism” since the public landscape 

Prakash portrays is one where the traditional India of  the rural village with its traditional values is 

replaced by a more complex reality involving multiple locations and value systems. The term 

“melancholic,” among other things, elucidates the difference between Renu’s and Prakash’s 

regionalism; while the former had a positive vision for the relationship between city and village in 

India—his writings sought to tear down the divide—Prakash’s vision is more sceptical, as his 
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narratives often are marked by the stark antinomy between the rural and the urban.  In sum, not 295

all of  Prakash’s stories are regional, and not all are fully regional, but in general, we can see a clear 

stroke of  regionalism in his work which cannot be dismissed. 

Third, the postcolonial reading of  Prakash’s short stories has shown that the author’s focus lies 

on the re-emerging or survival of  colonialism, as it takes new expressions in the exploitation present 

in current India. This neo-colonialism has a twofold manifestation. First, domestically, in the 

oppression or subjection of  the poor and marginalised by the political and economic elite. Secondly, 

in the imported feature of  globalisation which, above all, materialises itself  in the lives of  the lower 

socio-economic strata of  metropolitan India. I fully agree with Maurya, who has suggested that 

Prakash, through his writings, wants to provide the subaltern with a new national narrative.  

Fourth, the postmodern perspective is strong in Uday Prakash’s writing. Except for 

postmodern tropes or narrative devices, such as intertextuality, metafiction, authorial intrusion, 

retrospection, introspection, a broken narrative, pastiche and paranoia, there are also short stories 

that could be classified as postmodern per se, e.g., ’Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ which is an example 

of  historiographic metafiction. Moreover, in many of  Prakash’s stories, the protagonist’s alienation 

and introspection are so strong that we could classify them as postmodern fictions, e.g., in ‘Arebā 

Parebā,’ ‘Rām Sajīvan kī prem-kathā’ and ‘Ḍibiyā.’ A key postmodern feature Prakash deploys is 

metafiction, expressed in his formation of  frame narratives and in his habit of  directly addressing 

the reader. Such literary devices blur the difference between the authorial and the narrating voice, 

between fiction and reality. I have further argued that Prakash saves his writing from the 

postmodern “eternal now” in that he still values Indian tradition and culture and that his stories 

express an instigation to political change and—at least—a feeble hope for the future. 

As this thesis has discussed several literary fields, there could be a number of  suggestions for 

further studies. First of  all, to more firmly establish this study’s proposition of  Uday Prakash as 

rather operating in the fantastic narrative mode, a suggestion for future research would be a broader 

examination of  all those of  Prakash’s writings which show signs of  magical realism or the fantastic 

(as this study has been limited to only ten of  his writings). This analysis has also suggested a need for 

clearer terminology within the Indian literary debate for these modes of  writing: such as magical 

realism, the fantastic, fantasy and the marvellous. 

Second, another field where this study could be taken further is the understanding of  Uday 

Prakash as a regional writer. Above all, this theme would require a wider exploration of  Prakash’s 

rhetoric—his use of  regional vocabulary and direct speech, folksongs and sound words—than this 

thesis has done. Also, as India is changing and the Hindi literary sphere evolves, I would suggest a 

 Hansen 1981: 291–92295
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renewed theoretical discussion on regionalism in the context of  the depiction of  both rural and 

urban India. 

Third, Prakash’s relation to feminist criticism and the role of  women in his writings are 

interesting topics for further study, as women generally are not granted the role of  the protagonist in 

his narratives. This would be to read Prakash through the critical lens of  Gayatri Chakravorty 

Spivak, who has criticised the overall male discourse in postcolonial literature. Fourth, another 

promising area of  exploration is the relationship of  Prakash’s writings to earlier Indian literary 

traditional expressions such as aja’ib wa ghara’ib or means of  storytelling found in folk traditions and 

the itihāsa-s and purāṇa-s. Fifth, a similar comparison could be made in terms of  Prakash’s both 

dependence upon and breaking with modern Hindi literary trends, such as progressivism and 

idealistic realism of  the 20th century. 

Furthermore, especially when it comes to the first of  the topics of  study mentioned above, 

magical realism, more recent research that has appeared in this field could possibly open up for a 

different evaluation of  Uday Prakash’s writings in relation to this literary mode. Not least, which has 

been briefly discussed in chapter 8, there are interesting perspectives to be found in the convergence 

between postcolonialism, postmodernism and magical realism. Based on these perspectives, I would 

here like to, at some length, suggest some new horizons for the discussion on Uday Prakash and 

magical realism before making some concluding remarks on this essay. 

In ‘Magic realism Revisited: The Deconstruction of  Antinomies,’  Chanady strongly 296

criticises her own earlier monograph from 1985. She relates how further interest in postmodern and 

postcolonial studies attracted her to self-reflexive narratives of  these literary perspectives in which, 

being free from the restraining forces of  realism, the supernatural is explicitly acknowledged as 

fictitious. 

Above all, Chanady abandons the concept of  antinomy, an idea on which her earlier work was 

firmly founded. She argues that this concept does not work for magic realism since it has sprung 

from a scheme rooted in Western “logic and rationality.” On the contrary, magic realism, instead of  

resolving the antinomy, rather uses its supernatural elements to confront the realistic code of  reality. 

It thus rejects “the certainties of  Western reason with its dichotomies or at least ignores the rigidity 

of  rational codes and conventions in favor of  the imagination….” Like postmodernism, it attacks 

realism.   297

Chanady, thus, presents a magic realism adjacent to postmodernism, which stresses “literary 

innovation, the importance of  the imagination and the transgression of  traditional literary forms.” 

 Chanady 2003: 428–444, cf. n. 78. In this later article, Chanady instead uses the term “magic 296

realism” (instead of  “magical realism”), a use which is reflected in my summary of  her article.
 Chanady 2003: 432297
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It has, furthermore, many resemblances with postcolonial motives as it “expresses important points 

of  view, often related to marginality and subalternity” and “gives free [rein] [sic] to the imagination 

while critically reflecting on the ailments of  society and the predicament of  the human 

condition.”  298

In addition, Marisa Bortolussi, as she voices her criticism of  Chanady’s earlier work, identifies 

irony as one of  the “fundamental features” of  magic realist writings, wielded in such texts through 

the author’s formation of  a distance between the narrator and “a playful irreverent implied 

author.”  This distance is upheld by magic realist authors’ awareness of  the inability of  their 299

readers to respond naively before magical events. Thus, while the narrator renders such events 

matter-of-factly, the implied author uses “fictional manipulation” and irony to underline how this 

world is constructed and forged.  300

In this sense, as Chanady and Bortolussi describe magical realism, Uday Prakash could very 

well be understood within this literary mode. His authorship is indeed marked by imagination, 

“transgression of  traditional literary forms,” critical reflection “on the ailments of  society” and a 

concentration on “marginality and subalternity.”  

Especially his story, ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ,’ is illustrative of  this later form of  magical 

realism. I argued in chapter 4 above that Prakash’s explicit discussion in the story’s prologue on the 

source of  its supernatural elements, being imagination and dreams, attenuates the extraordinary in a 

way that is atypical of  Chanady’s earlier description of  magical realism. But such explicitness of  the 

supernatural would fit well into this later form of  this literary mode. Moreover, the irony described 

by Bortolussi, which arises in the distance between the implied author and narrator, is evident in 

‘Tirich.’ In this story, the narrator’s fearful and non-negotiable faith in the village superstitions 

creates an atmosphere of  irony since these beliefs are portrayed so blatantly ironic, and the text is 

constructed in such a way that the implied author is clearly distancing himself  from such beliefs. 

Also, in ‘Ṭepchū,’ such irony is present and consolidated by the frequency and force through which 

the narrator assures the reader of  the story’s veracity. In addition, the formation of  the narrative 

and the exaggerated portrayals of  all of  Ṭepchū’s supernatural survivals mirror the carnivalesque 

qualities or “carnivalesque exaggerations” Bortolussi further identifies to be characteristic of  magic 

 Chanady 2003: 442298

 The “implied author” is a similar concept as the “implied reader” (described above under 3.6), referring 299

to the author as he/she appears based on how the text is constructed, which is, according to Bortolussi, not 
necessarily equivalent neither to the text’s narrator nor to its real author (2003: 362–63). 
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realism.  Prakash’s fiction is, moreover, clearly marked by other elements of  magic realism 301

mentioned by Chanady, such as the joy of  story-telling, free imagination and the use of  allegory.  302

Finally, Prakash’s initial discussion in ‘Vāren Hesṭiṃgs’ kā sāṃḍ’ voices a critique of  the 

modern or realist perspective of  the world and the idea that this is the unquestionable and 

foundational way to understand reality. Instead, he opens up for other non-Western, non-modern 

perspectives, not constituted by a binary distinction between the natural and the supernatural. Such 

views would side well with these more recent versions of  magical realism, which highlight the issue 

of  the prerogative of  a Western or realist worldview above others.  303

All these perspectives need to be taken into consideration in the discussion of  magical realism 

in the South Asian literary context. In what sense is Uday Prakash a magical realist writer? This 

question needs to be addressed in detail. When Indian critics claim Uday Prakash as a magical 

realist, I have not yet met an argument which contextualises such a claim within the discussion of  

older and more recent forms of  magical realism. Further studies are needed. 

In sum, Prakash is not easily defined as an author. While some of  Prakash’s stories (in the 

collection this thesis analyses) more clearly express Todorov’s “hesitation” of  the fantastic, others 

would be better situated in the borderland between the postmodern, postcolonial and (more recent) 

magical realism. Still others, such a ‘Tirich’ fits in both these descriptions since it has both the 

hesitation characteristic of  the fantastic and the irony towards the supernatural indicative of  more 

recent forms of  magical realism. This is typical for Uday Prakash’s authorship; he is not easily 

placed solely within one category. Instead, his writing is marked with a free rein of  imagination (to 

borrow terminology from Chanady) and a merging of  genres—it is the līlā of  Uday Prakash. He is, 

thus, I have argued, best described as an experimentalist, continuously searching for a new path of  

writing, deploying and combining styles, modes and genres which suit his purposes for a specific 

story.  

I will end this thesis with some thoughts on what I have identified as the most central 

perspective in Prakash’s writings: social criticism combined with civilisational criticism. In his 

writings, the institutions of  the modern state, such as the bank and police station, whose purpose 

should be to serve the citizens, are instead places of  bending of  law and open violence. 

Contradicting the basic tenets of  (literary) modernism, Prakash seems to convey the message that no 

real development has occurred; hiṃsā (‘violence’)—a keyword for Prakash—is an intrinsic part of  

 First argued by Danow 1995, cf. Bortolussi 2003: 362301

 Chanady 2003: 434302

 However, it could also be argued that Chanady, by her fresh and more postmodern version of  magical 303

realism, blurs the difference between different genres/modes to the point that one could ask if  she does not 
undermines the use of  categories altogether. It poses the question: Do we here encounter a more refined 
definition of  this mode of  writing or simply a postmodern capitulation before categories altogether?
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modern civilisation. Our distancing from nature—or our natural state—our modern development 

seems only to take us further away from what is truly human. At the end of  ‘Hīrālāl kā Bhūt,’ jungle 

and nature overtake the haveli, as wild animals, hyenas and an owl—somehow in alliance with 

Hīrālāl-s ghost—shriek and howl outside the building during the night. Perhaps this is Prakash’s 

prospect: our violence can only lead to the destruction of  our society, and nature will eventually take 

over again. 

Is there, then, only critique, dystopia? I would suggest that Prakash’s critique is balanced with 

his portrayal of  the beauty of  life. The expressions of  the longings, emotions and even despairs of  

his subaltern characters point to a vision for humanity and society. These deep humane features in 

his writings breathe a faint hope that although a concrete solution or way forward cannot be 

visualised, there is purpose in the small human life. The beauty of  Prakash’s narratives and 

character portrayals, as well as his ability to depict the tenderness and value of  human life amid all 

darkness in the social body, is, I believe, what makes his stories so powerful. 

Consolaro, in her scheme (see above under 7.1.3), places the postcolonial and the postmodern 

in juxtaposition, the former focusing on the community and the latter on the individual. She holds 

the postmodern to be the stronger force of  the two in Prakash’s writing. Although I also observe a 

strong postmodern vein in Prakash, I have in this thesis identified postcolonialism as the 

foundational and more constant perspective.  

I would, however, argue that in terms of  “description” of  society, Consolaro is correct. Here, 

the balance weighs over in favour of  a postmodern “privatisation,” individualisation and alienation, 

bordering on dystopia. But in the terms of  the “purpose” of  Prakash’s authorship, the postcolonial 

perspective is stronger. While, on the one hand, the postmodern quality of  his texts evidences itself  

more on the level of  narrative and character formation—in his metafiction, self-reflexivity and 

strong focus on the individual— the postcolonial perspective, on the other hand, is more of  an aura 

which permeates and determines his writing. For example, ‘Arebā Parebā’ seems to be mainly about 

an individual’s internal process and life journey. Still, towards the end of  the story, the societal 

authorial interpretation becomes evident: that the story’s real purpose is a social criticism against the 

misuse of  power and wealth in modern India. To use Consolaro’s formulation, Prakash, although 

undoubtedly writing “to save himself ”—to understand his own journey and role within the 

changing Indian society—indeed writes to save his community. 
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